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Coordinator´s Note
This Manual on Petroleum Law in Brazil contains information, lessons and
legislative and regulatory references, knowledge of which is essential for any
attorney who intends to pursue a career in this area. Written with objectivity
and simplicity, it provides guidelines on every issue to assist not only attorneys,
but also students and workers of the oil sector in their daily activities.
The idea of organizing it came about as a consequence of our professional
activity during the development of Vieira Rezende’s Area of Practice related to
Oil and Gas over the last few years. We perceived the value of passing on basic
information in an organized format to young lawyers, assisting them to more
readily understand the recurring topics of Petroleum Law in our day-to-day
dealings with our clients.
The first chapters, which make up Part I, tell the story of the formation of
the Oil and Gas Sector in Brazil and explain the main constitutional and legal
principles involved, and then goes on to show how the public agencies direct
this segment of our economy, highlighting the role of Petrobras.
In Part II, we deal with the so-called oil contracts, which are those resulting
from the practice of the Petroleum Industry, highlighting the most common
and important covenants resulting therefrom and the care that must be taken
by the attorneys who assist the negotiators. We give special emphasis to the
Local Content Policy, which has permeated all the concession contracts since
Round Zero of the bidding process, held in 1998.
In Part III, due to the relevance that offshore exploration has assumed in Brazil
since the discovery of the Campos Basin in the seventies, later reaffirmed with the
exploration of the pre-salt layer, we consider the legal aspects of Platforms, Drill
Ships, FPSOs and FSOs, addressing tax and labor issues related to this activity.
We also address the charter and service agreements related to this equipment and
we analyze for the regulatory aspects of the offshore support services and of the
Brazilian Shipping Company (Empresa Brasileira de Navegação).
In Part IV, we inform our reader about the culture of contracting of Petrobras
and we shed light on the main provisions of the Brazilian Civil Code, which
legitimate the limitations on the duty to indemnify under the contracts of the

oil and gas industry, without which it would be impossible to have a balanced
allocation of the risks involved therein. There is also information about the
instrument of consortium, due to its widespread use in oil and gas environment.
Finally In Part V, we consider the tax issues regulated in the Special Customs
Regime of Importing Goods destined to the Exploration and Mining Activities
of Petroleum and Natural Gas Deposits – Repetro and the environmental issues
peculiar to the Petroleum Industry. They are matters that permeate all the oilrelated activity and that have a direct influence on the prices practiced in Brazil.
The reader will perceive that our objective is more operational than academic
and that we do not give an opinion on the rights or wrongs of our regulatory
framework, basically represented by Law nº 9,478, of 1997 (Petroleum Law) and
by Law nº 12,351, of 2010 (Shared Production Law).
Notwithstanding the current crisis that has befallen the Sector, and
particularly Petrobras due to the revelations of the so-called Operação Lava Jato
(Car-Wash Operation), foreign companies continue to arrive to operate in Brazil,
which is explained by the excellence of our reserves and by the Divestment
Plan approved by the referred state-owned corporation up to 2020, indicating
a long period of dispute among the oil companies for supremacy in the Sector.
All this activity brings as a consequence a greater internationalization of
the Sector, resulting in a growing demand for attorneys qualified to make the
intention of the foreign investor, based on a legal culture different from ours,
compatible with the reality of our laws and regulations.
The objective of this Manual is to address the correct and effective
performance of these professionals in order to make this new scenario viable.

Preface
I was immensely happy when I received the invitation to preface the work
coordinated and written by Dr. José Carlos Ribeiro Filho. Then, came the
concern of not feeling up to the task. I felt reassured however, when I called
to mind Machado de Assis (Papéis Avulsos, 1904) who used to say that the
preface “enhances the work; and if it does not, because it is mediocre, it will
demonstrate, by contrast, the work’s excellence”.
I have known JC, as we affectionately call Dr. José Carlos in the office, just
for a few years, but right away, I perceived him to be a wonderful person, the
competent professional, with a profound knowledge of the Law and of the oil
sector. Early on, I sought to glean a portion of his knowledge, stealing precious
hours from him each day in relaxed conversations.
An experienced lawyer, successful and renowned in legal circles, mainly in
the oil and gas sector, JC, like a little boy, eager for new challenges, decided
to share his broad experience, writing, organizing and honoring us with this
book. To that end, he invited close colleagues, talented lawyers, to join him in
producing this essential work.
Humbly called a Manual, this work encompasses, in a critical and up to date
manner, a functional and practical approach to the oil and gas sector, without
neglecting the theoretical knowledge so necessary for whoever works or intends
to work in the industry.
The well-structured work as it is, guides the novice in an organized manner
while unveiling the secrets of this field of law and, to those with greater
knowledge, it facilitates the study of the different topics addressed in the book.
Notwithstanding the complexity and dry nature of certain subjects, the
direct language adopted, without unnecessary detail, encourages the reader and
favors comprehension of the topics.
While it may be true that the oil and gas industry in Brazil is passing through
a period of uncertainties and difficulties, foreign companies continue to arrive
and soon the economy will stabilize and the country will be back on the right
path. The professionals of the area must be prepared.
Good reading.
Claudio Guerreiro
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Part I
The Sector

1. History of petroleum legislation in Brazil
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho
The search for petroleum in the Brazilian subsoil started in the State of
Bahia during the Second Empire, with rustic initiatives and lacking planning,
carried by the economic interest that the product aroused in the world with the
activities developed from the United States of America. If mining for gold and
precious stones was already an economic activity established since the colonial
period, the search for oil officially began in the year 1858 with two imperial
decrees1 granting the right to extract the “mineral used in lighting”.
Such imperial decrees are examples of how Brazil, under the reign of D. Pedro
II, was observant to the technological innovations that were in development in
Europe and in the USA. Effectively, in the first half of the decade of 1850,
in the state of Pennsylvania, under the omen of the ambitious, and at that
time foolhardy entrepreneurs George Bissel and James Towsend, which had the
beginning of their studies conducted by Prof. Benjamin Silliman, that sought
the confirmation of rock oil feasibility as fuel to lightning and lubricant2.
At the time, the word petroleum was not used, being adopted only in the year
1864 in another imperial decree3, allowing the extraction of turf, petroleum
and other minerals for the term of ninety years. It was Brazil echoing the frenzy
created in 1859 by the pioneering well that Colonel Edwin Drake, ordered by
the same Bissel and Towsend, drilled in Tittusville, Pennsylvania. After that,
several years passed with permits for individuals and companies to explore for
and extract petroleum until the end of the empire and between 1891 and 1934,
without, however, any commercial success. Such activities, though, brought
about the start of the mapping of the Brazilian sedimentary basins.

1

L. Ferreira. Direito internacional, petróleo e desenvolvimento. São Paulo: Saraiva, 2011. p. 223.

2

D. Yergin. The Prize – The Epic Quest for Oil, Money and Power. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1991.
p.19-21.

3

L. Ferreira. Op. cit. p. 224.
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The petroleum legislation in Brazil properly begins with the issuance of
the Mining Code4 enacted in 1934, during the dictatorship of Getúlio Vargas,
which have imposed the obligation upon the owner of any mines and deposits
that might exist in the national territory to declare them to the government
within the deadlines determined therein.
As none was declared with commercial value within the said time limits, all
hydrocarbon deposits were incorporated into the assets of the State.
Next, a decree-law5 was issued by the Executive creating the National
Petroleum Council – CNP and declaring the activities of importing, exporting,
transporting, distributing and trading crude oil and its by-products in the
national territory as of public utility, as well as the refining industry for
imported oil or that produced in the country, giving rise to the intervention of
the Brazilian State in this area of the economy. The CNP started acting as an
auxiliary agency to the President of the Republic with the function of providing
an opinion about concessions and the exploration and production of deposits.
At that time, following a world trend, refined petroleum was already
considered the main source of power for transportation, especially by air and road,
and therefore indispensable to the military defense and country’s economies, a
circumstance that imposed on our government, also by economic convenience, a
need to be engaged with the distribution of petroleum and its by-products in the
whole national territory, so as to ensure equal prices, to the extent possible.
This same decree-law reserved for the Federal Government each and every
decision on this economic activity, nationalizing the refineries of imported
or national petroleum, exclusively reserving them to companies established
by native Brazilians, with registered shares, which should be entrusted to be
directed and managed by native Brazilians with the participation of Brazilian
employees in the proportion established by the legislation in force at the time.
For the companies that operated in the country, a term of six months was
granted to adapt to the new rules of the game, in a scenario seen by some as the
full exercise of statehood over natural resources and by others as a unilateral act
of disrespect for the contracts in force.
In 1939, the first potentially commercial discovery was made, in an onshore
well in the city of Lobato, in the State of Bahia. If, before, only the refining
4

Decree nº 24,642, of July 10, 1934.

5

Decree-Law nº 395, of April 29, 1938.
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activities had been nationalized — only Brazilian companies directed by
Brazilians were authorized to refine petroleum —, this discovery started a
movement for the nationalization of the whole sector.
It should be clarified that both the Federal Constitution of 1934 and the one
of 1937 have not addressed the topic, and that the Civil Code of 1916, inclined
toward privatization, had not yet recognized the social function of property,
which means that the initiative of state intervention was an isolated decision of
the Dictatorial Government of Getúlio Vargas.
It must be noted that the great international oil companies (IOCs), such as
Standard Oil, which was one of the largest companies of its time and originated
the giants Exxon, Chevron, Mobil and Amoco6, Royal Dutch Shell and Texas
Oil Company or Texaco were constituted in the second half of the 19th century
and in the first half of the 20th century.
The years following the Second World War brought a new order to petroleum
exploration, on account of its scarcity before the increasing demand, and that
exacerbated the disputes between the big oil companies and the governments
of the producing countries, which gave ground to the emergence of the first
National Oil Companies (NOCs).
It is in this scenario that the then-democratic government of Getúlio Vargas
(his second term – 1951 to 1954), already under the Federal Constitution of
1946, triggered the nationalist campaign “O petróleo é nosso” (the oil is ours),
which was broadly supported by the Brazilian population. A possible explanation
for the emergence of this popular campaign even before the country became a
large producer full of international oil companies lies in another campaign from
the 20’s with the slogan “Os minérios são nossos”7 (the ores are ours). At the time,
the intention was to regain the subsoil ownership rights for the State under
the vainglorious argument that foreign imperialism would appropriate national
wealth, and the exploration of the potential mineral wealth by international
companies represented an undermining of national sovereignty.
From the economic point of view, such campaigns meant a scarcity of
resources for investment and a consequent slow exploration of the natural
resources8, but from the political point of view they were successful, as they
6

D. Yergin. Op. cit. p. 110.

7

C. Barreto. A Saga do Petróleo Brasileiro: “A Farra do Boi”. São Paulo: Nobel, 2001. p. 117.

8

Ibid. p. 118.
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created a harmonious connection between society and the sector. The image
of the mining and oil companies began to be viewed with sympathy and
respectability by Brazilians.
As a result of popular mobilization and the action of both ruling and
opposition parties of the Getúlio Vargas government, Law nº 2,004, of October
3, 1953, was freely approved by the Legislative and made provisions on national
petroleum policy, defined the new attributions of the National Petroleum Council
and established the corporation Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras, establishing
in its article one, the constitution of a State monopoly, for: I – the exploration
and production of the petroleum deposits and of other fluid hydrocarbons and
rare gases, existing in the national territory; II – the refining of national or foreign
petroleum; III – the maritime transportation of crude oil of national origin or
petroleum by-products produced in the Country, as well as the transportation, by
ducts, of crude oil and its by-products, as well as rare gases of any origin.
In article two, it declared that the Union (federation of Brazilian states)
would exercise the monopoly through the National Petroleum Council, as
the directing and inspection agency, and through the corporation, Petróleo
Brasileiro S.A. and its subsidiaries, established under the form of the current
law, as the execution agencies.
The government goal established along with the monopoly was to achieve selfsufficiency in oil and gas within the shortest time span. In 1968, Petrobras made the
first offshore discovery in the Guaricema Field, in the Northeastern region of Brazil.
In 1974, the focus starts to change from the Northeastern to the Southeastern
region, with the discovery of a new petroleum frontier in the Garoupa Field, in
the Santos Basin; and, in 1979, Shell/Pecten — under a hazardous contract —
discovers the Merluza Field in the Santos Basin9. The exploration and production
activities then started to mostly concentrate off the coast of the states of Espírito
Santo, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo and in increasingly deeper waters, as the best
prospects proved to be in areas located in the continental shelf.
The Constitutions of 1967 and 1969 did not change the treatment of the
topic until the monopoly was raised, in 1988, to the category of constitutional
norm in article 177 of the Federal Constitution10 of 1988, which marked the
period of Brazilian re-democratization after a long period of military dictatorship,
9

Refer to FRANK, note 1 above. p. 170-171.

10

BRASIL. Constitution of the Federative Republic of Brazil. Brasília, DF: Senado Federal, 1988.
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increased the restrictions on the monopolist regime, prohibiting the execution
of hazardous contracts, that had been allowed since 197611.
In the last decade of the past century, the Brazilian Government identified
as its main goals to increase its efforts in the fight against inflation and quest for
monetary stabilization, reason for which it found itself compelled to reduce the
investment capacity for infrastructure sectors. After 45 years since the adoption
of the monopoly Petrobras had managed, at the time, to discover and produce
sufficient petroleum for about 70% of the internal consumption12, bearing alone
all risks inherent to the sector and assuming heavy burdens without, however,
receiving in full the government investments needed.
In this context, it was necessary to equip the country with agile, flexible
legal mechanisms to obtain national and international capital aimed at
rapidly increasing the internal production of petroleum and natural gas,
through the activities of exploration, exploitation and development of fields
already discovered by Petrobras, as well as increasing the capacity of refining,
transporting and of the supply sector as a whole.
In order to reach such objectives, the Executive sent to the National
Congress a bill for constitutional amendment, which turned into Constitutional
Amendment nº 9, of November 9, 1995, which, by making the state monopoly on
the economic activities related to petroleum and natural gas more flexible, gave
rise to the enactment of Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997, which established the
new legal framework of the Petroleum Industry in Brazil, expressly revoking the
aforementioned Law nº 2,004/1953 and also creating the National Council for
Energetic Policy – CNPE and the National Petroleum Agency – ANP. Petrobras
passed to compete in equal conditions with other oil companies in Brazil.
According to the constitutional text, the ownership of the hydrocarbons in
situ still belongs to the Union (federation of Brazilian states), but the amendment
changed the wording of paragraph 1 of article 177 and established the possibility of
contracting state or private companies to explore, produce, refine, import, export
and transport petroleum and natural gas, allowing national or international
companies to appropriate the resources. That enabled the entry of new agents
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into the Brazilian market through concession contracts for upstream activities
and authorizations for midstream and downstream activities.
If, in the past, the great challenge for Petrobras had been to overcome
the lack of investments, protecting itself from political interferences and
developing the infrastructure of the whole production chain, with the end of
the monopoly the company started having the new challenge of competing
on equal terms with the major players of the sector, as mentioned above. In
parallel with these transformations occurring in Brazil, it can be said that the
global petroleum industry was greatly affected by the changes observed: i) in
the proprietary configuration resulting from the great movement of mergers
and acquisitions; ii) in the market conditions, with changes to the structures
of supply and demand; iii) in the regulatory frameworks of the main producing
countries; and iv) a continuous increase was recorded in the international
prices of crude oil, after a long period of relatively low prices (1986–1998) and
with volatility controlled by the margin of prices between 21 and 28 dollars
per barrel coming to nearly 140 dollars.
In the year of 2006, a daily production of oil larger than the internal
consumption was announced for the first time in the history of the country. In
ten years, the reserves went from 7.1 billion barrels to 12.6 billion barrels and the
production went from 316 million barrels per year to 669 million barrels per year13.
It is in this scenario of changes that, on July 13, 2007, Petrobras announced
to the market as a relevant fact the conclusion of the analysis of the formation
tests of the second well in the area named Tupi and, in addition, it performed
a regional assessment of the petroliferous potential of the geological sequence
named pre-salt, which extends through the basins of the South and Southeastern
regions of Brazil, concluding that the estimated recoverable volumes of oil and
gas for the pre-salt reservoirs can significantly increase the recoverable reserves
of hydrocarbons in Brazilian basins, placing Brazil, in the medium term, among
the main producing countries of oil and natural gas in the world.
Although the reservoirs mapped are geographically located in the Campos
and Santos Basins – Southeastern Brazil – the concept of pre-salt layer is not
restricted to this region.
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Located at an average distance of 300 kilometers away from the coast and at
a depth of up to 7 thousand meters from the sea surface to the reservoir, the area
of the pre-salt will greatly increase the volume of oil and gas produced in Brazil.
Geologists define the nomenclature of the sedimentary layers having the
center of the planet Earth as the point of reference14, so that the pre-salt layer
is a rock layer extending underneath a thick layer of salt with up to 2 thousand
meters. Above it is the post-salt layer, a sedimentary area in which the whole
Brazilian production was concentrated until then.
In view of this new reality and of a new frontier with very high geological
possibility, which indicated an increasing interest of the international
petroleum market towards Brazil, the Executive Branch once again looked
into the petroleum industry legislation of the Country, taking advantage of the
monopoly held by the Union, to economically exploit the petroleum and natural
gas reservoirs discovered in the layer named pre-salt in the manner that was,
according to the Government at the time, the most favorable to the current and
future interests of the Brazilian people, taking into account for this, the large
estimated recoverable volumes of hydrocarbons and the low exploratory risk.
For such, and as the first measure, the National Energy Policy Council –
CNPE, evoking the principle of national interest (art. 1, I, of Law nº 9,478/1997),
drafted Resolution nº 6, of November 8, 2007, determining that the National
Agency of Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels – ANP exclude from the 9th
Bidding Round the blocks located in the basins of Espírito Santo, Campos and
Santos, in view of the possible accumulations in reservoirs of the pre-salt.
Following this measure, the CNPE determined that the Ministry of Mines
and Energy instruct a joint work group (GT) with the Energy Research
Company – EPE to assess, within the shortest term possible, the adaptations
and/or changes to the legal framework in force that would address a new
paradigm for petroleum and natural gas exploration and production, opened up
by the discovery of the new petroleum area, respecting the contracts in force.
The Federal Government, after around two years of intense internal
discussions, sent 4 Projects to the National Congress and finally approved the
Shared Production Law15, that introduced into our legislative system the shared
14
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production contract for exploration and production of petroleum and natural
gas in pre-salt areas and in strategic areas, creating a fund (Social Fund – FS)
to where the resources coming from these activities will be sent, and changed
provisions of Law nº 9,478/1997 (Petroleum Law) to make the coexistence
between both concession and shared production regimes possible, which today
regulate the activity of exploration and production of petroleum in the country.
At that time, Brazil was experiencing moments of great expectations in the
sector and the government took measures to stimulate research and innovation,
and intended to develop the shipping industry and the suppliers’ chain, through
an aggressive Local Content policy.
The Brazilian claim before the UN for the expansion of the limits of the
continental shelf to beyond the 200 nautical miles of the Exclusive Economic
Zone dates back to this same period16. This issue arises due to the geographic
location of the area mapped as being the pre-salt polygon, where the field of
Tupi (Lula) is 162 nautical miles away from the coast; Carioca at 151 nautical
miles; and Jupiter at 155 nautical miles17.
Also worthy of note is the government decision to increase the military
investments in the construction of submarines, aiming at the future protection
of these fields.
It occurred that, between the years of 2008 and 2013, the ANP found itself
obliged by president Dilma Rousseff’s implemented directive to suspend the
auctions of the exploratory areas, thus artificially braking the development of
the Sector, without noticing that petroleum geopolitics were quickly changing
against our interests, with the arrival of new actors coming onto scene, new
technologies for the exploitation of non-conventional (shale) American gas, as
well as the opening of other exploration fronts in the Gulf of Mexico and in
the African pre-salt, culminating at the oil barrel price drop to a half in the
international markets, as a result of the excess in supply and the sharp decline
in world demand, greatly due to the Chinese economy deceleration.
As a consequence of this new world order, the exploration of petroleum and
gas in Brazil remained dependent on the fight between Opep and the American’s
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producers of Shale Gas, the Russian and most recently the Iranian concerning
the new price of the barrel of oil equivalent (boe) in the international markets.
To make this adverse scenario even worse, the Federal Police began the
Operação Lava Jato, which revealed that, since 2003, Petrobras had been disastrously
administered by directors and officers that, either by incompetence or because they
have been corrupted drove it to an economic-financial situation of hard recovery,
taking into account its huge indebtedness and the segment in which it operates, in
which there is a constant need for owned and third-party resources to make the
exploration and production of petroleum and natural gas feasible.
With the impeachment of President Dilma and the ascension of President
Temer’s Government, the recovery of the Oil Industry has begun with the
alteration of the Production Sharing Law by Law no. 13,365, of November
29, 2016, which eliminated Petrobras’ obligation to be the exclusive operator,
with a minimum share of 30% in each block of the Pre-salt layer, guaranteeing
its right of preference to be the operator of the blocks before they are offered
in the rounds of bidding promoted by the National Petroleum Agency – ANP.
Equally important in the sector’s recovery is the Government’s appointment
of the new governing body of Petrobras, with full powers to implement the
necessary measures to balance its accounts. The new governing body has
changed the direction of the business, and the company, is gradually beginning
to react, recently achieving a better grading by the risk classification company.
The workforce was downsized with an ambitious voluntary resignation
plan, which was a success, together with a noticeable decrease in offices of
confidence. The rules of compliance are strict and faithfully observed. In
exploration and production, mainly in the Pre-salt fields, the records have
returned. In short, there is a breath of fresh air in the company, which is
making a comeback as the main protagonist in the Sector.

11

2. The Federal Union's ownership of deposits of
oil and natural gas – Constitutional principle
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho and Daniela Ribeiro Davila
Article 20, item V, of the Constitution of the Federative Republic of Brazil
(CF), published on October 5, 1998, establishes that the Union owns the “natural
resources of the continental shelf and of the exclusive economic zone” and item IX
states that the Union owns “the mineral resources, including those underground.”
Brazil, as a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea, of 1982, ratified by Brazil in 1988, after publication of Law nº 8,617/1993,
which made provision concerning Brazilian territorial waters, contiguous zone,
exclusive economic zone and continental shelf -was vested with sovereign rights
over its continental shelf for the purposes of exploring it and exploiting the
natural resources of the seabed and subsoil.
Specifically with regard to deposits of oil and natural gas, it should be noted
that when it referred to ‘mineral resources’, the framers of the Constitution did
not concern themselves with technical details and used a broad definition of
‘mineral’ which includes, oil and natural gas, which in reality are hydrocarbons,
and therefore organic, rather than mineral in nature.
This definition led to the fact that general concepts, applicable to activities
of exploration and exploitation of minerals and hydrocarbons, were stated in
the header of this same article, article 176 of the Federal Constitution, which,
as can be seen from its paragraphs, eminently governs mining activities.
Indeed, the header of article 176 refers to deposits in a general way and
sets out fundamental concepts for both types of this monopolized economic
activity — mining and oil and natural gas — namely: the distinction between
the ownership of the deposits and the ownership of the land, the ownership of
deposits by the Union, and the property rights of the concessionaire over the
minerals/O&G produced.
In view of the importance of the concepts set out in the header for oil and
natural gas activities, one cannot deny that the header of article 176 applies to such
matters. It is not the case, however, with regard to the paragraphs of the article.
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Now, paragraph one of the said article governs the activity of exploration and
exploitation of mineral resources, as well as the manner in which they are to
be contracted. Since article 177 establishes that the activity of exploration and
exploitation of petroleum and natural gas deposits is a monopoly, and paragraph
one of the same constitutional provision provides for the possibility of contracting
with public and state-controlled corporations, in manner to be defined by law,
this implies that the provisions of paragraph one, et seq., of article 176, do not
apply to the activity of exploration and exploitation of oil and natural gas deposits.
On this issue, Alexandre de Moraes1, discussing the Legal Regime governing
Concessions for Deposits of Oil, Natural Gas and Other Fluid Hydrocarbons as
public assets, admits the applicability of article 176 applying to exploration in
the broader sense.
With a narrower interpretation, Luis Roberto Barroso2, in his work Constituição
da República Federativa do Brasil Anotada (Annotated Constitution of the Federative
Republic of Brazil), when commenting on article 176, refers solely to mining and
when referring to ordinary legislation indicates the Mining Code.
Having established the ownership and dominion of the Union over the oil,
natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbon deposits found on Brazilian territory, the
exclusive economic zone (EEZ), the extent of which is 200 nautical miles from
the coast and the continental shelf up to a limit of 350 nautical miles measured
from the coast, it should be borne in mind that they are not public property,
available for common use nor are they property of special use, available for a
certain public purpose. These are what are known under Brazilian law as “bens
dominiais (or) dominicais” (domain assets) which are “part of the property of the
Union, the States or the Municipalities, as the object of a personal or real right
of one of these entities and come under the category of alienable property”3.
Brazilian Civil Code in the article 98 defines public assets as: “Public assets
are assets of the national domain belonging to the lawfully established domestic
legal entities; all others are private, regardless of whom they belong to”. Public
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assets are federal, state and municipal, if they belong, respectively, to the Union,
the States and the Municipalities. The others, except for those that do not
belong to anybody (res nullius), are private.
The article 99 of the Brazilian Civil Code lists and defines public properties:
i) the property for the common use of the people, such as rivers, seas, roads,
streets and squares; ii) that for special uses, such as buildings or land serving or
housing the federal, state, territorial and municipal administrations, including
their government agencies; and iii) the so-called bens dominicais, which are
the assets of lawfully established public legal entities that are the object of a
personal or real right of such entities. The sole paragraph of the aforementioned
article also says that, unless the law provides otherwise, the assets belonging to
lawfully established public legal entities, which have been given a private law
structure, are also considered domain assets.
On this issue, Hely Lopes Meireles4 defines bens dominicais as follows:
“Bens dominicais or alienable public assets are those which, while being
part of the public domain similar to the others, differ from the latter by the
ever-present possibility of being used for any purpose, or even alienated by
the Administration if desired. That is why they are also called alienable
public assets, or bens do patrimônio fiscal (state property assets). These
assets are part of the property of the State as the object of a personal or
real right, i.e., the Administration exercises ownership powers over them,
according to the precepts of constitutional and administrative law, to
quote the authoritative statement of Clovis Beviláqua.”

In conclusion, since deposits of oil and natural gas are so-called bens
dominicais or alienable public assets belonging to the Union, it can exploit them
economically, pursuant to applicable law.

4
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3. Monopoly of the Union over the
exploration and production activities
of petroleum and its by-products
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho and Daniela Ribeiro Davila
The Federal Constitution has a markedly liberal conception, as can be
inferred by reading the principles laid down in its article 170, which opens
Title VII - Financial and Economic Order. Among them, the one on fair
competition (item IV) stands out. Also worth noting is the lead paragraph of
said constitutional provision which expressly states that the economic order is
grounded on the valorization of human work and on free enterprise.
From there comes the exceptional nature of the State’s role as an entrepreneur,
as established in article 173 of Title VII - Financial and Economic Order of
the Federal Constitution, by which, except for the cases therein provided, the
constitution restricts the direct exploitation of economic activity by the State to
the imperatives of national safety or to a relevant collective interest defined by law.
The legitimacy of the state’s role in the economic order therefore takes
place in restrictive hypotheses and in an exceptional manner, as in the case
of the public monopoly expressly provided by the constitutional text, as in the
case of the monopoly on the activities related to the petroleum and natural gas
industry, provided by article 177 of the Federal Constitution.
Specifically concerning the topic in question, the exploration and production
of petroleum and natural gas are economic activities in relation to which the
Federal Constitution, in its article 177, I, provides for the intervention of the
Federal Government in order to reserve for the Union the prospecting and
exploitation of petroleum and natural gas deposits.
Such reservation of an economic activity by the Union removed from the
private sector the possibility of economically exploiting the said deposits in view of
the public interest, thus creating the state monopoly on such activity. In this sense,
paragraph 1 of the above-mentioned article 177 stated, “The monopoly provided
by this article includes the risks and results of the activities herein mentioned, the
17
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Union being prohibited from assigning or granting any type of interest, in kind or
in value, in the exploitation of petroleum or natural gas deposits”.
Such constitutional provision began to represent an obstacle to the
development of the petroleum activities, according to an assessment by the
government authorities in the early 1990s, which understood that it was necessary
to provide the Country with legal, agile and flexible mechanisms to obtain the
participation of private, national and international capitals, aimed at increasing
and accelerating the execution and growth of the activities of exploration,
production and development of the Brazilian petroleum and natural gas fields.
In order to achieve such objectives, the Boards of the Chamber of Deputies
and of the Federal Senate, under the terms of paragraph 3 of article 60 of the
Federal Constitution enacted Constitutional Amendment nº 9, of November
9, 1995 (EC 9/1995), giving new wording to paragraph 1 of article 177, which
came to be as follows: “The Union may contract with state or private companies
for the performance of the activities provided by items I to IV of this article,
observing the conditions established by law”.
Such relaxation of the exercise of the monopoly, included in the verbal
phrase “may contract”, came then to be a right for the Union to contract
the execution of the activities subject to the monopoly with public and
private companies, only depending on the ordinary legislation, a condition
that managed to be met with the sanction, on August 6, 1997, of Law nº
9,478/1997 (or “Petroleum Law”), which entirely revoked Law nº 2,004/1953
and formulated a whole legal framework to allow the participation of the
private sector in the petroleum industry, which was formerly reserved only
for Petrobras — a government-controlled company created by law with the
specific purpose of executing the monopoly on behalf of the Union, making
provisions on such activities and establishing the National Petroleum Agency
– ANP as their regulatory and supervisory body.
In fact, this relaxation of the monopoly on the activity of exploration
and production of petroleum came on the heels of the privatization process
implemented by the Government at the time, which imposed in its search for
legitimacy the removal of barriers to free enterprise and fair competition ensured
by the Federal Constitution, a circumstance that would be materialized by the
extinction of the monopolies inserted therein as an exception to those principles.
EC 9/1995 consequently reached an intermediate stage, allowing the
relaxation of the monopolies, which, in summary, represents the possibility
18
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for private companies to compete to obtain the right to participate in this
monopolized activity.
The Amendment brought, therefore, a new option to act on the part of
the Union, which was authorized to dispose of its petroleum and natural gas
deposits in a manner different from that which had been observed under
the monopoly regime implemented by Law nº 2,004/1953 and welcomed by
the Federal Constitution of 1988, it being certain that, with the advent of
Law nº 9,478/1997 and the introduction of the concessions regime and the
indispensable regulatory instruments, the petroleum deposits, which are legally
dominial public assets, came to no longer be directly exploited by the State, but
rather, put up for bid among Brazilian companies, both state-run and private, as
established in article 36 et seq of the current Petroleum Law.
On the other hand, considering the rule of hermeneutics established and
recognized in the science of Law that the constitutional or legal provisions
may not present innocuous words, it can be affirmed that EC 9/1995, when
maintaining the entire head provision of article 177, and establishing in
paragraph one that the Union may contract the performance of the activities
provided by items I to IV of the referred to article with state or private companies,
it admitted the coexistence of both systems: the Union monopoly established in
the head provision and the relaxed monopoly, by which the Union may contract
the performance of the activities of the petroleum industry with state or private
companies, leaving it to the ordinary legislator to decide on the best way for the
Federal Government to explore these activities subject to the Union monopoly.
Thus, the relaxation of the monopoly occurs when EC 9/1995 maintains
the monopoly of the Union on the exploration and production for petroleum,
natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons, but enables the contracting of state
and private companies to perform these activities under the conditions provided
by ordinary laws.
Such relaxation translates, therefore, in practice, into the possibility of
choosing to maintain the system of the monopoly exercised by the Union or
adopting a system that allows competition in this activity, by means of contracts
with public and private companies, as determined by the law.
This is how Alexandre de Moraes1 sees it, and he comments further, when
referring to the monopoly of choice of the Government:
1
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“It is, then, a new conception of monopoly, not anymore related to state
intervention in the economic domain with exclusivity in the control
of the means of production (intervention by absorption), but rather,
related to the monopoly of choice of the Government, which may,
according to the constitutional norms, choose between maintaining
the exploration and production for petroleum and natural gas and other
fluid hydrocarbon deposits by one single company, or also by contracting
it out with state or private companies.
EC nº 9/95 ended the state monopoly on the exercise of economic
activity related to petroleum and natural gas, however maintaining the
monopoly of the activity itself, that is, the exploration and production for
petroleum and natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbon deposits continue
being a monopoly of the Union, in the sense that only the Government
may exclusively decide on who may exercise this economic activity. This
is what we mean by the monopoly of choice of the Government.”

Based on this understanding of the “monopoly of choice of the Government”,
Law nº 12,351/2010 (Production Sharing Law) was approved, without any
constitutional amendment, which introduced into our legislative system the
production sharing contract for exploitation of petroleum and natural gas in
pre-salt areas and in strategic areas, created a fund (Social Fund) to where
the resources coming from this exploitation will be channeled, and changed
provisions of the Petroleum Law to make the coexistence between both regimes
(concession and production sharing) possible.
In view of the above — the coexistence of both legal regimes —, the
legislator created a new nomenclature of areas for the purposes of exploration
and production of petroleum and natural gas in the Brazilian territory and on
our continental shelf, namely: the pre-salt areas, strategic areas and other areas,
which will be further studied in this Manual.
Finally, with regard to the possibility of coexistence of two legal regimes in
the same economic activity, our legislative system acknowledges that “the new
law that makes provisions acknowledging those already in existence does not
revoke nor modify the previous law, except if it is obviously incompatible” (art.
2, § 2, of the Law of Introduction to the Civil Code).
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4. Regulatory framework – Intervening state
and regulating state – Regimes in force in
Brazil: Concession contract and production
sharing contract – Onerous assignment contract
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho
A look into the past reveals that Brazilian legislation on the exploration
of petroleum and its by-products has consistently adopted intervention of the
Union in this sector of the economy.
Decree-Law nº 395/19381, which created the National Petroleum Council,
declared as a public utility, the import, export, refining, transportation,
distribution and marketing of crude oil and its by-products, following, by the
way, the trend at the time of the world economy, which already considered
petroleum as the main source of energy for transportation in general and,
therefore, strategic for the military and economic defense of countries.
Following this, Law nº 2,004/19532 created Petrobras and declared the
constitution of a monopoly of the Union over: i) the exploration and exploitation
of the petroleum deposits and of other fluid hydrocarbons and rare gases; ii) the
refining of national or foreign petroleum; and iii) the maritime transportation
of crude oil of national origin or of petroleum by-products produced in the
country, as well as the transportation, through pipelines, of crude oil and its
by-products, as well as rare gases of any origin.
This law granted the execution of the monopoly to Petrobras, with the
National Petroleum Council acting as the guiding and supervisory body, as
established in Decree nº 40,845, of January 28, 19573.
1

It declares it as a public utility, and regulates the import, export, transportation, distribution and
marketing of crude oil and its by-products, in the national territory and the industry of refining
imported oil or that produced in the country and makes other provisions.

2

It establishes the national petroleum policy and defines the powers of the National Petroleum Council,
institutes the business corporation, Petróleo Brasileiro Sociedade Anônima and makes other provisions.

3

It establishes the relationships between the National Petroleum Council and Petróleo Brasileiro S.A.
– Petrobras and makes other provisions.
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Petrobras was organized under the protection of this monopolistic law
and grew in the quest for self-sufficiency, becoming definitively consolidated
as a large state-controlled corporation, internationally recognized in the Oil
Industry in the 1970s, when it decided to explore the areas of the Brazilian
coast regardless of all the technological difficulties and the extraordinary
financial costs for that time and was successful.
In those years, then, we lived through the peak of the interventionist State,
which, for us, was the reflection in the economic field of the militaristic, closed
political regime implemented in the country since 1964, favorable for the
growth of the great state systems organized under the form of holdings and their
subsidiaries, which had ended up, after heated debates in academic and political
circles, prevailing under the form of an earlier organization, the inspiration for
which dated back to the departments and services of the great Soviet state
industrial conglomerates.
For such, the Brazilian legislation was granted with Decree-Law nº 200/19674,
which organized the Federal Public Administration, dividing it into direct and
indirect administration, defining for the first time the form of activity of the
State as a business owner. Later, an advanced piece of legislation, for the time,
was enacted, the Business Corporations Law (Lei de Sociedades por Ações —
Law nº 6,404, of 12/15/1976), which provided for the government-controlled
companies (articles 235/242).
Article 5 of the referred to decree-law determines that, when the Union
participates in the economic activity, it must do so through a public corporation
or a government-controlled company (Petrobras), or through a special autarchy
such as the ANP (Regulatory Agency).
It so happened that, in the final decade of the past century, the Brazilian
government deemed it necessary to equip the Country with agile and flexible
legal mechanisms for obtaining the competition of national and international
capital, with the aim of rapidly increasing the internal production of oil
and natural gas, with the resumption of the exploration, exploitation and
development activities of fields already discovered by Petrobras.
In the legal field, use was made of the concept of the Regulatory State,
where some administrative activities come to be performed by private agencies
4
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that receive authorization from the government to carry out and/or supervise
the policy determined for a certain sector.
As Marcos Juruena Villela Souto teaches:
“The political agent formulates the public policy that, to serve the general
interest, must be executed with efficiency; thus regulatory activity
becomes necessary, issuing directives for the effective implementation
of the authorized public policy. This is the limit of the regulatory
function, translating the normative, executive or judicative guidelines
into technical instructions, for the implementation of a public policy.”
(p. 40 – Direito Administrativo Regulatório, 2nd ed.).

To achieve these objectives, the National Congress approved Constitutional
Amendment 9/1995, making the state monopoly more flexible and permitting
for the first time the participation of private initiative in the oil industry
with the adoption of the concessions regime regulated by Law nº 9,478/1997,
denominated the Petroleum Law.
This law, which revoked Law nº 2,004/1953, in the chapter on Petrobras, when
defining it as a government-controlled company linked to the Ministry of Mines
and Energy, determined that its economic activities be developed in the form of
free competition with other companies, based on market conditions (article 61, §
1, of Law nº 9,478/1997, and article 3 of the Articles of Incorporation of Petrobras).
With this movement, the Oil Industry has experienced tremendous
development, especially for Petrobras which, with its indisputable competence,
has easily adapted itself to the process of competition with other oil companies
and has made significant progress in all of its fields of activity in Brazil and abroad.
However, with the Lula Government, as from 2003, there began a slow return
to Government intervention in the Economy, starting with the weakening of the
activity of the Regulatory Agencies, which lost their vital independence in the
various sectors of the economy, coming to act as auxiliary bodies of the ministries.
On July 13, 2007, already under the influence of the interventionist
government of President Lula, Petrobras announced to the market, as a relevant
fact, the conclusion of the analysis of the formation tests5 of the second well in the
area named Tupi, now called Lula, and, in addition, it performed an assessment
of the potential of the geological sequence named pre-salt, concluding that the
5
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estimated recoverable volumes of oil and gas had the potential to place Brazil
among the main oil and natural gas producing countries in the world.
The first measure was the decision of the National Council for Energy
Policy – CNPE which issued Resolution nº 6, of November 8, 2007, where, in
its article 4, one reads:
“To determine that the MME (Ministry of Mines and Energy), assess, in
the shortest time possible, the changes necessary in the legal framework
that include a new paradigm of exploration and production of petroleum
and natural gas, opened up by the discovery of the new oil-bearing
region, respecting the contracts in force.”

The Union then used the constitutional right assured to it of a choice in
the form of exercising the monopoly (art. 177, § 1, of the Federal Constitution)
and on December 22, 2010, Law nº 12,351 was published, which introduced
into our legislative system the production sharing contract for the exploration
and production of petroleum and natural gas in areas of the pre-salt layer and
in strategic areas, created a fund (Social Fund – FS) to which the resources
coming from these activities will be channeled and it altered provisions of
Law nº 9,478/1997 (Petroleum Law) to make the coexistence between the two
systems, concession and production sharing, possible.
We pause here to explain that our legislative system acknowledges that “the
new law that makes provisions along the lines of those already in existence does
not revoke nor modify the previous law, except if it is obviously incompatible”
(art. 2, § 2, of the Law of Introduction to the Civil Code).
Upon publication of the new law, the return of the concept of the
Interventionist State became evident, and we can identify in it four parameters
of a political nature that confirm this affirmation: i) the product of the
exploitation of the pre-salt and strategic areas came to be a property of the
Union, doing away with the concessions system for them; ii) Petrobras became
the sole operator in these areas; iii) the pace of exploration of these deposits
should observe the capacity of the national industry to meet the demand of the
Sector, forcing advances in technology and scale, through the implementation
of the policy of minimum local content; iv) all the financial revenue from the
exploitation of these deposits would be channeled to a Social Fund, with a view
to the formation of an internal savings account to serve the needs of current
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and future generations; and v) the National Petroleum Agency lost power in
this new regime to the Ministry of Mines and Energy.
To make the coexistence of these two legal regimes, the concessions and the
production sharing system, feasible, the legislator created a new nomenclature of
areas for the purposes of exploration and production of petroleum and natural
gas in the Brazilian territory and in our continental shelf, namely: Areas of the
Pre-Salt, Strategic Areas and areas to be conceded.
“The area of the pre-salt is the region of the subsoil formed by a vertical
prism of uncertain depth, with a polygonal surface defined by the
geographical coordinates of its vertices established in the annex of the
Law, as well as other regions that may come to be delimited by an act of
the Executive Branch according to the evolution of geological knowledge.”
(Item IV of art. 2 combined with Item V of art. 9, of Law nº 12,351/2010)
“The Strategic Area is the region of interest for national development,
delimited in an act of the Executive Branch, characterized by the low
exploratory risk and high potential for production of petroleum, natural
gas and fluid hydrocarbons.” (Item V, of art. 2 combined with Item V, of
art. 9 of Law nº 12,351/2010)

As for the Conceded Areas, these are the ones that are put out for tender
to be submitted to the regime of concessions referred to in articles 5 and 23 of
Law nº 9,478/1997.
Finally, to resolve an occasional issue of anticipation of resources of Petrobras
to the Union regarding some areas already discovered, Law nº 12,276, of June
30, 2010, authorized the Union to make an onerous assignment to Petrobras,
dispensing with the bidding process, of the exercise of the activities of exploration
and exploitation of petroleum, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons in areas
not conceded located in the Pre-salt region; however, the production could not
exceed 5 million barrels of oil equivalent. As a counterpart for the referred to
assignment, the law determined that the payment due by Petrobras be made,
primarily, in Government securities, at market prices. This onerous assignment
described above, evidently, does not represent a third type of regime. It is
an isolated fact, a case-by-case solution to make viable the paying in of the
capital subscribed by the Union in the increase of the capital stock of Petrobras,
performed to make the exploration of the Pre-salt feasible.
Today, after some years, with the crises of Petrobras, the Oil Industry and of
the Country, which culminated in the impeachment of President Dilma and the
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ascension of President Temer’s Government, the recovery of the Oil Industry
has begun with the alteration of the Production Sharing Law. Law no. 13,365,
of November 29, 2016 has relaxed the rules by eliminating Petrobras’ obligation
to be the exclusive operator, with a minimum share of 30% in each block of the
Pre-salt layer. However, it guarantees its right of preference to be the operator
of the blocks, before they are offered in the rounds of bidding promoted by the
National Petroleum Agency – ANP.
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Currently, the provisions of federal Laws nº 9,478/1997 (Petroleum Law)1 and
nº 12,351/2010 (Production Sharing Contract Law)2 establish the regulatory
framework for the exploration of petroleum in the Country.
These laws are complementary, harmonious and distribute the responsibilities
of the activities relating to the extraction of oil and hydrocarbons among the
various governmental agencies, which act in the regulation of the exercise of the
monopoly, namely: National Energy Policy Council – CNPE3, Presidency of the
Republic4, Ministry of Mines and Energy5, National Petroleum Agency – ANP6,

1

A Law that provides on national energy policy, the activities related to the petroleum monopoly, it
establishes the National Council on energy Policy and the National Petroleum Agency, as well as
other provisions.

2

A Law that provides on the exploration and production of oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons,
under the production sharing regime, in areas of the pre-salt and strategic areas; it creates the Social
Fund – FS and provides on its structure and sources of recourses; it alters provisions of the Petroleum
Law, as well as other provisions.

3

The National Energy Policy Council – CNPE is linked to the Presidency of the Republic and is
presided over by the Minister of Mines and energy, having the assignment of assisting the President
of the Republic, proposing to him national policies and specific measures, under the terms of article
2 of the Petroleum Law.

4

The Petroleum Law establishes certain matters in the oil sector, which will be the object of a decree
of the President of the Republic, under the terms of arts. 47, § 2, 50, 51 and 67 of the referred law.

5

The Ministry of Mines and Energy is an agency of the Direct Federal Administration responsible for the
implementation of the national energy policy, determining the rules and guidelines for the energy industry.

6

The National Petroleum Agency – ANP was created by the Petroleum Law, under the terms of its
article 7: “The National Agency for Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels – ANP, is instituted, an
entity which is part of the Indirect Federal Administration, subject to the special autarchy regime,
as a regulatory body of the industry of oil, natural gas, their by-products and biofuels, linked to the
Ministry of Mines and Energy”.
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Empresa Brasileira de Administração de Petróleo e Gás Natural - Pré-Sal
Petróleo S/A – PPSA7 and Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras8.

5.1. National Energy Policy Council – CNPE
The Petroleum Law provides for the national energy policy and
established the National Energy Policy Council – CNPE, linked to the
Presidency of the Republic, and is composed, according to article 2 of Decree
3,520/20009 of the: Minister of Mines and Energy, who presides; Minister
of State for Science and Technology; Minister of State for Planning, Budget
and Management; Minister of State for the Finance Ministry; Minister of
State for the Environment; Minister of State for Development, Industry and
Foreign Trade; Chief Minister of the Staff of the President of the Republic;
Minister of State for National Integration; Minister of State for Agriculture,
Livestock and Supply; a representative of the States and of the Federal
District; a representative of civil society specializing in energy matters;
a representative of a Brazilian university, specializing in energy matters;
President of the Energy Research Company – EPE; and Executive Secretary
of the Ministry of Mines and Energy.
Later, the Production Sharing Contract Law divided the land areas and
those of the Brazilian continental shelf, for purposes of oil-related activities,
into (i) Pre-Salt Areas; (ii) Strategic Areas; and (iii) the rest, establishing the
regime of production sharing contracts to govern the referred activities in
the Pre-Salt Areas and the Strategic Areas, leaving the remainder under the
concession regime.
In the Production Sharing Contract regime, whenever the CNPE perceives
the need to safeguard national interests, along with meeting the other objectives
7

Empresa Brasileira de Adminstração de Petróleo e Gás Natural – Pré-Sal Petróleo S/A – PPSA
(Brazilian Petroleum and Natural Gas Administration Company – Pre-Salt Petroleum). “The
Executive Power is authorized to create the public company, under the form of a business corporation,
denominated Empresa Brasileira de Administração de Petróleo e Gás Natural – Pré-Sal Petróleo S.A.
(PPSA) (Brazilian Petroleum and Natural Gas Administration Company – Pre-Salt Petroleum S.A.
– PPSA), linked to the Ministry of Mines and Energy, with unlimited term.”

8

Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras also consists of a governmental agent of the oil sector, but due to
its business nature it will not be addressed in this chapter.

9

Decree that determines the structure and operation of the National Energy Policy Council – CNPE.
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of the energy policy, it will be the Union’s prerogative, represented by the
Ministry of Mines and Energy – MME, to contract Petrobras directly10.
By the wording of the Production Sharing Contract Law, Petrobras will be
the direct contractor11in the above-mentioned areas, and with respect to the
areas offered in tenders, the contractor will be the company or the consortium
of the winning companies of the bid, where Petrobras shall be a member
thereof (with at least 30% share12) if it exercises its right of preference to be the
operator13 of the blocks offered under the tender.
10

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 8, I: “The Union, through the Ministry of Mines and
Energy, will enter into the production sharing contracts:
I – directly with Petrobras, without the bidding process; (...)
Art. 12. The CNPE will propose to the President of the Republic the cases in which Petrobras will
be contracted directly by the Union for the exploration and production of petroleum, natural gas and
other hydrocarbon fluids under the production sharing regime, aiming at preserving the national
interest and meeting the other objectives of the energy policy”.

11

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 2, VII: “(...) VII – contractor: Petrobras, in case of a direct
contract, under the terms of article 8, I, of this Law, or the company or the consortium of the winning
companies of the bid for the exploration and production of petroleum, natural gas and other fluid
hydrocarbons in a production sharing system”

12

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 10: “Among other duties, the Ministry of Mines and Energy
shall be responsible for:
(...) III - proposing to the CNPE the following technical and economic parameters of the production
sharing contracts:
a) the criteria for the definition of the surplus oil of the Union;
b) the minimum percentage of the surplus oil of the Union;
c) the indication of Petrobras as operator and its minimal participation, under the terms of article 4;
d) the limits, deadlines, criteria and conditions for the calculation and appropriation by the contractor
of the cost in oil and of the volume of the production corresponding to the royalties due;
e) the minimum local content and other criteria related to the development of the national industry; and
f) the value of the signature bonus, as well as the share of the public corporation referred to in § 1 of
art. 8; (...)
Art. 20. The winning bidder shall constitute a consortium with the public corporation referred to in
§ 1 of art. 8 of this Law, and with Petrobras, pursuant to art. 4, in case it is indicated as operator, as
per the provisions of art. 279 of Law nº 6,404, of December 15, 1976.
§ 1 The participation of Petrobras in the consortium shall imply its adhesion to the rules of the
bidding announcement and to the winning proposal.
§ 2 The rights and patrimonial obligations of Petrobras and of the other contractors shall be
proportional to their participation in the consortium.
§ 3 In case Petrobras is indicated as operator, pursuant to art. 4, the contract for the constitution of
the consortium shall designate Petrobras as responsible for the performance of the contract, without
prejudice to the joint responsibility of the consortium members before the contacting party or third
parties, observing the provision of § 2 of art. 8 of this Law.”

13

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 2, VI: “(...) VI - operator: responsible for conducting
and performing, directly or indirectly, all the activities of exploration, evaluation, development,
production and de-activation of the exploration and production facilities;”
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The Production Sharing Contract Law also introduced alterations in
provisions of the Petroleum Law, beginning with the extension of the powers
of the Executive Power (President of the Republic) and of the CNPE, in the
sense that the President of the Republic was endowed with the authority, at the
behest of the Council, to take decisions that imply an increased participation
of the role of the State in this economic activity, without the need to consult
the National Congress.
In this sense, the role of the CNPE was enlarged14, being authorized to
propose to the President of the Republic (i) the areas which, in addition to
the areas of the pre-salt, will be considered strategic and contracted under the
production sharing regime; (ii) among those, the ones which will be reserved for
the direct contracting with Petrobras15; and (iii) which would be those that will
be put up for tenders, being established that, even under tenders, the winning
companies will have to to form consortiums16, with PPSA and Petrobras (in
case it is indicated as operator).
14

Production Sharing Contract Law, Article 9: “The National Energy Policy Council - CNPE has the
responsibilities, among others defined in the legislation, to propose to the President of the Republic:
I - The pace of contracting out the blocks under the production sharing regime, obeying to the energy
policy and the development and capacity of the national industry for the supply of goods and services;
II - the blocks that will be reserved for direct contracting with Petrobras under the production
sharing regime;
III - the blocks that will be object of tender under the production sharing regime;
IV - the technical and economic parameters of the production sharing contracts;
V - the delimitation of other regions to be classified as an area of the pre-salt and areas to be classified
as strategic, pursuant to the evolution of the geological knowledge;
VI - the commercialization policy of the oil for the Union in the production sharing contracts;
VII - the commercialization policy of the natural gas coming from the production sharing contracts,
observing the priority of supplying the national market;
VIII – the indication of Petrobras as operator, under the terms of art. 4; and
IX – Petrobras’ minimal participation in case the company is indicated as operator, under the terms of art. 4.”

15

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 12: “The CNPE will propose to the President of the Republic
the cases in which Petrobras will be contracted directly by the Union for the exploration and production
of petroleum, natural gas and other hydrocarbon fluids under the production sharing system, aimed at
preserving the national interest and meeting the other objectives of the energy policy.
Sole paragraph. The parameters of the contracting defined in the header will be proposed by the
CNPE, under the terms of section IV of art. 9 and section III of art. 10, as applicable”.

16

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 20: “The winning bidder shall constitute a consortium with
the public corporation referred to in § 1 of art. 8 of this Law, and with Petrobras, pursuant to art. 4, in
case it is indicated as operator, as per the provisions of art. 279 of Law nº 6,404, of December 15, 1976.
§ 1 The participation of Petrobras in the consortium shall imply its adhesion to the rules of the
bidding announcement and to the winning proposal.
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The CNPE is also responsible for determining the pace of contracting
out the blocks under the production sharing regime, so that it can follow the
development and the capacity of the local industry for the supply of goods and
services, adopting the policy of Local Content, which will be studied hereinafter,
with its implications.

5.2. President of the Republic
It is the responsibility of the President of the Republic, therefore, to decide
about the proposals of the CNPE relating to: i) the boundaries of the pre-salt
areas, strategic and non-strategic areas; ii) the blocks that will be submitted to
the production sharing or concession regimes; iii) the blocks to be contracted
under the production sharing regime directly with Petrobras and those that will
be put up for tender; iv) the pace to be observed for the contracting of the blocks
under the production sharing regime in light of the minimum national content
policy of the national industry; v) the technical and economic parameters of the
production sharing contracts; vi) the commercialization policy of the petroleum
reserved for the Union; vii) the commercialization policy of the natural gas
coming from the production sharing contracts; and viii) the indication of the
blocks that shall be operated by Petrobras after it exercises its right of preference
to be operator and its minimal participation thereunder.

5.3. Ministry of Mines and Energy – MME
The MME is the agency of the Direct Federal Administration that gives
grounds and formulates the main proposals, to be forwarded by the CNPE to
the President of the Republic, having authority to determine the policy of the
oil-related activities in the country.
For such purpose, MME has the power to plan the good use of the petroleum
and natural gas and propose to the CNPE, after hearing from the ANP, the
definition of the blocks that will be assigned for concession or production sharing.
§ 2 The rights and patrimonial obligations of Petrobras and of the other contractors shall be
proportional to their participation in the consortium.
§ 3 In case Petrobras is indicated as operator, pursuant to art. 4, the contract for the constitution of
the consortium shall designate Petrobras as responsible for the performance of the contract, without
prejudice to the joint responsibility of the consortium members before the contacting party or third
parties, observing the provision of § 2 of art. 8 of this Law.”
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The bid announcements, the bids and the contracts of the blocks to be
awarded fall within the scope of responsibility of the ANP, pursuant to the
Petroleum Law17. In what regards to the blocks reserved for the production
sharing contracts, it will be up to the MME to establish the directives to be
observed by the ANP for the promotion of the tenders and drafting of the
announcements drafts and of the production sharing contracts. Once such
drafts are approved by the CNPE, the rounds of bidding will be conducted by
the ANP18 and the contracts signed by the MME19.
The technical and economic parameters of the production sharing contracts
to be defined by the MME are: i) criteria for definition of the surplus oil of
the Union; ii) minimum percentage of the surplus oil of the Union; iii) the
indication of Petrobras as operator and its minimal participation; iv) the limits,
deadlines, criteria and conditions for the calculation and appropriation by the
contractor of the cost in oil and of the volume of production corresponding to
the royalties due; and v) rules on the minimum local content and value of the
signature bonus, as well as the portion to be given to the PPSA20.

5.4. National Petroleum, Natural Gas and Bio-fuels
Agency – ANP
The ANP is the regulatory agency of the activities that compose the
petroleum, natural gas and bio-fuel industries in Brazil, with a focus on the
guarantee of the supply of fuels and in defense of the interests of the consumers.
17

Petroleum Law, article 8, IV: “The ANP shall promote the regulation, contracting and supervision of
the economic activities of the oil, natural gas and biofuels industry, and shall have the responsibility to:
(...) IV - draft the bidding announcements and promote the tenders for the concession of exploration,
development and production, entering into their resulting contracts and supervising their performance.”

18

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 11: “The ANP, among other responsibilities defined under
law, shall:
(...) III - promote the tenders determined in item II of art. 8 of this Law.”

19

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 8, II: “The Union, through the Ministry of Mines and
Energy, will enter into the production sharing contracts:
(...) II - through bidding based on the auction modality.”

20

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 8, §1: “The Union, through the Ministry of Mines and
Energy, will enter into the production sharing contracts:
(...) § 1 The management of the contracts referred to in the header shall be the responsibility of the
public corporation to be created for this purpose.”
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This is a special autarchy linked to the MME, created by the Petroleum
Law, which had its authority expanded by the Production Sharing Contract
Law to, besides regulating and supervising the activities carried out under the
production sharing regime, as is already done for the awarded blocks21, advise
the MME, to indicate the blocks that shall be submitted to the concession
regime or to the production sharing regime and to draft the production sharing
contracts. Thus, the ANP engages in studies that will serve as a basis for the
policy definitions to be proposed by the MME to the CNPE and decided by the
President of the Republic.
Additionally, the ANP promotes the bidding procedures through the auction
modality22 of the pre-salt and strategic areas among bidding consortiums,
organized under the form of article 20 of the referred to law and of article 279
of the Corporations Law23, without prejudice of continuing to be responsibile
for the bidding rounds of areas to be awarded in the form of the Petroleum Law.
Indeed, it is the responsibility of the ANP, representing the Union, to enter
into the concession contracts for the execution of activities of exploration,
development and production of petroleum and natural gas in blocks which

21

Petroleum Law, article 8: “(...) VII - directly and concurrently supervise, pursuant to Law nº 8,078, of
September 11, 1990, or through agreements with agencies of the States and of the Federal District,
the activities involved in the oil, natural gas and biofuels industry, as well as apply the administrative
and pecuniary sanctions provided in law, regulation or contract.”

22

Production Sharing Contract Law, article 8, II: “The Union, through the Ministry of Mines and
Energy, will enter into the production sharing contracts:
(...) II - through bidding in the auction modality.”

23

Corporations Law, article 279: “The consortium will be organized by contract approved by the body of
the competent company to authorize the sale of assets from the permanent asset, in which will be stated:
I - the name of the consortium, if any;
II - the enterprise that constitutes the consortium ;
III - the duration, address and venue;
IV - the definition of the obligations and responsibility of each consortium member, and of the
respective specific duties;
V - rules about the receipt of revenues and sharing of results;
VI - rules relating to the administration of the consortium, accounting, representation of the
consortium members and administration fee, if any;
VII - way of decision-making about matters of common interest, with the number of votes assigned
to each of the consortium members;
VIII - contribution of each consortium member towards expenses in common, if any.
Sole paragraph. The consortium contract and its amendments shall be filed in the commercial
registry of the place of its headquarters, and the filing certificate shall be published.”
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satisfy the provisions of articles 23 and 24 of the Petroleum Law24, also being
responsible for caring for the assets of the Union, as far as national interests are
concerned, even because, under the terms of articles 8 and 21 of the Petroleum
Law25, all the rights of exploration and production of petroleum and natural
gas in national territory, comprising the territorial part, territorial waters, the
continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone, belong to the Union, and its
administration is of ANP’s responsibility.
In sum, the attributions of the ANP are regulation, contracting and
supervision, summarized as follows: i) establishing the infra-legal rules
(resolutions, normative instructions) for the operation of the industries and
commercialization of petroleum, natural gas and bio-fuels (regulation); ii)
granting authorizations for the activities in the regulated industries, as well as
to promote tenders and execute concession contracts on behalf of the Union for
activities of exploration, development and production (contracting); and (iii)
making sure the rules are followed in the activities of the regulated industries,
directly or through agreements with other public bodies (supervision).
Besides this, the ANP is also a center of reference in data and information
about the petroleum and natural gas industry, for which reason it maintains an
Exploration and Production Database – BDEP with the following activities: i)
to promote studies on the oil potential and the development of the sector; (ii) to
receive and make public the notifications of discoveries; (iii) to disclose the official
statistics on reserves and production in the country; and (iv) to perform periodic
surveys on the quality of the fuels and lubricants and on prices of these products.
24

Petroleum Law, article 23: “The activities of exploration, development and production of petroleum
and natural gas will be exercised through concession contracts, preceded by a bidding process, in the
form established in this Law, or under the production sharing regime in the areas of the pre-salt and
in the strategic areas, pursuant to specific legislation.
§ 2 The ANP may directly grant to a holder of a mining right or a research permit of a coal deposit the
concession for the processing of the methane gas that occurs associated with such deposit, without
the need of the tender referred to in the header of this article.
Art. 24: The concession contracts shall include two phases: the exploration and the production.
§ 1 Included in the exploration phase are the activities of evaluation of any discovery of petroleum or
natural gas, for determination of its commercial viability.
§ 2 The production phase will also include the activities of development.”

25

Petroleum Law, article 21: “All the rights to exploration and production of oil and natural gas and of
other hydrocarbon fluids in the national territory, which includes the onshore areas, territorial sea,
continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone, belong to the Union, and the ANP is responsible
for their administration, except for the responsibilities of other bodies and entities specifically
established under law.”
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In the area of bio-fuels, the ANP maintains and publishes data about
authorizations, production and commercialization of ethanol and bio-diesel.

5.5. Empresa Brasileira de Administração de Petróleo
e Gás Natural – Pré-Sal Petróleo S.A. – PPSA (PPSA
- Brazilian Petroleum and Natural Gas Administration
Company - Pre-Salt Petroleum)
The creation of PPSA was authorized by Law nº 12,304, of August 2010
(PPSA Law), and it was conceived to be a new player in the petroleum activity of
the country. It is a public company linked to the MME, with an undetermined
period of duration, which creation was authorized by law. The company will
not be responsible for the direct or indirect execution of the activities of
exploration, development and production of petroleum and natural gas and
other fluid hydrocarbons.
The PPSA was effectively created by Decree nº 8,063, of August 01, 2013
under the form of a closed capital corporation. The initial capital stock of the
company is 50 million Reais divided into 50 thousand common shares with no
par value, with the paying in of thirty percent in cash by the Union.
Based on the corporate scope of PPSA, it is known that it will represent
the Federal Government in consortiums, managing the production sharing
contracts entered into by the MME and the management of the contracts for the
commercialization of petroleum, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons of the
Union, having as its purpose to maximize the economic result of these agreements.
The Board of Administration of PPSA is formed by five members, nominated
by the President of the Republic and with a term of management of four years.
The Executive Board, besides the President, is composed by an executive in
the area of contract management and two other directors for the technical,
supervisory, administration, control and financial areas.
The company has a Board of Auditors with the following composition:
two sitting members and their respective alternates, appointed by the MME;
and a sitting member and respective alternate, appointed by the Ministry of
Finance, as a representative of the National Treasury. The board members have
a mandate of 4 years, and the re-appointment is accepted.
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The PPSA participates as a representative of the Union in all the consortiums
organized, based on article 20 of the Production Sharing Law, but does not
assume risks and is not responsible for the costs and investments.
With the main mission of representing the interests of the Union in the
supervision of the portion of the production to be delivered to the contracting
consortium, as a way of payment for the costs and investments made, in case of a
commercial discovery (cost in oil), it is responsible for managing the production
sharing contracts entered into by the MME.
The Production Sharing Law defines cost in oil as: the portion of the
production of petroleum, natural gas and fluid hydrocarbons required only in
case of a commercial discovery, corresponding to the costs and investments
made by the contractor in the execution of the activities of exploration,
evaluation, development, production and de-commissioning of the facilities,
subject to the limits, terms and conditions established under contract26.

5.6. Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras
Petrobras is a mixed capital company regulated in article 61 and subsequent
articles of the Petroleum Law and will be studied in the following chapter.

26
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Art. 2 of the Production Sharing Law: “For the purposes of this Law, the following definitions
are established:
II - cost in oil: the portion of the production of petroleum, natural gas and fluid hydrocarbons required
only in case of a commercial discovery, corresponding to the costs and investments made by the
contractor in the execution of the activities of exploration, evaluation, development, production and decommissioning of the facilities, subject to the limits, terms and conditions established under contract;”

6. Petrobras in the petroleum and
production sharing laws
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho
Revoked Law nº 2,004/19531 made provisions for the national petroleum
policy, instituted the monopoly of the activity in favor of the Union, defined
the duties of the National Petroleum Council and authorized the Union to
constitute, under the law, a public and private capital corporation denominated
Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras, the function of which would be exploration,
exploitation, refining, marketing and transportation of petroleum, either from a
well, or shale and its by-products, as well as any correlated and similar activities.
At that time, the Union held the monopoly on all the oil-related activity
in the Country, by means of the National Petroleum Council, as a guiding and
supervisory body, and of Petrobras and its subsidiaries, as a means of execution
(Decree nº 40,845/1957)2.
This situation lasted until the arrival of Law nº 9,478/1997 (Petroleum
Law)3, which made provisions on the national energy policy and the activities
relating to the petroleum monopoly, introducing into the Country the system of
concessions and instituting the National Energy Policy Council – CNPE and the
National Agency of Petroleum – ANP. The new system authorized the Union
to contract companies constituted under Brazilian law, with their headquarters
and administration in the Country for execution of the monopolized activity.
This law made provisions on the new role assigned to Petrobras in the
Brazilian economy, and outstandingly § 1 of article 61, where it is established

1

Law nº 2,004, of October 3, 1953 (Petrobras Law) revoked by Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997.

2

Revoked decree that made provisions on the relationship between the National Petroleum Council
and Petrobras

3

Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997 (Petroleum Law), article 5: “The economic activities considered
in the previous article will be regulated and supervised by the Union and may be practiced, under
concession or authorization, by companies constituted under Brazilian law with their headquarters
and administration in the Country”.
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that “oil-related activities hitherto protected by the monopoly shall come to
be developed by the state-owned corporation in free competition with other
companies, depending on market conditions observed”.
Adapting to this new situation, the Articles of Organization of Petrobras were
changed so that in its article 3, when defining the purpose of the corporation,
in the first paragraph, it establishes that:
“The economic activities related to its corporate purpose will be
developed by the Company in free competition with other companies,
according to market conditions, observing the other principles and
directives of Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997 and of Law nº 10,438, of
April 26, 2002.”

Law nº 12,351, of December 22, 2010 (Production Sharing Contract Law)
which, alongside the Petroleum Law, made provisions on the exploration and
production of petroleum, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons, creating
the pre-salt and strategic areas, and introducing the production sharing
system; in relation to Petrobras, without revoking or giving new wording to the
aforementioned provisions of the Petroleum Law, returning it to the center of
the whole productive chain, having it act as the main governmental agent of
the Petroleum Industry in Brazil, in unequal conditions in relation to the other
petroleum companies, as observed in the following notes:
• Petrobras will be contracted directly by the Union, without bidding (art.
8, item I)4, to operate in exploration and production in areas selected by
the National Energy Policy Council – CNPE, under the justification of
national interest and other objectives of the energy policy (art. 12)5.
• Petrobras is no longer under the obligation to be the sole operator, with a
minimum interest of 30% in each Pre-salt block, however, it has retained
the right of preference to be the operator of the blocks before they are

4

The Union, through the MME, will make the production sharing contracts: I – directly with
Petrobras, dispensed from the bidding process;

5

The CNPE will propose to the President of the Republic the cases in which Petrobras will be
contracted directly by the Union for the exploration and production of petroleum, natural gas and
other hydrocarbon fluids under the production sharing system, aimed at preserving the national
interest and meeting the other objectives of the energy policy.
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offered in the rounds of bidding promoted by the Brazilian Petroleum
Agency – ANP, thanks to Law no. 13,365, of November 29, 2016, which
amended the Production Sharing Law.
• Petrobras may be contracted, without bidding, by Empresa Brasileira de
Administração de Petróleo e Gás Natural S/A – PPSA to perform the
marketing of the petroleum and natural gas production destined to the
Union (art. 45, Sole Paragraph)6.
• In the case of Unitized Production Agreements – AIP, Petrobras may be
contracted, without bidding, by the ANP to perform assessment activities of all the deposits not shared or granted (article 38)7.
• Petrobras is the main agent for implementing the policy of Minimum
Local Content (art. 2, VIII)8.
To fulfill all these missions, Petrobras was capitalized in the form of Law
nº 12,276/2010 (Capitalization Law), which authorized the Union to onerously
assign to the referred to company the right to practice the activities of exploration
and exploitation of petroleum, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons up to
five billion barrels of equivalent oil and to subscribe shares of its capital stock
and pay them in with federal government debt bonds.
It must be pointed out that this preferential treatment given to Petrobras
conflicts with paragraph 1 of article 177 of the Federal Constitution9, because,
when authorizing the Union to contract the activities of exploration and
production of petroleum and natural gas with public and private companies,
the referred to constitutional provision did not foresee, nor did statutory law
6

The public company referred to in § 1 of article 8, representing the Union, may directly contract
Petrobras, dispensing with the tender, as a marketing agent of the petroleum, natural gas and fluid
hydrocarbons referred to in the header.

7

The ANP may directly contract Petrobras to perform the assessment activities of the deposits referred
to in articles 36 and 37;

8

Local content: proportion between the value of the goods produced and the services rendered in the
Country for execution of the contract and the total value of the goods used and the services rendered
for this purpose.

9

The Union may contract state or private companies to perform the activities provided by items I to
IV of this article, observing the conditions established by law.
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authorize, the making of any provision for differentiated treatment between
such companies with regard to the process of selection and choice.
Furthermore, let it be noted that, among the general principles that govern
economic activity in our Constitution, one that stands out is free competition
(art. 170, item IV)10.
Thus, it can be stated that the Production Sharing Contract Law should
have been partially vitiated as unconstitutional, because, in practice, the
aforementioned § 1 of article 61 of the Petroleum Law, that mirrored the referred
to provisions in the infra-constitutional legislation, was annulled by the new law.
It happens that, despite this defect, the referred to law entered into force without
being questioned in the National Congress, which leads one to believe that it has
been absorbed by the Brazilian legal community, with few dissenting voices.
The use of Petrobras, as from 2003, as a political instrument of recent
governments led the company to subsidize the price of petroleum by-products
to ensure the meeting of inflation targets of the majority shareholder (Federal
Union), resulting, by this procedure, in a debt of billions with foreign banks and
giving reasons for various investors holding ADRs11 acquired on the New York
Stock Exchange to file lawsuits for compensation against the company, which
are yet to be judged and quantified.
In addition to this, the construction of four refineries was authorized, two of
which never got off the drawing board, although they have left in their wake,
debts of billions — the fruit of management errors, design failures and corruption.
Pressed by the economic and financial situation, being attacked from all
sides, including by the Federal Revenue Service, Petrobras had to downsize.
At the end of 2016, with the impeachment of President Dilma Roussef and
the ascension of the Government of President Temer, of a more liberal bent, the
Nacional Congress, attentive to the new situation of Petrobras, voted on Law
13,365, of 2016, referred to above, which altered the Production Sharing Law,
to release Petrobras from the obligation to be the sole operator of the blocks of
the pre-salt layer and to hold a minimum 30% share in the consortia bidding
10

The economic order, based on the value of human labor and free initiative, has the purpose of
assuring to all a worthy existence, according to the dictates of social justice, observing the following
principle: “(…) IV – free competition”.

11

American Depositary Receipts – ADRs “Are share certificates issued by American banks, backed
by securities of foreign companies negotiated in US dollars on the American Stock Exchange”
(Wikipedia).
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for these blocks, assuring it the right of preference before the publication of the
bidding announcement of each “round of the pre-salt”.
Petrobras, under new management, has changed the direction of the business,
and the company, is gradually beginning to react, recently achieving a better
grading by the risk classification company, and obtaining credit, even from abroad.
The workforce was downsized with an ambitious voluntary resignation plan,
which was a success, together with a noticeable decrease in offices of confidence.
In exploration and production, mainly in the pre-salt fields, the production
records have returned. In short, there is a new atmosphere inside the company.
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Exploration and Production

7. Concession agreement
Alexandre B. Calmon
Pursuant to the Federal Constitution, oil and natural gas deposits are
public-domain assets, that is, private assets of the Union, which may use
them for economic activity. When performing economic activity related to
the exploration and production of oil and natural gas, the Union is making a
special use of these public assets.
The legitimacy of the Union performance in the economic order, according
to the Federal Constitution, always occurs in limited cases, given its liberal
conception. With respect to petroleum, the Federal Constitution reserved to the
Union the activities of exploration and drilling of the deposits of oil, natural gas
and other fluid hydrocarbons, allowing such activities to be executed directly or
procured with third parties, in accordance with the law1.
Prior to the enactment of Law nº 12,351/2010, known as the Production
Sharing Law, the Petroleum Law2 provided for the concession regime as the
grant regime applicable throughout the national territory for the activities
of exploration and drilling of deposits of oil, natural gas and other fluid
hydrocarbons. With the enactment of such law, said rule was maintained,
except for the areas located in the pre-salt polygon and those that would come
to be deemed strategic. For these areas, the new law introduced the production
sharing system as the grant regime for activities of exploration and drilling of
deposits of oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons.
In the concession regime, unlike the production sharing system where the
Union does not transfer to third parties the ownership of mineral assets existing
in the area, nor the direct control of the deposit production, a third party will
explore and produce the deposit at its own risk and to its own benefit, hence
1

Such situation became effectively possible with Constitutional Amendment nº 9/1995, which altered
article 177 of the Federal Constitution allowing the Union to enter into contracts with third parties,
Petrobras or not, for the exploration of activities formerly within the monopoly of the Federal Union,
which became known as flexibilization of the monopoly of the Federal Union.

2

Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997.
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the need to provide it with an instrument to attribute rights and obligations
in relation to these public-domain assets of the Union, and the grant of such
instrument must be preceded by an indispensable bidding process3, pursuant to
the Petroleum Law and the Federal Constitution.
However, it is noteworthy that the fact under which the exploration of
public-domain assets by the Union is not governed by public (administrative)
law does mean that the concession has a private nature. This happens because
the contracting party of the concession is an entity of the Federal Public
Administration, in this case the National Agency of Petroleum, Natural
Gas and Biofuels – ANP, a special government agency which operates as
regulator of the Oil, Natural Gas and Biofuels Sector, a circumstance that
affects the balance of public and private interests of the parties and does not
dismiss the prerogatives of the State.
The concession for exploration and production of oil and natural gas has
the nature of concession for activity of exploration of public asset, which differs
from the concession for exploration of minerals (concession of use of public
asset), or even more evident, concession of public service.
It also bears stressing that the concession in question is not a unilateral act
of the Administration. On the contrary, it is a bilateral agreement of economic
law, which does not include exorbitant clauses and unilateral changes, typical
of administrative contracts, even though it has all the characteristics of an
adhesion contract, although this type of concession does not have a consumerist
nature in any manner.
Article 21 of the Petroleum Law assigned to ANP the administration of
all rights to exploration and production of oil and natural gas in the national
territory, which includes the onshore areas, territorial sea, continental shelf and
economic zone, hence it is the Agency that regulates the sector and enters into
concession agreements on behalf of the Union.
Thus, the parties to the concession agreements are, on the one hand,
ANP, representing the Federal Union, and, on the other hand, a mixed or
private capital company, with this latter necessarily incorporated under the

3
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In Brazil, the bidding processes sponsored by ANP for the grant of concession contracts to perform
the activities of exploration and drilling of deposits of oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons
are commonly called rounds, followed by their ordinal or cardinal numbering (for example, Round
1 or First Round).
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Brazilian laws, having as its object the performance of activities of exploration,
development and production of oil and natural gas in the granted areas (blocks).
This way, foreign companies wishing to participate in a bidding process for
concession of economic activity related to the exploration and production of oil
and natural gas must create a Brazilian subsidiary, which shall be interpreted as
a legal entity governed by private law, with its headquarters and administration
in Brazil and subject to local laws.
ANP conducts bidding rounds of areas referred to as blocks4, approved by
the National Council of Energy Policy – CNPE5, welcoming the suggestion of
the Ministry of Mines and Energy, and jointly with the invitation to bid, it
publishes the draft concession agreement to be used for that round.
The relevant clauses of the Concession Agreements start by listing the main
legal definitions of the Oil Industry, which are expressed in article 6 of the
Petroleum Law and article 3 of Decree nº 2,705, of August 3, 1998 (Government
Interest Decree).
The purpose of the contract is always the performance by the concessionaire
of a Minimum Exploratory Program – PEM, for which financial guarantees
consistent with the proposal originally made during the bidding phase are
necessarily submitted, and where the concessionaire aims at identifying an
oil reservoir (field) in the concession area. Validity and duration terms are
agreed beforehand, in order to meet the phases of exploration, discovery and
evaluation, up to an eventual declaration of commercial feasibility.
The Exploration Phase is divided into two periods. The first one is
compliance with the Minimum Exploratory Program – PEM. Once the work
obligations set forth in the PEM are fully met, the concessionaire may provide
written notice to the ANP, pursuant to the relevant deadlines, on its decision to
enter the Second Exploratory Period and proceed with the Exploration Phase,
retaining only the areas under the Discovery Assessment Plan and immediately
returning all other portions of the block. In this case, the concessionaire must
provide financial guarantees to ANP for this new exploratory period. If the

4

A Block is, according to the legal definition (XIII of art. 6 of the Petroleum Law), part of a sedimentary
basin, formed by a vertical prism of indeterminate depth, with polygonal surface defined by the
geographical coordinates of its vertices, where the activities of exploration and production of oil and
gas natural are perform

5

Article 2 of the Petroleum Law.
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concessionaire ends the Exploration Phase, it will retain only the development
areas, returning all others immediately to ANP. There is also the possibility
of full return of the concession area, in which case the PEM must have been
complied with, and, if not, the concessionaire will be subject to enforcement by
ANP of the guarantees provided when the concession agreement was signed.
In case of a discovery, the concessionaire will have to evaluate this new oil
and gas reservoir necessarily during the Exploration Phase. The concessionaire,
at its sole discretion, may submit to ANP a Declaration of Commercial Feasibility
(art. 6, item XVIII, of Law nº 9,478, dated August 6, 1997)6, and, by doing so, it
will have to prove to ANP said commercial feasibility.
Then the Production Phase follows, with the approval of the Development
Plan (art. 6, item XVII, of Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997)7 with the
determination of the abandonment guarantees to be submitted, with the date of
start of production and annual production programs, including measurements,
deliveries and availabilities of the production.
From the date of start of production of each field, the volume and quality of
the oil and natural gas produced are periodically and regularly determined at
the Production Metering Point (art. 3, Item IV, of Decree nº 2,705, of August 3,
1998)8, at the concessionaire’s own account and risk, with the use of measurement
methods, equipment and instruments determined and inspected by ANP.
The concessionaire receives and takes ownership of the oil and natural gas
volumes measured as set forth in the concession agreement at the Production
Metering Point.
The performance of the operations of all phases is controlled by ANP,
which monitors and inspects it and, if the PEM is not complied with, as already
mentioned above, ANP enforces the financial guarantees and, in the case of

6

Commercial Discovery: discovery of oil or natural gas under conditions that, at market prices, make
possible the return of the investment in development and production.

7

Development: set of operations and investments destined to enable the production activities of an oil
or gas field.

8

Production metering points: points to be mandatorily defined in the development plan of each field,
proposed by the concessionaire and approved by ANP, pursuant to the concession agreements, where the
volumetric measurement of oil or natural gas produced in this field will be conducted, expressed in the
metric units of volume adopted by ANP and referred to the standard measurement condition, and where
the concessionaire will take ownership of the respective volume of production inspected, subjecting
itself to the payment of applicable taxes and corresponding legal and contractual participations;
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commercial discovery and start of production, ANP oversees the measurement,
delivery and availability of production.
In case of return of the concession areas, for whatever reason, the
concessionaire will have to hold the Union harmless from any damage or loss,
as the concessionaire has taken full and strict responsibility for all damages and
losses to the environment and to third parties, which result directly or indirectly
from the operations and their performance in those areas, also answering for
all expenses and costs for the abandonment and removal and reversal of assets.
As for the legal regime, the applicable legislation is Brazilian and the venue
is the Federal Courts of the Judiciary Section of Rio de Janeiro, for matters not
addressing equity rights.
Disputes and claims regarding available equity rights may be settled at a
conciliation phase with the intervention of an international expert, in case his/
her appointment has been agreed between the parties. Otherwise, the parties
must resort to the arbitration procedure set forth by Law nº 9,307/1996, using
as parameter the rules laid down in the Regulation of the International Court
of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce, in line with the
provisions listed in the Concession Agreement of the respective round.
Other aspects of the concessions are addressed in different chapters of this paper.
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8. Production sharing agreement
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho and Alice Barcelos
At the end of the 1950s and beginning of the 1960s, Iran and Indonesia
developed a template of a Production Sharing Agreement, abandoning
the traditional concept of concession. Under such Production Sharing
Agreement model companies were contracted to lead exploration and
production activities in a determined area, receiving oil as payment for
the activities performed, when and if oil was discovered in the respective
area. Therefore, there was no transfer or concession of exploratory rights
over a certain area, neither immediate transfer of the ownership of the
hydrocarbons identified there when extracted from the subsoil, fundamental
differences when compared to the concession model.
The development of the Production Sharing Agreements was motivated by
the desire of certain countries to attract companies interested in exploring their
oil reserves (the countries’ reserves) without necessarily transferring to them
direct control over any eventual production from such reserves. It was also of
interest to these countries to attract companies with experience in the oil and
gas industry aiming to gain access to technology and the capital necessary
to develop their reserves. The success of this model over the years made the
Production Sharing Agreement of Indonesia, for example, to be reproduced
and used by other countries, excepting certain adjustments to adapt the model
to the local and legal circumstances of each country.
The Production Sharing Agreement, therefore, obligates the contractor to
supply, in essence, the equipment, technology, capital and qualified workforce
(SMITH, et al., 2010)1. The other relevant contractual provisions have to do
with the form of payment of the contractor, including the percentage of the
production the contractor shall be entitled to, whether the contractor will

1

SMITH, E. E. et al. International Petroleum Transactions. Colorado: Rocky Mountain Mineral Law
Foundation, 2010.
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be able to purchase the part of the production which belongs to the country,
whether the contractor will be able to export its part of the production, etc.
From the contracts under the production sharing regime, countries
interested in developing their reserves began to attract foreign companies
from the sector willing to make risky investments, thus, bringing the knowhow used by the foreign company to the state-run company or governmental
agency responsible for the management of the contract. Accordingly, this role
served a secondary purpose, related to the learning-curve of the state-owned
companies or governmental agency, promoting their development in view of
the responsibility assumed in the granting of approval and decision making
activities during the development of the undertaking.
From the country’s point of view, the management of the contractors’
activities by the state-owned company and/or governmental agency is of great
importance, given that the contractors generally possess the right to recover
their operational investments in the development and exploration phases. It
is through the approval of the expenditures with each phase and segment
of the operation that the state-owned company and/or governmental agency
will exercise this control, thus, preventing the contractors from making
expenditures considered ‘excessive’ to receive the cost in oil in the future
through the production.
The pre-salt discoveries in Brazil between the years 2005 and 2007 led to the
development of a mixed regulatory regime in the country, with the enactment
of Law nº 12,351, of December 22, 2010 (Production Sharing Law), which
introduced into our legislative system the Production Sharing Agreement for
the exploration of oil and natural gas in pre-salt areas and areas considered
strategic. The Production Sharing Law also created a fund (Social Fund)
to where the resources coming from this exploitation would be channeled,
amending the provisions of Law nº 9,478/1997 (Petroleum Law) to allow the
co-existence between the concession and production sharing regimes.
In Brazil, the Production Sharing Agreements are contracts that differ from
the Concession Agreements due to the fact that, in them, the right of the
contractors to the production in oil is purely contractual, of a compensatory
and remunerative nature, not being granted through them ownership of
the extracted oil and natural gas, as happens in the concession regime. The
ownership of the hydrocarbons, therefore, belongs to the country while the part
reserved for the contractor is only the payment form for the executed services.
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The Brazilian Production Sharing Agreement departs from the traditional
models existing in the international market, in which, generally through a statecontrolled company, the country celebrates with an international oil companies
a service agreement for the exploration and production of hydrocarbons and
receives a part of the production in natura as remuneration for its services. In
Brazil, the contracting party is the Union, represented by the Ministry of Mines
and Energy – MME, and the contractor as an oil company , either by itself
or in the form of a consortium. However, depending on national interest the
National Energy Policy Council – CNPE may offer Petrobras the right of first
refusal over a specific block under the production sharing regime, with the legal
prerogative to be the operator of the block.
In view of this, the classification of the Brazilian Production Sharing
Agreement differs from the characteristics that define a contract under private
law, because the degree of state intervention is predominant, as we will describe
in detail below.
The National Energy Policy Council – CNPE (art. 9 and its items of the
Production Sharing Law) is responsible for suggesting to the President of the
Republic the areas that will be subject to contracting under the production
sharing regime and, of these, which should be directly contracted with Petrobras
(art. 12 of the aforementioned law) and which will be put up for bidding.
In the Production Sharing Agreement, adopted by the Production Sharing
Law the Union’s presence is prevailing, as indicated above, to the extent that
the contract is celebrated directly between the Union, represented by the
MME, as the contracting party, and the contractor or Petrobras, whenever
the President of the Republic, aiming to preserve the national interest and
the other purposes of the energy policy, thus decides (arts. 12 and 19 of the
Production Sharing Law).
In this type of contract between the Union and Petrobras one certainly
cannot envision a contract of a private nature, governed by civil law, whether
it may be because the Union is contracting directly and not through a stateowned company, which means that it is not conducting a business activity,
or, on the other hand Petrobras is acting on behalf of the public interest by
determination of the President of the Republic and not as a company, since
it necessarily has the objective of generating a profit. Therefore, it does not
constitute a legal business as defined in the Brazilian Civil Code where the
parties are assured the free manifestation of their will in the formation of the
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contract, being limited only by the social purpose of the contract and by the
principles of probity and good faith. Here the national interest and not the
interest of the shareholders of Petrobras is that which prevails.
When the contracting takes place through a bid process, which will
always observe the form of an auction, the Union represented by the MME,
as contracting party, will sign a Production Sharing Agreement with a
consortium, as contractor, constituted by the winning bidder(s) and the
Brazilian Management Company of Petroleum and Natural Gas (Empresa
Brasileira de Administração de Petróleo e Gás Natural – PPSA) (arts. 20, 21
and 26 of the referred law), and, if applicable, Petrobras.
The companies awarded as winners in the bid rounds will necessarily
constitute a consortium in the form prescribed by article 20 of the Production
Sharing Law with PPSA, being the latter the representative of the Union in all
the consortiums constituted with this purpose.
The Operational Committee of the consortium shall be administered by
PPSA. Compulsorily, half of its members are appointed by PPSA, including
the President with a casting vote and veto power, while the other half shall be
appointed by the other representatives from the winning bidder(s), proportionally
to its(their) respective interest in the consortium.
Item VIII of article 29 of the Production Sharing Law provides that every
Production Sharing Agreement shall define the duties, composition and the
modus operandi, the procedures in relation with decisions and settlement of
disputes within the Operational Committee.
The technical and economic parameters of the Production Sharing
Agreements must follow the directives established by the MME and are subject
to the decision of the CNPE, namely: criteria to define the excess in oil of
the Union; minimum percentage of the excess in oil of the Union; the limits,
terms, criteria and conditions for the calculation and appropriation by the
contractor of the cost in oil and of the volume of production corresponding
to the royalties due; rules on the minimum local content and value of the
signature bonus, as well as the portion destined to PPSA (art. 8, § 1, of the
Production Sharing Contract).
Therefore, neither does this contract between the Union and the consortium
represent a contract under private law in a strict sense, because the degree of
state interference is predominant. These contracts shall be governed by the
special legislation relating to oil and, secondarily, by civil law, where applicable.
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ANP is responsible for preparing the Production Sharing Agreement drafts
and for promoting the bids by auction (art. 8, item II, of the referred law) of the
areas subject to the Production Sharing Law regime between the consortiums
constituted in the form of article 20 and of article 279 of Law nº 6,404, of
December 15, 1976 (Corporations Law).
The Production Sharing Agreement will have two phases: that of
exploration and that of production (art. 27 of the referred law) and term of 35
years (item XIX of art. 27 of the referred law). It may be terminated (i) by the
dissolution of the term, (ii) by agreement between the parties, (iii) through not
having a commercial discovery, (iv) by withdrawal in the exploration phase,
provided that the Minimum Exploratory Program2 has been met or the amount
corresponding to the unfulfilled portion is paid, or (v) by refusal to sign the
Production Unitization Agreement, after decision of the ANP3.
The essential clauses of the Production Sharing Agreement are listed in
article 29 of the Production Sharing Law, pointing out that the contracted
Consortium has the right to receive the cost effectively spent in oil, as well as
the rules and the terms for the division of the surplus in oil, in the case of a
commercial discovery .
The joint analysis of articles 29 and 30 of the Production Sharing Law (the
former deals with the obligations of the contracted consortium before the
ANP, MME and PPSA and the latter establishes the obligations of the operator
of the contracted Consortium) reveals that many of the obligations of the
consortium will depend upon the operator, for which the consortium contract
to be filed with the Commercial Registry of the place of its headquarters
(art. 26 of the aforementioned law) assumes a capital importance, mainly in
the definition of the obligations and liabilities of each consortium member and of
the specific services (item IV of art. 279 of the Corporations Law), since it is
a document that necessarily precedes the signing of the Production Sharing
Agreement with the Union.
Government takes in the production sharing regime are: royalties and
signature bonus, which shall be studied in the next chapter.
The Production Sharing Agreement also provides that the consortium
members should reserve a minimum percentage of the gross value of the annual
2

In relation to this subject, see Chapter 7.

3

In relation to this subject, see Chapter 13.
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production of oil and natural gas for activities of research, development and
innovation in areas of interest and relevant topics for the oil, natural gas and
biofuels sector. The consortium members (i) should guarantee that a part of these
resources is destined to the contracting of activities developed by universities
or research and development institutions duly accredited with ANP; (ii) should
guarantee that part of these resources is destined to the contracting of activities
of research, development and innovation, which may result in the development
and qualification of Brazilian suppliers with a view to the improvement of
the capacity of the industries for the purposes of local content; and (iii) they
may direct part of these resources to activities of research, development and
innovation in lines of research or projects, should it be of their interest to do so.
The Technical-Scientific Committee of the consortium will be responsible every
year for the preparation and disclosure of a list of the areas, activities and projects
of interest, highlighting the directives for the application of these resources4.
Civil liability in the production sharing regime shall be assumed by the
consortium, as provided in article 20 of the referred to Production Sharing
Law, from which the following statements are extracted: the property rights and
obligations of the operator and other consortium members will be proportional
to their interests in the consortium and the consortium incorporation
agreement should provide the operator as having liability for the execution
of the contract, without loss to the joint liability of the consortium members
before the contracting party (Union) or third parties, excluding PPSA, which
participates in the consortium, holds the majority vote in the Committees, but
does not respond with its assets for the actions of the contracted consortium.
In 2016, the Production Sharing Law was amended to exclude Petrobras
from the position of the only operator of all blocks under the production
sharing regime. In its current version, the Production Sharing Agreement any
company that meets the criteria provided in the tender rules may operate the
blocks. PPSA, in turn, acts as the administrator of the Advisory Committee of
the consortium, with a casting vote and veto power. Under this focus, as per
the terms of article 29 of the Production Sharing Law, among the clauses of
the Production Sharing Agreements are the clauses of assumption of obligation
of the risks of the activities of exploration, assessment, development and
production by the contractor, as a counterpart to the right of the contractor
4
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Read more on this subject on Chapter 12.
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to the appropriation of the cost in oil through the amounts spent in the
undertaking, enforceable exclusively in the case of a commercial discovery.
Given the conditions established in the Production Sharing Agreement
the consortium members will have the right to receive the “cost in oil”
of a part of the production of oil and natural gas by way of recovery of
the amounts invested in the production phase. It is worth mentioning,
however, that the Operational Committee will have to approve these
expenditures, given that they have been recognized by PPSA in the scope
of the procedures to assess the cost and surplus in oil provided for in the
Production Sharing Agreement.
The balance of the expenditures will be controlled by PPSA, representing
credits and/or debts to the consortium members. As from the commercial
discovery and the start of the production, observing the proportionality of the
investments made, the consortium members will be able to recover each month
the cost in oil, respecting the limit established under the contract. In relation to
the accounts of the cost in oil, no updating or monetary or financial adjustment
shall be due. At the end of term of the Production Sharing Agreement the
consortium members shall not be entitled to any amounts relating to the cost
in oil, even though not recovered, without any right to indemnity5.
The Production Sharing Agreement by definition has a non-compensatory
nature, since the contracting parties exercise the sharing of the surplus in oil.
The Production Sharing Law provides in its article 2, item III, the definition
of surplus in oil as the portion of the production of oil, natural gas and other fluid
hydrocarbon to be shared between the Union and the contractor, according to criteria
defined under contract resulting from the difference between the total volume of the
production and the portions relating to the cost in oil, the royalties due and, when
enforceable, to the participation referred to in article 43.
Below is a simplified graphic of the representation of the investments
employed by the contractors and of the payment by means of the surplus in oil:

5

See Brazilian template of the production sharing agreement.
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In its conception, the Brazilian model of the Production Sharing Agreement
was adapted to accommodate the model idealized at the time for the
development of the pre-salt, which did not necessarily mean that it had been
designed to be attractive to private investors. To tell the truth, at the time of the
conception and enactment of the legal and regulatory framework that sustains
the Brazilian model of the Production Sharing Agreement, an oil price scenario
was presumed where the contractual model chosen would not necessarily be
economically attractive. It was never imagined, at the time, that Brazil and the
area of the pre-salt would at some time have to compete for investments with
other oil producing regions around the world.
Thus, considering the high investments required of the consortium members
as part of the exploration of the pre-salt region, the model of the Production
Sharing Agreement adopted today in Brazil does not give opportunity to the
consortium members to have an influence on the operational decisions, which
essentially are taken the majority of the Advisory Council of the consortium,
which is under the control of the PPSA.
Since the decisions taken during the exploration and development phases
may be beyond the control of the consortium members, any decision can result
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in the increase of investments or variations in the results of the production,
with an impact for all the consortium members. Thus, by way of example, in
the cases of losses of oil and/or flaring of natural gas for production purposes
occurring under the responsibility of the consortium members (excluding
PPSA), these will have the amounts of these losses and/or flaring of natural gas
deducted from their portions of the surplus in oil.
In fact, the condition of the control of the decisions being in the hands of
PPSA does not prove to be attractive to possible investors. To expect companies
to make large investments in blocks in extremely challenging areas from a
technological point of view, without any control or interference in the operation
is a point that needs improving in the model developed under the production
sharing system in Brazil.
Finally, the Brazilian model of the Production Sharing Agreement
established by the Production Sharing Law contains various points that need
improvement. With the proper maturity and balance its adaptations may allow
the development of the existing opportunities, serving the interests of the
country while assuring the interest of private investors.
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9. The government takes in the oil and
natural gas exploration regimes in Brazil
Alexandre Calmon
Government Takes represent the way through which governments take
direct possession of the revenue generated by the oil activity. In the Brazilian
case, Government Takes are set forth in the Petroleum Law and regulated by
Decree nº 2,705/1998 (Government Takes Decree), in ANP Resolution 12,
dated February 21, 20141, in the Bid Invitations published by ANP and in the
Concession and Production Sharing Agreements.
Although not addressed in this chapter, it is important to note that besides
the Government Takes, more clearly visible, the oil activity generates other
revenues to governments where the activity occurs, such as the collection of
taxes on the profits of the oil activity (i.e. income tax and social contribution
on net income), plus all other taxes collected on the acquisition of goods and
services necessary for the exploration and production activities.
The name fiscal regime is commonly given to all the income obtained
from the oil activity, Government Takes and tax system. When comparing
competitiveness between countries to understand the attractiveness of each
country for investors, one must compare the fiscal regimes and not just the
amounts of the Government Takes that are only one part of the whole.

9.1. Special participation in concession agreements
The technical definition of Government Takes is found in article 3, item III,
of Decree nº 2,705/1998 (Government Takes Decree), the text of which addresses
payments to be made by the oil and natural gas exploration and production
concessionaires to the government and third parties, pursuant to articles 45 to 51

1

This Resolution addresses the procedures required to assess special interest in concession agreements.
Note that there is no expected assessment of special interest in sharing agreements.
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of the Petroleum Law, with the first of the legal provisions mentioned listing the
following Government Takes: Signature Bonus, Royalties, Special Participation and
Payment for Occupation or Retention of Area. And § 1 of article 45 has defined as
mandatory the Royalties and Payment for Occupation or Retention of Area.
The Signature Bonus, whose minimum amount must be necessarily set in
the Bid Invitation, has been defined by article 46 of the Petroleum Law as the
payment that shall correspond to the amount offered by the winning proposal
of the bidding process to obtain a certain area, and must be paid by the winning
bidder at the time of signature of the Concession Agreement.
It is therefore one of the criteria considered for review of the proposals
submitted by the qualified bidders, and an essential requirement for signature
of the Concession Agreement, typically provided for and regulated in the Bid
Invitation in the clause “Judgment of Bids”.
The minimum amount stipulated by ANP in the Bid Invitation corresponds
to the believed value of a certain block, given what is known of that area based
on geophysical, geological, geochemical data and other relevant information
indicating major or minor probability of existence of recoverable oil and/or
natural gas reservoir.
Because of this, there is ANP’s classification of the blocks to be subject to a
bidding process in New Frontier, Mature Basin and of High Potential.
In other words, taking into account the set of data already known regarding
the area of the block under bid, the criteria for setting the minimum value of
the Signature Bonus is the combination of the following probabilities, among
those that make up the so-called exploration risk: (a) the probable existence of
a reservoir and (b) higher or lower quantity of recoverable oil.
ANP also stipulates the technical and financial qualification required of
the companies that will participate in the bidding process as operators, those
companies that individually or in consortium with other interested companies
will perform the exploration and production activities ("Operators"). The
Operators are divided into Operators A, B or C, depending on the area where
they wish to operate. Operators A must meet the highest ANP requirements
as they operate in deep and ultra-deep waters, Operators B must meet the
requirements to operate in shallow waters, and Operators C, the requirements
for onshore operations.
Similarly, the blocks are also divided into A, B and C. Therefore, when
setting the Signature Bonus, ANP binds its value to the characteristics of the
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blocks, weighing attractiveness and investment needs, i.e. those blocks with
higher Signature Bonus in the invitation to bid are those with lower exploration
risk, despite their high cost and complexity for development and production.
On the other hand, for purposes of bidder offers, there is no maximum limit
on the value of the Signature Bonus, provided it is not lower than the set forth
in the Bid Invitation, under penalty of disqualification.
As to the winning bidder, in case it pays the Signature Bonus and then gives
up making business before entering into the Concession Agreement with ANP,
it will lose the payment made by way of Signature Bonus and ANP, in turn, may
call the second placed to make a new payment, and thus execute with it the
Concession Agreement or remove that block from the bidding round.
With regard to the rules contained in the Government Takes Decree, we see
that it defines the criteria for calculation and collection of Government Takes
and, with respect to the Signature Bonus, it sets forth only (i) the requirement
for the winning bidder to pay it in a lump sum and (ii) that the proceeds from
the Signature Bonus will be allocated to ANP to fund the Agency's operational
needs, as set forth in item II of article15 of Law nº 9,478/1997, which addresses
ANP’s Revenues (art. 9, Sole Paragraph, and art. 10 of this decree).
As for Royalties, they are a financial compensation, payable by the oil and
natural gas exploration and production concessionaires, on a monthly basis,
with respect to each field, as of the month in which the respective date of start
of production occurs, with any deductions prohibited, as defined in article 11 of
Decree nº 2,705/1998 (Government Takes Decree).
With regard to the legal nature of the Royalties, the aforementioned legal
provision is clear to state that they are a financial compensation payable by the
concessionaires of oil and natural gas activities.
To support this assertion, it suffices to note that when the Union grants a
certain block for exploration, it also grants the fruits of the drilling. So, taking
into account that oil is a public-domain asset, available from the Union, when
the production of a deposit is started the fruits of such production leave the
scope of the Union assets and become part of the concessionaire assets.
Thus, we see that Royalties are a financial compensation from the use of
state-owned property for economic purposes. This is even more evident when
we see the allocation given by law to the proceeds from this Government Takes.
In Brazil, the figure of the Royalties was introduced in Law nº 2,004/1953,
which in its article 27 addressed the payment and application thereof.
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The legislation that provided for this Government Takes was amended several
times, with emphasis on the following Laws: nº 7,525/1986, nº 7,990/1989, nº
9,478/1997 and nº 10,195/2001.
With the exception of Law nº 9,478/1997, the others address only the
application of funds obtained through Royalties.
Indeed, Law nº 9,478/1997, in addition to expressly revoking Law nº
2,004/1953, set forth the new maximum limit for collection of Royalties, from
5% to 10% calculated on the total volume of production; it being certain,
however, that as allowed under § 1 of article 47, ANP may provide in the Bid
Invitation of a certain block for the reduction of the percentage from 10%
to a minimum of 5% of production, taking into account the geological risks,
production expectations, and other relevant factors of a specific block.
With such, the aforementioned law defined that the portion of the Royalties
corresponding to a minimum of 5% of the production will be applied in
accordance with Law nº 7,990/1989 and, when the Royalties charged are greater
than 5%, the portion that exceeds the threshold ("Surplus") shall be applied as
established by article 49 of Law nº 9,478/1997.
Article 49 of Law nº 9,478/1997 made the distribution of the Surplus
containing percentages and allocation, which can be summarized as follows:
when the drilling occurs onshore, lakes, rivers or river and lake islands, the
funds will be divided among producing States, producing Municipalities and
the Ministry of Science and Technology; and when the drilling occurs on
the continental shelf, the funds will go to bordering producing States and
Municipalities, the Navy, Special Fund, and Ministry of Science and Technology.
The definition of the criteria for calculation and collection of Government
Takes, among which the Royalties, is contained in Decree 2,705/98, which
regulates Law nº 9,478/1997, order of which was in the sense of establishing by
decree, among others, the criteria for calculation of the value of Royalties.
Special Takes, another type of Government Interest, were introduced in our legal
system by article 45 of Law nº 9,478/1997. The same Law, in its article 50, determined
that the Invitation to Bid and the Concession Agreement should establish this
mandatory Government Interest, according to § 1 of the aforementioned article 45,
and imposed the need to have it regulated by presidential decree, from which the
already mentioned Decree nº 2,705/1998 has resulted.
Article 21 of the referred decree defined the legal nature of the Special
Participation by establishing that it is an extraordinary financial compensation
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payable by oil and natural gas exploration and production concessionaires, in
cases of large volume of production or high profitability.
Even though § 1 of article 50 of Law nº 9,478/1997 sets out that the Special
Participation will be applied on the gross revenue of production, net of Royalties,
exploration investments, operating costs, depreciation and taxes, it is certain
that Chapter VII of Decree nº 2,705/1998 contains the criteria for calculation
of this government take, with the calculation supplemented by the standards
contained in ANP Resolution 12, of February 21, 2014, which defined the
procedures to calculate the respective amounts by the concessionaires.
Thus, the Decree under discussion provides that the Special Interest will be
paid on a quarterly basis, with respect to each field of a given concession area,
as of the quarter in which the date of start of the respective production occurs.
Furthermore, it mentions that, for purposes of calculation of the Special
Participation, progressive rates will be applied on the quarterly net revenue
of production (RLP) of each field, according to the location of the drilling,
the number of years of production, and the respective quarterly inspected
production volume (VPF).
To better understand how to calculate the figures above, it is advisable to
define the net revenue of production and inspected production volume. The
net revenue of production, as defined in item VIII of article 3 of Decree nº
2,705/1998, related to the gross revenue of production, net of the amounts
corresponding to the payment of Royalties, exploration investments,
operating costs, depreciation and taxes directly related the field operations,
which have been effectively disbursed, during the term of the concession
agreement, until the time of its operation, and which are determined
according to rules issued under ANP Resolution 12, dated February 21,
2014 ("Net Revenue of Production").
The inspected production volume, as defined in item X of article 3 of Decree
nº 2,705/1998, is the sum of the quantities of oil or natural gas, for each field,
expressed per cubic meter, which is the metric unit of volume adopted by ANP,
which has been effectively measured at the respective production metering
points ("Inspected Production Volume").
Thus, whereas the progressive rates are applied on the Net Revenue of
Production, and considering the respective Inspected Production Volume, one
notices that the payment of the Special Interest is subject to the revenue and
volume of production, even though Law nº 9,478/1997 and Decree nº 2,705/1998
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provide that the payment of Special Takes will be due in case of large volume of
production or high profitability, where profitability means net revenue.
Therefore, to determine the application of the Special Participation, we take
into account both conditions, i.e. Net Revenue of Production and Inspected
Production Volume, not only one or the other.
With regard to the fields covering two or more concession areas, if the
concessionaire is the same in all of them, the calculation of the Special
Participation will be based on the full Net Revenue of Production and Inspected
Production Volume of the referred to fields, according to the provisions of
article 23 of Decree nº 2,705/1998 coupled with article 9 of ANP Resolution nº
12, of February 21, 2014.
In case of different concessionaires, the Sole Paragraph of article 23 of
Decree nº 2,705/1998, coupled with the Sole Paragraph of article 9 of ANP
Resolution nº 12 of February 21, 2014, provides that the unitization agreement
will define the part of each one with respect to the calculation of the Net
Revenue of Production in the base period, and hence the Special Participation.
ANP Resolution nº 12, of February 21, 2014, which establishes the
procedures to calculate the Special Participation by the concessionaires, lists
in its Chapter IV, from article 13 on, the deductions from the gross revenue
of production, for purposes of calculating the Net Revenue of Production,
namely: I - expenses incurred by the Concessionaire in well drilling and oil
and natural gas deposits exploration activities performed in the concession
area; II - expenses incurred by the Concessionaire in development and
production activities performed in oil fields in the concession area; III - the
amounts provided by the Concessionaire, with prior consent from ANP, to
cover future expenses with abandonment and environmental restoration of
the field area; IV - expenses actually incurred by the Concessionaire in well
abandonment and facility demobilization operations during the production
phase, including expenses with the nationalization of equipment temporarily
admitted into the country, when such expenses are not included in the
accrued amounts referred to in the preceding item.
That said, it should be noted that one cannot include the payment of
Signature Bonus as one of the expenditures which make up the expenses
incurred in oil and natural gas deposits exploration activities (item I), as article
15 of the referred to resolution expressly defines them, and does not include in
its definition the Signature Bonus.
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Moreover, as seen above, there is already express provision on the deduction
of the Signature Bonus from the gross revenues, that is, from the calculation
basis of the Net Revenue of Production, as provided for in item I of article 13 of
ANP Resolution nº 12, dated February 21, 2014.
On the other hand, it bears emphasizing that the extraordinary financial
compensation that derives from high volume of production and high profitability
was created so that the concessionaire, which has to pay for it, does so without
any loss, as the Net Revenue of Production that is the calculation basis of the
Special Participation is achieved through the gross revenue, which, as explained,
accepts large deductions, although well defined.
With regard to the distribution of funds from the Special Participation, it
must observe the provisions of articles 24 and 27 of Decree nº 2,705/1998 and
§ 2 of article 50 of Law nº 9,478/1997, which directs 42% of the Union, to be
allocated to the Social Fund, 10% to the Ministry of Environment, 34% to
the State where the onshore production occurs or that borders the continental
shelf where production takes place, 9.5% for the creation of a special fund,
to be distributed among the States and the Federal District, and 5% to the
Municipality where the onshore production occurs or that borders the
continental shelf where production takes place.
Please find below a graphic representation of the dynamics of application of
the Government Takes in Concession Agreements:
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9.2. Special takes in production sharing agreements
The government revenues in the production sharing system are: Royalties
and Signature Bonus. As already seen above, the Royalties represent a financial
compensation for exploitation of oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons.
In the sharing regime the inclusion of expenses related to the payment of
Royalties is prohibited in the calculation of the oil cost, pursuant to article 20,
§ 1, of the Federal Constitution.
Royalties must be paid on a monthly basis in relation to each production
field, as of the month in which the production starts. The value of the Royalties
will be calculated from the multiplication of the equivalent to the percentage
of the total volume of oil and natural gas production for the field in question,
during the month of reference, by the respective prices of reference determined
according to the provisions of the Production Sharing Agreement.
The Signature Bonus represents the amount offered to the Union upon
the auction, to be paid at the time of signature of each production sharing
agreement. The minimum amount of the Signature Bonus for each area put up
for auction will be proposed by ANP and approved by the MME.
In areas subject to the sharing system, there will be no occurrence of Special
Participation, as stated in article 42 of Law nº 12,351, of December 22, 2010,
which limits the government revenues in the Production Sharing System to the
royalties and the signature bonus.
Please find below a graphic representation of the dynamics of application of
the Government Takes in Sharing Agreements:
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10. Local content in the oil industry
Tiago Severini

10.1. Introduction
With the enacting of the Petroleum Law of 1997, that has modified the
monopoly on oil and gas exploration and production activities, in order to
implement the concession regime in the Country, new players entered the Sector
and Petrobras was made equal to the new concessionaires in rights and obligations.
This change in the Sector demonstrated the Brazilian industry’s lack of
preparation to satisfy the new demand for the supply of goods and services,
which needed to be imported from countries with greater experience in working
in such segments.
In view of this situation, and with the intention of taking advantage of the
growing demand from oil and gas exploration and production activities, resulting
in the development of the Brazilian goods and services industry — especially
in an attempt to recover the shipping industry — it was deemed appropriate to
adopt clauses to ensure the local acquisition of goods and services provided by
Brazilian industry (“local content clauses”) in the first concession agreements
entered into in the so-called Round Zero.

10.2. Historical evolution
As from the 1st Round of Bidding, which took place in June of 1999, and with
the objective of stimulating the contracting of Brazilian industry, the National
Petroleum, Natural Gas and Bio-fuels Agency – ANP began to stipulate a
percentage of local content, for the companies participating in the bidding
process, as one of the assessment criteria of the proposals.
In 2003, with the oil sector becoming increasingly significant in the Brazilian
Economy and under the argument of representing a factor for the creation of
jobs and generation of foreign investments, the Government decided, through
the National Energy Policy Council – CNPE, to implement Resolution nº 8,
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published on July 21stof that year, determining that ANP would begin to set a
minimum fixed percentage of local content for the supply of goods and services
in oil and natural gas exploration and production activities.
Because of the referred resolution, the bidding announcements, as from the
5th Round, came to require a minimum percentage of local content that should
be observed in the commitments of the concessionaires.
Thus, the percentages to be indicated in any proposal in the bidding
procedures, should necessarily be greater than the minimum amount, besides
continuing to be a criterion of assessment of the proposals, based on the level
established by the bidders.
It is worthy of note that this protectionist movement, introduced by the
local content policy, finds support in article 219 of the Federal Constitution
(CF), which declares the domestic market to be a part of the national heritage
and, as a guiding principle, determines that it shall be encouraged in order
to facilitate cultural and social-economic development, the well-being of the
population, and the technological autonomy of the Country.
It should be noted here that, right from the start, the local content policy
was viewed as potentially violating international agreements under the World
Trade Organization – WTO, since it favors domestic over imported products.
In this context, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade – GATT, to
which Brazil is a signatory, should be highlighted with regard of its main pillar
that provides the principle of non-discrimination: domestic products shall not
be favored in contrast with those imported from another signatory State.
However, the implementation of a local content policy, especially for the
oil and gas Sector, is not a Brazilian innovation, having already been adopted
by other countries, including signatories to the GATT agreement, such as is
the case of Norway.
In view of such circumstances, and despite the apparent violation of the
GATT agreement, the Brazilian local content policy — perhaps because it was
also used by other countries, perhaps because of the difficulty in measuring its
effective impact on imported products — did not come under direct attack by
means of questionings from other signatory States within the WTO.
At the same time, however, it did not go unnoticed, having been mentioned
incidentally, in different questionings, to the extent that, along with other
subsidies and incentives for local production, it ends up by causing losses to
imported products.
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In parallel with the implementation of this policy, back in 2003, under the
umbrella of the Ministry of Mines and Energy – MME, the National Petroleum
and Natural Gas Industry Mobilization Program – Prominp was created, with
the objective of expediting the increased participation of the Brazilian goods
and services industry in the Sector.
Given the requirement in the concession contracts of a minimum percentage
for local acquisition of goods and services, in July of 2004, Prominp, based on
the methodology used by the Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econômico
e Social (National Economic and Social Development Bank) – BNDES when
financing assets, developed a methodology for calculating the ratio of local
content of goods, systems and services related to the petroleum and natural gas
industry, which was denominated the Local Content Guide – Guide.
The Guide started to be applied as from the 7th Round, where another
innovation was included in the concession contracts: establishing that the
commitments of the concessionaires with regard to the local acquisition of
goods and services should be proven before ANP, which would be responsible
for regulating the form of certification of this local content.
It is clear, in this context, that up to the 6th Round, the commitments of
local content — initially informed freely by the bidders and then set necessarily
at levels equivalent to or greater than the minimum percentage — were not
subject to clear and regulated measurement criteria, which only came into
existence as from the 7th Round, with the institution of all the rules related to
the certification of local content.

10.3. Normative detailing
It is, therefore, starting with the 7th Round that the policy of local
content acquires autonomous legal discipline, resulting in various conflicts of
interpretation, and causing a significant impact on the contractual relations
established between the concessionaires — committed to the percentages
informed at the time of being awarded the contract — and their chain of supply
of goods and services.
This is because contractual assignment, by the concessionaires to their
contractors, of the commitments of local content assumed by the former
before ANP became a rule in the oil and gas Sector, so that, although
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the certification of local content may only be enforceable against the
concessionaire from a regulatory point of view, it also became a contractual
obligation for the contractors when providing services and/or supplying
goods along the supply chain.
In order to fulfill its mission of regulating the certification of local content,
ANP published, in 2007, Resolutions 36 through 39, all dealing with the
establishment of models of certification and assessment of local content in oil
and gas exploration and production activities.
Resolution nº 36 was the one responsible for the establishment of the criteria
and procedures for certification of local content in relation to goods, goods of
temporary use, services, sub-systems, systems and sets.
Resolution nº 37, in turn, was destined to the regulation of the criteria and
procedures for the registration and accreditation of the certifying entities of
local content.
Resolution nº 38 made provision on the criteria and procedures of auditing
by ANP in the certification entities, for control of the certification work
performed by them.
And Resolution nº 39 deals with the frequency, format and content of the
reports of local investment made in exploration and production development
activities, which must be presented by the concessionaires to ANP.
Resolutions 37 to 39 continue in force, while Resolution 36 was revoked, to
be replaced by ANP Resolution nº 19/2013, which is currently in force.
The aforementioned resolution regulates the local content clause appearing
in the Concession Contracts established between ANP and the concessionaires
as from 2005, of the Transfer of Rights Contracts and the Production Sharing
Contracts, disciplining the form of measurement and certification of local
content of the contracts and introducing, as Annex I, the Model of Certification
of Local Content and, as Annex II, the Local Content Guide.

10.4. Current system of assessment of local content
The measurement and certification of the local content needs to be
assessed, in compliance with Resolution nº 19/2013, in relation to each product
and service acquired by the signatory of the Concession, Transfer of Rights or
Production Sharing Contract, in order to demonstrate the due fulfillment of
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the commitment assumed with regard to the percentage of local content in
relation to that contract.
Should the company not meet the referred to commitment, it is subject to
the application of a fine, by ANP, at an amount corresponding to the percentage
of local content stated in the commitment and not attained.
It is because of this risk of a fine that the concessionaires, assignees, or
contractors in a production sharing scheme, pass on the commitments of local
content assumed to their contractors, whether service providers or suppliers
of goods, in addition to making provision, in the respective contractual
instruments, for the application of fines for non-compliance with the required
percentage of local content.
In view of this scenario, although the commitment of local content is
assumed only by the concessionaire, assignee or signatory of the production
sharing contract, before ANP, it ends up being passed on contractually to the
whole supply chain. That is why the theme has a significant relevance for the
entire Oil and Gas Sector.
Therefore, one can sum up the system of implementation of the local content
policy in the following manner: i) the concessionaire, assignee or signatory of
the production sharing contract assumes a commitment of local content at the
time of the bidding process or upon execution of the contract with ANP; ii)
then it proportionally passes on the referred commitment to each one of its
contractors for the supply of goods or provision of services; iii) each one of
these contractors (directly or indirectly) contracts a certification company, so
that this might assess the local content practiced in the respective contractual
scope; iv) each one of these contractors delivers to the contracting parties,
together with the contracted product or service, a certificate of local content or
corroboratory documentation of the origin, when the certification is dispensed
with; v) the concessionaire, assignee or signatory of the production sharing
contract gathers all the certificates and documents received from the different
contractors together and delivers them, together with any certificates that it
might hold, because of products that it has manufactured, to the certification
agency contracted by it, so that the assessment of the fulfillment of its own
commitment of local content assumed before ANP might be assessed; and vi)
finally, all the work of certification performed by the certification agency of
the concessionaire, assignee or signatory of the production sharing contract is
audited by ANP, completing the cycle.
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10.5. Critical analysis
It happens that, in practice, the above scheme is subject to a series of
variables, such as the waiver mechanism — which consists of the dispensation
by ANP of the fulfillment of a certain local content commitment in relation
to a certain product or service, through the due proof of the impossibility or
the lack of commercial, technical or operational feasibility of acquiring certain
goods or services in Brazil — or the variations of price of products and services
between the date on which the commitments are assumed and at the time in
which they need to be fulfilled, during the course of the contract, which ends
up distorting the comparison between the percentages of local content assumed
in the commitments and those effectively reached.
Furthermore, and more important, these interpretative conflicts arise out of
the analysis and application of the Resolutions published by ANP.
Consequently, it is common for companies to have doubts, contractual
conflicts arising from varying interpretations adopted by each contractual
party, differences in understandings among the certification entities themselves
and, even, the absence of a consolidated position on the part of ANP.
Given this scenario, it is important to establish a distinction between the
criticisms directed at the local content policy and the problems related to the
local content rules.
As far as policy is concerned, there is a discussion, for example, about the
relevance of the protective rules in the context of the Sector in Brazil, and
about whether the scope of the policy should be more extensive, as occurs,
or whether it should focus more on the main areas of stimulus to Brazilian
industrial development.
On the other hand, with regard to the rules, there are discussion about
the need for legal assurance as to the rules applicable to each contract — so
as to limit any amendments to the local content legislation to the generation
of effects over future contracts, and not, as currently occurs, with immediate
application also to contracts already in existence and that are ongoing, as well
as possible forms of minimizing the contractual conflicts that result from the
interpretative doubts about the application of the rules published by ANP.
In this context, the change of treatment applied to various goods is emblematic,
because of the replacement of Resolution 36/2007 by Resolution 19/2013.
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This is because the former segregated the concept of goods, subject to
certification — which involves the detailing of all their productive process, for
analysis, and corresponding measurement of the corresponding values, of the
national origin or not of each one of the raw materials and components of the
manufactured goods — from that of materials — which depended only on the
proof of origin to have their value fully considered as local content — based
on the fiscal classification (code in the common nomenclature of Mercosur
– NCM) of the item under analysis. Thus, while Resolution 36/2007 was in
force, it was sufficient to verify the fiscal classification of the item, to reach a
conclusion about how its local content would be assessed.
In contrast, Resolution 19/2013 failed to relate the referred to concepts of
goods and material to the fiscal classification of the respective items, coming
to differentiate them based on the specific provision or not in the tables of
commitment of local content, attached to the Concession, Assigned Transfer
of Rights and Production Sharing Contracts, or in the items and sub-items
referring to the contractual local content commitments.
Thus, all the items specifically itemized in the contractual commitments of
the Concession, Assigned Transfer of Rights or Production Sharing Contracts
became goods based on the new Resolution — therefore, being subject to
certification — while the materials — assessed on the basis of proof of origin
and exempt from certification — became a residual concept.
This modification gave rise to the requalification of various items — which,
based on the fiscal classification would be classified in one way, but which, due to
the new concepts, came to assume a different nature — affecting the corresponding
percentage of local content linked to each one of them and generating a series of
conflicts between companies, certification entities and ANP.
ANP was consulted about the matter and, after many discussions — which
revealed different opinions in the Local Content Coordination Office itself —
it ended up deciding upon a new normative amendment, which instituted a
mixed treatment for certain categories of material, which came to be subject to
the procedures of certification, as if they were goods.
The above-described situation revealed the need for greater legal maturity
of the regulations and application of the local content policy, a context in
which we highlight, by way of example: (a) the relevance that there be created
and regulated by the ANP an institutional mechanism of consultations, with
the due demonstration of their effects on the consulting companies, and the
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answers of which may be made public for all those interested (along the lines
of the consultations about the interpretation of the tax legislation and of
consultations about the fiscal classification of goods and services, existing under
the jurisdiction of the Federal Revenue Service); and (b) the authorization by
ANP for the certification agencies to use mechanisms and instruments already
consolidated in other areas (such as information about the value, nature of the
operation, CFOP, CST, origin of the product, etc., listed in the fiscal documents),
so as to avoid different treatments or the overlapping of formal obligations with
objectives equivalent to those already existing or legally provided for.
In addition to the foregoing, one still finds certain limitations of scope of
the local content rules — which prove to be unable to cover all of the goods
manufactured in Brazil and the services provided here in the assessment —
which demonstrates an incongruence with the local content policy itself, the
nature of which is general in scope.
Fitting into the aforementioned limitation are the goods manufactured in
Brazil, which are classified as materials and that, once ready are sent abroad
for integration into certain goods or systems, which later return to Brazil to
be used in the oil and gas exploration and production activities. Except for
the items with these characteristics that were included in Resolution 12/2016,
which amended Resolution 19/2013, all the others continue to be left out of the
calculation for the purposes of local content.
As can be perceived, the treatment of the items, for local content purposes,
ends up being impacted, in such a situation, depending on the contractual
format established for the supply, so that a same item may or may not have
its local content calculated, depending on whether it is supplied directly in
Brazilian territory to the concessionaire, or exported at an intermediate stage,
before returning to Brazil and being delivered to the final customer.
Also in this context, it is noteworthy that the structuring of the contracting,
in the oil and gas Sector in Brazil, is eminently influenced by the applicable
special customs schemes, outstandingly Repetro, so that, very often, the export,
physical or fictitious, of goods manufactured in Brazil, results from a contractual
structure that aims at benefitting from a more favorable tax treatment.
In this context, it is not coherent that the form of structuring of the
operations ends up by affecting the assessment of local content, when the
defining element should be, undeniably, the location of manufacture of the
goods or of the provision of the service.
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10.6. Recent innovations and a new horizon
Exactly because of the aforementioned incongruence, and with the aim
of filling in the gaps left by the local content rules in force up to that time,
on 01.15.2016, Decree nº 8,637 was published, which instituted the Program
of Incentive for the Competitiveness of the Productive Chain, and for the
Development and Improvement of Suppliers of the Petroleum and Natural
Gas Sector – Pedefor.
Pedefor has, essentially, two new mechanisms related to the local content
policy: i) the provision of the creation of weights for certain investments,
considered strategic and which involve (engineering developed locally,
development and technological innovation in the Country, a high potential
for generating qualified jobs; and promotion of exports); and ii) the institution
of a bonus, to be calculated under the form of Local Content Units – UCL —
assessed in relation to the making of purchase agreements of goods, services and
systems that have made the installation of new suppliers in the Country viable,
to direct investment in the expansion of the productive capacity of suppliers, to
direct investment in the process of technological innovation of suppliers, to the
purchase of goods and systems in the Country, with local content, for fulfilling
operations abroad, and to the acquisition of pioneering batches of goods and
systems developed in the Country — and which may be deducted from the
commitments of local content, in order to assure their fulfillment or mitigate
the impact of any non-fulfillment.
The Decree that instituted Pedefor provides only the general guidelines of
the mechanisms described, whereas their effective implementation, application
and conjugation with the other rules already in force will depend upon a
more detailed regulation, which should be prepared by a Steering Committee,
composed by the Office of the President’s Chief of Staff, Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade, Ministry of Mines and
Energy, Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, National Petroleum,
Natural Gas and Bio-fuels Agency – ANP, National Economic and Social
Development – BNDES, and Financier of Studies and Projects – Finep.
Recently, in relation to the local content policy, the Brazilian Government
has decided that, for the future bidding rounds, the number of items individually
identified in the local content commitment will be reduced, in order to mitigate
the complexity of the system described above. Thus, the commitment will
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be restricted to few specific groups of items and will be focused in the global
percentage of local content achieved in relation to each of such groups, instead
of having to be achieved individually for a large number of items.
Besides, the Brazilian Government has also recently announced that the
local content commitment will be not treated for future bidding rounds as one
of the criteria for the classification of bidders, as it used to be. The bidders will
only have to commit to a minimum amount defined by ANP for groups of items
related to the exploration phase and to the production phase.
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11. Decommissioning
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho and Bernardo Suss
The Petroleum Law provides that, in any case of extinction of the concession,
the concessionaire, at its own expense, will remove the equipment and assets that
are not subject to reversion, being obligated to repair or pay compensation for
any damage resulting from its activities and to practice the acts of environmental
recovery determined by the competent authorities (§ 2 of article 28).
The Concession Contract establishes that the return of areas or Fields making
up the Concession Area, as well as the consequent reversion of assets, will be
done by the Concessionaire without any kind of encumbrance for the Union or
for the ANP, and the legal and contractual provisions and Best Practices of the
Petroleum Industry relating to the return and decommissioning must be applied.
Certainly, the return does not exempt the Concessionaire from complying
with all pending obligations neither from the responsibility for the liabilities,
irregularities or violations further observed, emphasizing compliance with the
rules related to well decommissioning according to the legal and regulatory
standards in force.
For the Petroleum Industry, Well Decommissioning is a series of operations
destined to restore the isolation between the different permeable intervals,
which may be permanent, when there is no interest in returning to the well,
and temporary when, for any reason, there is an interest in returning to it.
Concerning the regulatory aspect, the ANP Resolution no. 46 of 1st
November 2016 approved the new technical regulation of the management
system for the wells integrity (SGIP - in Portuguese acronym), which includes
specific rules applicable for the temporary and permanent decommissionings
so as to guarantee the isolation of intervals containing fluids with potential of
migration between means of different pressure or with fluids of distinct nature.
The SGIP further states that once the production phase has started, the
permanent decommissioning shall be made in accordance with the rules set
forth under the SGIP and upon 60-day prior notice to the ANP containing
the information required therein. The permanent decommissioning of wells
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used under the exploitation of maritime fields with large production of oil and
natural gas shall only occur upon ANP’s authorization.
In any case, the well may not be decommissioned while the operations
needed for the decommissioning may come to harm in some way any operations
in neighboring wells, unless the well in question represents a threat of damage
to safety and/or the environment.
The planning of the de-activation and decommissioning and the
mechanisms to make the necessary funds available must be included in by the
Field Development Plan. This Plan is issued by the Concessionaire Operator
soon after the Declaration of Commercial Viability of the Field. The cost of
the de-activation and decommissioning Operations must be included therein
so as to cover the definite well decommissioning activities, de-activation and
removal of lines and installations and rehabilitation of areas, with emphasis on
the environmental aspect.
The De-activation and Decommissioning Guarantees must be provided
by the Concessionaire when requested by the ANP. Such guarantees may be
constituted by means of a performance bond, letter of credit, allowance fund
or other forms of guarantee accepted by the Agency, in compliance with the
approved Development Plan.
In case the de-activation and decommissioning guarantee is provided by
means of an allowance fund, the balance verified after performance of all
Operations needed for the de-activation and decommissioning of the Field will
be under the exclusive right of the Concessionaire, it being certain that the
submission of a de-activation and decommissioning guarantee does not exempt
the Concessionaire from performing, at its account and risk, all Operations
needed for the Field de-activation and decommissioning. This allowance fund
must always be examined and considered when the parties are discussing the
clauses of an assignment of the concession (Farm in/Farm out).
Following the example of the Concession Contracts, under the regime of the
Shared Production Contracts governed by Law nº 12,351 of December 22, 2010,
a similar provision is found in § 2 of article 32, the wording of which is as follows:
“Once the shared production contract is terminated, the contractor
shall remove the equipment and assets that are not subject to reversion,
being obligated to repair or pay compensation for any damage resulting
from its activities and to practice the acts of environmental recovery
determined by the competent authorities.”
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Such Contract has provisions similar to those of the Concession Contract
concerning the Well Decommissioning, it being mandatory to submit guarantees
for the de-activation and decommissioning, via performance bond, letter of
credit, allowance fund or other forms that may come to be accepted by the ANP.
The submission of guarantees for Field de-activation does not exempt
the Consortium Members from performing all operations needed for the deactivation and decommissioning.
In the Onerous Assignment Contract for the Exercise of Exploration and
Production Activities of Petroleum, Natural Gas and other Fluid Hydrocarbons
executed between the Union, as the Assignor, Petrobras, as the Assignee, and the
ANP, as the regulating and inspecting party, its clause 14 deals with the return of
the fields to be de-activated, establishing that, for such, the Facilities De-activation
Program approved by the ANP will have to be complied with by Petrobras.
The responsibility of the Assignee in relation to the de-activation and
decommissioning of a Field will be limited to the facilities, equipment and other
assets constituted under this Contract.
In case the Assignee comes, at any time, to use or dispose, for any reason,
of wells or production infrastructure in the Contract Area, the existence of
which precedes the execution of the Contract, the Assignee must undertake
the responsibilities related to the assets and the environment.
The Assignee must provide the resources needed for the de-activation
and decommissioning of the Field under the Development Plan, which will
be periodically reviewed throughout the Production Phase. The cost of the
de-activation and decommissioning operations of a Field must be calculated
so as to cover the definite well decommissioning activities, de-activation
and removal of lines and installations and rehabilitation of areas. In case of
continuance of the Production of a Field included within the Contract Area
under another Production regime, the responsibility of the Assignee as to
the de-activation and decommissioning will be in proportion to the volume
produced by the Assignee under this Contract in relation to the total volume
of Petroleum, Natural Gas and other Fluid Hydrocarbons produced in the
respective Field under any Production regime.
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12. Research, development and innovation
(RD&I) in the oil industry
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho and Ana Candida F. Lunau Batalha

12.1. Introduction to the research and development clause
Science and technology are essential for economic development and
complement each other in strengthening companies in the oil and natural gas
exploration and production industry, in a setting of increasing competitiveness,
as well as in view of the continuous and complex technological challenges the
sector has to face.
So that new technologies can be brought to market, especially in the oil and
gas industry, it takes years of research, evaluation, and compliance testing, as
well as huge investments by the companies, which do not necessarily imply the
success and commercial viability of a technology.
It is therefore important to create strategies to promote scientific and
technological development. In this sense, not only did policies or isolated
technological projects begin to be encouraged, but principally those focused on
the partnership of the stakeholders, capable of generating a synergy to foster the
continuous and necessary process of technological evolution.
The identification of priority focus of operations and research, along with
the best allocation of resources for innovative projects aligned with a strategy to
promote the most competitive potential segments also place them as important
tools for growth in innovation.
In Brazil, the creation of the Leopoldo Américo Miguez de Mello Research
Centre – Cenpes1 by Petrobras in the beginning of the 1960s represented an
1

Leopoldo Américo Miguez de Mello Research Centre – Cenpes consists of Petrobras’ unit responsible
for the activities of research and development (R&D) and for the company’s basic engineering. It was
created in December 4, 1963, and its mission is to provide and anticipate technical solutions with an
overview on innovation and sustainability for the company (Wikipedia).
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important internal movement to face the technological challenges related to
the specifics of the oil and gas reservoirs in Brazil, as well as to supply the initial
lack of R&D own infrastructure of Petrobras.
It was, however, from the second half of the 1990s, with the arrival of Law nº
9,478, of 1997 (the Petroleum Law), which created a new regulatory framework
for the oil and gas sector, representing the termination of the monopoly held
by Petrobras, that it was verified a bigger opening and interaction between the
oil companies and the scientific community, including the formation of new
generations with specialized competencies in the sector.
Since then, the policies to stimulate technological innovation have gained
strength, enabling the continued funding of the system of research and
development (R&D) by means of significant funds originating from the oil and
gas sector in Brazil.
The Petroleum Law was also responsible for creating the National Petroleum,
Natural Gas and Bio-fuels Agency – ANP, that has had and continues to play
an important role in relation to the actions of the State to stimulate and expand
Brazil’s technological development2.
As such, the ANP introduced, as from round zero for the bidding of blocks in
1998, in the concession contracts to be entered into with the winning bidders,
the R&D clause (research and development), now known as the RD&I Clause
(research, development and innovation)3, which established the obligation for
investment in research and development in contracts granted in the fields in
which the special contribution4 was due for any quarter of the year.
2

Article 8 of the Petroleum Law: "The ANP shall promote the regulation, contracting and supervision
of economic activities of the oil, natural gas and biofuels industry, and shall: (...)
X - stimulate the research and development of new technologies in exploration, production, transport,
refining and processing; (...)”

3

From the 11th round of bidding for concession blocks, the R&D Clause (research and development)
became known as the RD&I Clause (research, development and innovation). For this reason, it will
only be called the RD&I Clause in this chapter.

4

Special contribution is provided for in article 50 of the Petroleum Law ("The bidding announcement
and the contract will establish, that in the cases where there is high volume production or high
profitability, the payment of a special contribution will be required, to be regulated in a Presidential
Decree") and regulated by Federal Decree nº 2,705, of August 3, 1998, consisting of extraordinary
financial compensation owed by the concessionaires to the Public Authority, where there is a high
production volume or high profitability. It is also a type of governmental participation, as are, for
example, royalties, but unlike these, which are payable monthly, a special contribution is calculated
quarterly by the concessionaire.
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Such a contractual obligation reflects an underlying public interest in
the exploration and production of oil and gas, with the aim of promoting the
development of technologies in Brazil that can respond to the challenges posed by
the different segments that make up the sector, contributing to the strengthening
of the goods and services supply chain, as well as giving the country a prominent
position in the industry as a supplier of cutting-edge innovative technology, and
not only as a producer and exporter of oil and natural gas.
The ANP, as the regulator of the oil and gas industry, is responsible for
reviewing, approving, monitoring and controlling, fully and permanently,
the application of resources of the RD&I Clause, in order to care for the
assets of the Union, given the national interest. In carrying out this task,
the ANP acts in the sense of recognizing or not the expenses from the
funds invested in RD&I, by analyzing the information in the annual reports
submitted by the concessionaires.
Like the payment of royalties and special contribution, investments in RD&I
imply obligations assumed by the oil companies, who must manage the projects
and programs invested in, entering into agreements or contracts, monitoring
and ensuring the proper application of such funds.
On the other hand, the RD&I Clause also represents benefits, giving a
certain freedom and flexibility for oil companies to invest 40% to 50%5 of funds
in projects of their choice, in their own facilities.
For tax benefits, qualified expenses in research and development can be
recorded as production costs, reducing the calculation bases of the special
contribution, income tax and social contribution. Consequently, the oil
company can deduct, depending on the contract, up to 60% compared to that
which it effectively invests in RD&I.
The economic benefits that may accrue from the development of new
technologies are no less important along with the favorable impact on the
productive capacity of the oil company, which, depending on the case, may also
commercially exploit the new technology.
Based on the RD&I Clause included in the concession agreements for the
exploration, development and production of oil and/or natural gas entered into
between the ANP and the concessionaires up to the 10th round of bidding, which
took place in 2008, they had to carry out qualified expenses for research and
5

The percentage varies depending on the regulatory model of the contract and when it was sign
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development in an amount equal to 1% (one percent) of the gross production
from the field in which special contribution was due.
The rules to make these investments in research and development were
initially approved by the ANP through ANP Resolution nº 33, of November 24,
2005, and its annex Technical Regulation nº 5 of 2005, which established the
criteria for the concessionaire to invest funds, the costs that could be qualified
as research and development, and the frequency, format and content of the
reports for research and development costs.
Up to 50% (fifty percent) of expenses classified as research and development
could be made with activities developed at the facilities of the concessionaires
or their affiliates or Brazilian companies, regardless of these being related
to operations of the contract in question or not. In addition, at least 50%
(fifty percent) of spending should be aimed at contracting these activities
with universities or national technology development and research institutes
previously accredited for this purpose by the ANP6, regardless of those relating
to the operations of the contract in question.

12.2. RD&I clause in the new regulatory framework
After good quality oil had been discovered in the pre-salt layer, the Federal
Government started to assess changes in the regulatory framework, which
culminated in the emergence of new petroleum laws which controlled the new
regulatory framework in the oil and gas sector.
Laws nº 12,276, of June 30, 2010, and nº 12,351, of December 22, 2010,
legislated on the new models for onerous assignment7 and production
sharing contracts, respectively8, while Law nº 12,304/2010 authorized the
6

The ANP accreditation system is the formal recognition that an institution has the infrastructure
and technical and operational conditions suitable to carry out RD&I activities and/or teaching in
areas relevant to the sector, enabling it to carry out research and development projects and implement
human resource training programs. From 2012, the accreditation process was required to observe the
rules, conditions and technical requirements established by ANP Resolution nº 47, of December 21,
2012, and respective ANP Technical Regulation nº 7, of 2012.

7

Pursuant to article 1 of Law nº 12,276, of June 30, 2010, the Union has been authorized to grant
onerous transferability to Petrobras, dispensing with the bidding process, in the carrying out of
research and production activities of oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons referred to in item
I of article 177 of the Federal Constitution, in areas not granted, located in the pre-salt.

8

Under Law nº 12,351/2010, exploration and production of oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons
in the pre-salt area and strategic areas will be contracted by the Union under the production sharing
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creation of the public company Pré-Sal Petróleo S.A. – PPSA9, under the
Ministry of Mines and Energy.
The first onerous assignment contract was signed on September 3, 2010,
between the Union, Petrobras and the ANP, as the regulator and watchdog.
Based on the research and development clause in the contract, the concessionaire
was required to make qualified expenses in research and development for an
amount equivalent to 0.5% (half percent) of the annual gross revenue from the
production of oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons.
The total amount of expenses classified as research and development must be
used to contract activities with universities or institutions of national research
and technological development, public or private, previously accredited for this
purpose by the ANP in areas of interest and themes relevant to the energy sector
and the environment, and these activities cannot be contracted at facilities of
the concessionaire itself and its affiliates.
Another important point of the onerous assignment contract is that if
the concessionaire does not fully incur with the costs classified as research
and development up to June 30 of a given year, the remaining amount must
be paid to the National Treasury, plus 30% by July 30 of that year. Thus, the
share of RD&I funds not effectively invested at accredited institutions will go
to the National Treasury.
Based on the production sharing contract from the first pre-salt auction held
in 2013, the contracted party had to allocate funds to research, development
and innovation activities in the areas of interest and relevant themes for the
oil, gas natural and biofuels sector, at an amount equal to at least 1.0% (one
percent) of the gross annual production of oil and natural gas.
Of this amount, at least 50% (fifty percent) of the funds should be allocated
to contracting activities with universities or research and development
institutions accredited by the ANP, and at least 10% (ten percent) of the

regime, in which Petrobras shall have the first right of refusal to be the operator of the blocks to be
offered under the production sharing regime.
9

From the corporate objective of PPSA, it is known that it will represent the federal government
in consortiums, managing the production sharing contracts entered into by the Ministry of
Mines and Energy and the management of the contracts of commercialization of petroleum,
natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons of the Union, having as its purpose to maximize the
economic result of these agreements.
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funds must be allocated to the contracting of research and development and
innovation activities with Brazilian suppliers10.
Just as expected in the onerous assignment contract, here, it is forbidden that
these costs be incurred in activities carried out at the facilities of the contracted
party itself or its affiliates. The remaining funds may be allocated to research,
development and innovation in lines of research or projects determined by the
contracted party itself.
Another important aspect of the RD&I Clause in the production sharing
contract was the determination that the expenditure qualified as RD&I may be
accounted for as recoverable in the cost in oil, limited to the amount equal to, at
most, 1.0% (one percent) of the gross annual production of oil and natural gas.
Under article 2, II, of Law nº 12,351/2010, the cost in oil is the portion of
oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbon production required only if there
is a commercial discovery, corresponding to the costs and investments made by
the contracted party in carrying out the activities of exploration, evaluation,
development, production and de-commissioning of the facilities.
The cost in oil will be related to the funds equal to the minimum of 60% of
total RD&I expenses applied in accredited institutions and suppliers.

12.2.1. Main changes to the RD&I clause
Regarding the bidding rounds for the concession contracts signed after
the new regulatory framework, one observes that the concession contract for
the 11th round of bidding broke new ground by stating that 10% of the funds
originated from the RD&I Clause should be allocated to contracting activities
in this area with the suppliers of the oil industry, which caused a decrease to
40% of the percentage available for oil companies incurring expenses at their
own facilities or that of their affiliates.
As you know, the local content requirements11 set out in contracts
increasingly demand an increment in the technological and productive

10

Importantly, companies in the oil and gas industry supply chain are not subject to the prior
accreditation process established by the ANP, pursuant to ANP Resolution nº 47, of December 21,
2012, and respective ANP Technical Regulation nº 7, 2012.

11

The local content policy seeks the directing of investments towards the acquisition of goods and
services in Brazil, aiming at stimulating the productive capacity of the Brazilian supply chain, through
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capacity of these companies. The above change is therefore, an important
milestone in the development of Brazilian supply companies12 in the oil
and gas sector, in order to achieve an economically sustainable and globally
competitive production chain.
In addition, the contract used in the 11th round of bidding started to make
reference to the Technical and Scientific Committee, as detailed herein below,
responsible for annually preparing and publishing a list of priority areas,
activities and projects of interest and relevant subjects in research, development
and innovation for the petroleum industry, as well as guidelines for investing
resources in expenditures destined to universities or research and development
institutes accredited by the ANP and supply companies of the industry.

12.3. The new regulation of the RD&I clause
Considering the experience gained by ANP in monitoring and analyzing
RD&I projects carried out based on the investment rules of the related funds in
force up to that time, the regulations of the RD&I Clause needed to be adapted
to the new regulatory framework and new contracts, which was done through
the ANP’s approval of Resolution nº 50, of November 25, 2015 and its annex,
Technical Regulation nº 3, 201513.
The review of the rules to invest RD&I funds aimed at expanding the chain
of companies and activities in this sector, ensure effectiveness in generating new
technologies, developing national industry and consequently the local content
of goods and services, increasing State participation in setting the agenda of
investment in RD&I, and protecting knowledge.

the certification of minimum and maximum local content for the stages of exploration, development
and production of oil and gas in Brazil.
12

According to drafts of the concession contracts of the 11th to the 13th rounds of bidding, as well as
the draft production sharing contract, a Brazilian supplier is any manufacturer or supplier of goods
produced or services rendered in Brazil through business entities organized under Brazilian laws or
those who make use of goods manufactured in Brazil under special customs regimes and tax incentives
applicable to the Oil and Natural Gas industry.

13

It is worth noting that the ANP issued a Guidance Manual consolidating its guidelines in relation
to Regulation nº 3, of 2015, which has been and continues to be subject to updates to the extent
clarifications are needed for the correct interpretation and application of the Regulation.
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Thus, the new technical regulation consolidated the changes introduced in
the last contracts for the exploration and production of oil and natural gas as
well as innovated in many other aspects, as discussed below.

12.3.1. Main aspects of the new rules of the RD&I clause
Under the rules of the new Regulation, it should be emphasized, as referred
to above, the obligation of investing at least 10% of the funds of the RD&I
Clause in projects or programs carried out by Brazilian companies14 as a way to
increase the participating share of the domestic industry to supply goods and
services on a competitive basis, consistent with the continuous technological
demand in the industry.
Another novelty of such new regulation of 2015 was the creation and
establishment of some rules for the Scientific-Technical Committee – Comtec,
which had already been provided for in the concession contracts from bidding
rounds 11 to 13, as well as in the production-sharing contract entered into in 2013.
The ANP defined that COMTEC15 shall be composed of three
representatives of the ANP itself, two representatives from scientific and
technological institutions and two representatives from business associations,

14

Under ANP Regulation nº 3, of 2015, a Brazilian company is any economic organization, duly
registered with the Commercial Board or Civil Registry of Legal Entities, established to produce or
circulate goods or services for profit, incorporated under Brazilian law and having its administrative
headquarters established in Brazil.

15

Under ANP Resolution nº 50/2015, “COMTEC shall be composed of seven (7) members and their
substitutes, as follows:
I - The General Director of the ANP, who will chair COMTEC;
II - The Superintendent of Research and Technological Development of the ANP, who will act as
Executive Secretary of COMTEC;
III - The head of the ANP’s Local Content Coordinating Office;
IV - two (2) representatives from the productive segment related to the sector, appointed by national
entity representatives, and their alternates;
IV - two (2) representatives from the education, science and research sector, appointed by national
entity representatives, and their alternates;
§ 1 The General Director of the ANP shall invite the entities referred to in item III(sic) to nominate
their representatives.
§ 2 COMTEC members and alternates shall be appointed by an ANP Ordinance for a two (2)
year mandate.
§ 3. The activities of the COMDEC members will be unpaid, and any costs that come from taking
part of it is the responsibility of the agencies of origin.
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and determined Comtec’s powers to establish guidelines in the investment
of funds to accredited institutions16 and Brazilian companies, based on the
minimum mandatory percentages defined in the regulation.
Thus, Comtec was designed to be a place of exchange of experience and
technical points of view of the different active agents in the sector, under the
coordination of the ANP, allowing investment by oil companies aligned with
the demands and priorities of the sector, focusing on fostering the domestic
suppliers industry and the development of new technologies in Brazil.
Comtec shall also, in accordance with its bylaws17, provide technical boards
for consultation, bringing together experts from oil companies, Brazilian
companies, accredited institutions and other organizations operating in the
sector, which may participate in the Committee's decision-making, and propose
and analyze RD&I projects and programs.
Also, regarding Comtec, it is important to emphasize that, in the context of
both stages of public consultation and hearings promoted by the ANP to receive
comments and suggestions on the revision of RD&I rules, several entities in the
sector presented pleas for the limitation of its scope of operation, so that the
guidelines issued by the Committee may be merely suggestions, on the grounds
that the industry players, holders of the most up-to-date information about market
needs, should establish the priority areas for investment purposes in RD&I.
However, the ANP maintained Comtec’s assignment to establish guidelines
on RD&I, considering that there are situations where oil companies can only
steer their investments according to their respective needs and strategies,
neglecting certain themes and areas equally important to the sector.
The new regulation was careful in restricting Comtec’s activities regarding
the minimum percentage to invest RD&I funds in accredited institutions
and companies in the supply chain, forbidding their influence in relation to
the remaining percentage that can be directed to any participating agent oil companies, Brazilian companies or accredited institutions. That is, oil
companies continue to have freedom over the share of funds that can be

16

According to the definition established in item 1.4 of ANP Regulation nº 3, of 2015, Accredited
Institutions represent universities or research and development institutions accredited by the ANP
pursuant to the accreditation regulation of research and development institutions before the ANP.

17

The Comtec internal rules were approved by means of ANP Ordinance #230, of 21 July 2016.
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invested in their own facilities, under the terms of the respective contracts
they are bounded for.
It will continue to exist the current mechanism for oil companies to
directly contract projects with research institutions accredited by ANP and
suppliers. However, Comtec may provide for the allocation of funds according
to the type of induced demand, in which the ANP will provide bidding
announcements and tenders, including in partnership with development
institutions for RD&I and companies to select projects or programs on
predefined themes, which increases the chances of choosing projects which
can potentially give good results.
In addition, ANP Regulation nº 3, of 2015, breaks new ground in conceding
that in relation to the portion allocated to accredited institutions, up to 30%
can be invested directly in technology-based companies (TBC)18 of medium to
large size19, provided that it is invested in projects or programs implemented in
partnership with accredited institutions.
As for projects and programs20 that may receive the RD&I funds, the
new Regulation besides establishing the activities in this area that can be
developed depending on the project executor or program — an oil company,
a Brazilian company or accredited institution — it also establishes those
projects and programs that are subject to the ANP's prior authorization for
contracting and execution purposes.
In this context, the expenses admitted as strictly necessary to implement
any RD&I project or program in Brazil are called qualified expenses, as
18

As set out in item 1.7 of ANP Regulation nº 3, of 2015, a technology-based company – TBC is
equivalent to a Brazilian company of any size, preferably located in technological parks and centers,
and that has as foundations of its competitive strategy the technological innovation. The Regulation
also establishes the characteristics and parameters for a Brazilian company to be considered a TBC
for the purposes described therein.

19

The criteria established by the National Bank for Economic and Social Development – BNDES
should be adopted as a reference for classifying size, according to the Guidance Manual issued by the
ANP to consolidate its guidelines in relation to ANP Regulation nº 3, of 2015.

20

Under ANP Regulation nº 3, of 2015, a RD&I project means scientific or technological research
with a defined start and conclusion, based on specific objectives and appropriate procedures, using
human, material and financial resources, with the purpose of obtaining results of cause and effect
or placement of new facts in evidence. The RD&I program comprises a coordinated set of actions
and projects that aim to achieve, within a certain time frame and with defined human, material and
financial resources, one or more results for the solution of a problem. The program should specify the
set of actions and list its related projects.
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expressly provided for and categorized by the Regulation according to the
type of performer.
It is also worth noting that the Regulation establishes that oil companies
must invest the resources deriving from the RD&I Clause by June 30 of the
following calendar year in which the obligation was generated.
Furthermore, compensation of these resources will be allowed, according
to the rules stipulated in the Regulation, in the cases where the oil company
applies them in a period prior to the generation of the obligation to invest or
in an amount greater than that which it should have effectively invested, such
resources that will constitute the parcel denominated as Recoverable Credit
Balance – SCC. Likewise, if such resources are not applied in the way and
deadline stipulated by the regulation, the oil company shall have to do it in
the following year in relation to the year of the breach, constituting the Nonapplied Resources Balance – SRN.
The new regulation also introduces rules to stimulate innovation with the
protection of knowledge, especially through deposits or registrations, as the
case may be, of patents, softwares, trademarks and industrial designs, expressly
forbidding, however, the protection of innovation resulting from RD&I activities
under the industry secret regime.
The rationale behind such rules is the fact that intellectual property protection
is a mechanism for scientific and technological development, generating many
business opportunities and therefore the possibility of economic gains and
recovery of RD&I investments.
Thus, the contract to carry out the project or program should ensure, where
appropriate, the right to intellectual property for the oil company, Brazilian
company or accredited institution over the intangible assets21 that are generated
under the contract.
As for the allocation of rights to intangible assets generated from projects
or programs carried out by an accredited institution or Brazilian company, the
regulation established rules according to the economic size of the Brazilian

21

According to item 1.22 of ANP Regulation nº 3, of 2015, intangible assets mean all and any
technological result or solution generated in the context of RD&I activities, such as patents of
invention, utility model patents, industrial designs, integrated circuit topography, cultivars, knowhow, and any other technological development that results or may result in the emergence of a new
product, process or incremental improvement.
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company or to the extent that such projects or programs receive funding other
than those generated by the RD&I Clause22.
It should also be noted also that the innovation resulting from the project or
program subject to the intellectual property protection should first be registered
or deposited in Brazil, with the Instituto Nacional de Propriedade Industrial
– INPI (National Industrial Property Institute). Innovations may be deposited
in other countries as well, but Brazil will be the country of origin, which is
fundamental for the country to benefit from the economic gains with the
commercialization of the new technology.
Finally, with regards to the monitoring of the compliance with the RD&I
Clause, the ANP uses as reference the calendar year in which the obligation to
invest in RD&I was determined. To settle the investment obligation, the ANP
shall issue an audit report, certifying the absence of RD&I funding to invest,
including any SRN assessed in a previous audit.
One of the documents required to furnish the technical and financial
information about the funding and the qualified expenses is the Annual
Consolidated Report of RD&I (RCA), which must be prepared by the oil
company for each contract and sent by September 30 of the year following
that in which the obligation to invest in RD&I was generated. Also, nothing
prevents the ANP from requesting additional documentation relating to
contracts, expenses, funding used and results obtained in order to contribute
to its technical analysis.

22
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Thus, with respect to intangible assets resulting from the project or program carried out by an
accredited institution or Brazilian company up to a medium to large size, at least 80% of the ownership
of intangible assets will belong to such institutes or companies, where the oil company does not jointly
carry out the project or program (in this case the oil company may have up to 20% of the ownership of
the intangible asset), or at least 50% of ownership, where the oil company jointly carries them out. On
the other hand, the allocation of such rights under the project or program run by a Brazilian company
larger than a medium to large size should be negotiated between the parties involved.
For projects carried out with the collaboration of more than one accredited company or institution,
the allocation of rights to intangible assets will be proportional to the participation of them as
executers of the project or program.
Finally, the distribution of ownership rights to intangible assets generated by a particular project or
program that relies on sources beyond those arising from the RD&I Clause, shall be subject to the
proportionality rule of invested funds established in item 1.49 of the Regulation, i.e., in the cases of a
project or program carried out by an accredited institution or Brazilian company up to a medium-large
size, as mentioned above.
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12.4. Closing remarks
Without departing from the main purpose of the RD&I Clause, founded
on strengthening the productivity and competitiveness of Brazilian industry by
encouraging cooperation between Brazilian universities and research centers
with the private sector, the new rules to invest RD&I funding intend to bring
greater effectiveness in acquiring local knowledge and technological solutions
for the challenges of the industry.
In this way, the companies in the supply chain take on a strategic role in
relation to testing and the introduction of new products and technological
processes developed in laboratories and Brazilian universities.
The new regulation is also outstanding due to the new policies for protection
of the innovation in the oil and gas sector with INPI, which play an important role
in increasing investment and research development in Brazil. In addition, stating
Brazil as the country of origin for the registrations and deposits of intangible
assets generated in carrying out RD&I activities is crucial in order to benefit from
the economic gains with the commercialization of new technologies.
It should also be noted that the creation of Comtec reflects a strengthening
of the role of the ANP aiming at a more coordinated process to apply funding
to achieve the purposes of the RD&I Clause and the priorities of the sector,
meaning that oil companies have less flexibility in directing the use of funding
for RD&I according to their priorities and business strategies.
Comtec becomes to be a place for debates and studies in which agents
working in the sector may share their experiences and, in an integrated manner,
contribute to the formulation of guidelines on the application of RD&I funding
based on the assessment of industry needs and the monitoring of the results of
the projects and programs.
It is true that the compulsory investments in RD&I grow in the same
proportion as the revenue from production fields. Thus, especially in times of
crisis in the oil and gas sector, investments in RD&I have an important role in
the ongoing process of developing technologies that reduce the costs and risks
of exploration and production.
It should be noted that, since they are recent, the new rules of the RD&I
Clause still raise questions, especially in technical and operational issues, so
that the ANP has already indicated that it is open to receiving proposals and
contributions from the participants in the sector, aiming at their improvement.
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Thus, the current rules can still be changed to better meet the expectations
of everyone involved in the oil and gas market and the aspirations of the ANP.
Therefore, it remains for us to monitor the practical effects.
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13. Unitization agreement
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho
The Unitization Agreement – AIP is a unique legal doctrine of the Petroleum
Law, and there is nothing in our contractual framework to compare to it. The
AIP was incorporated into the Brazilian Law by article 27 of the Petroleum
Law1, currently revoked and replaced with articles 33 to 41 of the Production
Sharing Law2, which introduced the production sharing system into pre-salt
and strategic areas, and amended provisions of the Petroleum Law.
In fact, it is not correct to say that the AIP is a contract, but yet a procedure
from which an agreement may or may not result, to the extent that, if the
parties fail to reach a consensus, a third party, in this case the National Agency
of Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels – ANP, will impose a solution to the
dispute, as explained below.
The procedure for the AIP shall be started when identified that the explored
deposit extends beyond the block granted, or the block contracted under the
production sharing system, as set forth by article 33 of the Production Sharing
Law, or with areas onerously assigned to Petrobras3, it being certain that, while
the procedure seeking ANP approval of the AIP is in progress, development
and production in that block must be suspended, pursuant to article 41 of the
Production Sharing Law. Therefore, this procedure aims at dividing the result
of the production and the rational use of the Union natural resources4.
The legal ground for the AIP is in the head provision and items I, II and IV
of article 1, item I of article 2, item IX of article 8, item I of article 44, all of the
Petroleum Law, which state that the exploration of Brazilian energy resources
will mandatorily take place in a rational, conservative and environmentally

1

Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997.

2

Law nº 12,351, of December 22, 2010.

3

Law nº 12,276, of June 30, 2010 (Onerous Assignment Law).

4

Article 2, IX, of Law nº 12,351, of December 22, 2010.
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sustainable manner, aimed at achieving the constitutional goal of a balanced
national development.
It follows that the AIP, internationally known as Unitization, is the most
effective formula to prevent that through an individualistic production oil from
a block neighboring that which is already at the exploration phase is captured,
causing early depletion of the reservoir and encouraging a predatory competition.
Another situation provided by law occurs when the shared deposit is located
in areas under contracts with exploration and production rights held by a single
company or consortium, in which case, the holder has an obligation to enter
into a Production Unitization Commitment – CIP with ANP within 180 days,
counted from the notification by the concessionaire, or by the contracting party,
made to the Agency or, if applicable, the notification received by them from ANP.
The provisions of the aforementioned Production Sharing Law apply to
both regimes (concession and production sharing) and to the blocks of the
referred to Onerous Assignment. In Brazil, they are responsible for governing
production unitization, if any, as said law expressly revoked article 27 of the
Petroleum Law, as mentioned above.
In addition to them, ANP Resolution nº 25, dated July 8, 2013, replacing
the previous practice which governed the matter in clauses of the concession
agreements, regulated the procedures and guidelines to be followed for
preparation of the AIP.
Thus, if a shared deposit is identified, the operator must formally inform
ANP of this fact within 10 days, counting, after this deadline, the term for
the delivery of the AIP, which is to be determined by the Agency based on the
confirmation of the extent of the deposit and the guidelines issued by CNPE5.
Similarly, when ANP identifies the possibility of a shared deposit, it must
notify the stakeholders so that they confirm or reject such a possibility within
180 days from the receipt of the notification.
On occasion, the notified parties may not have enough data and information
to assess the shared deposit, and for this reason they may enter into a Unitization
Pre-Agreement for evaluation of the deposit in a single Discovery Assessment
Plan, purpose of which is to quantify the volumes and classify reserves, upon
the Declaration of Commercial Feasibility.

5
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The National Council of Energy Policy – CNPE was created by article 2 of the Petroleum Law.
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The AIP may be entered into between concessionaires, between
concessionaires and contracting parties of the sharing regime, between
concessionaires and ANP, with this latter representing the Union in the
areas yet to be granted, and between concessionaires or contracting parties
and PPSA6, with this latter representing the Union in pre-salt and strategic
areas. With regard to the areas of onerous assignment, the AIP will be signed
between Petrobras and third parties, or between Petrobras and ANP, or between
Petrobras and PPSA.
In either case, the parties involved shall report on a quarterly basis the
progress of the negotiations for signature of the AIP, from the determination
of the deadline set forth by ANP, in compliance with the CNPE guidelines,
necessarily providing the following information: schedule of activities; division
of rights and obligations related to the Union and the studies conducted.
The AIP shall detail the participation of each party in the shared deposit, as
well as the cases and criteria for its revision; the development plan of the area
of production individualization, and dispute resolution mechanisms.
ANP also sets out the procedures and guidelines for preparation of the AIP,
being responsible for approving them in advance, pursuant to articles 34 and 39
of the Production Sharing Law.
Elapsed in albis the deadline established for the parties to reach an
agreement, ANP will be responsible for determining within 120 days and
based on a technical report how the rights and obligations of the parties will
be divided and notify them to sign the unitization agreement. This decision is
unappealable and failure to comply with it will result in the termination of the
concession or production sharing agreements, as applicable.
The AIP shall contain at least the following information: identification of
the shared deposit; definition of the unitized area with delimitation of polygons;
definition of the operator of the unitized area; the rights and obligations of
the parties in relation to the Union; the participations in the shared deposit;
the projection of redeterminations with their criteria, conditions, deadlines,
limits and quantity; the percentages and rules of local content prescribed by
the regulatory agency7; the obligations of each party concerning the payment
of third-party and governmental revenues and interests; the term of the AIP;
6

Law nº 12,304, of August 2, 2010.

7

Chapter X of ANP Resolution nº 25/2013.
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dispute resolution mechanisms; the Development Plan8 of the shared deposit
object of production unitization.
It is worth explaining that redetermination means a change to the proportion
to which the holders of exploration and production rights are entitled in the
areas under contract and not under a contract in the shared deposit, preferably
defined on the basis of the percentage of the original volume of oil equivalent
(VOE) of the shared deposit under each area, that is, it is a redefinition of the
interest. It will take effect by the signature of the Amendment to the AIP or
CIP and must clearly indicate the changes in relation to the last unitization
agreement approved.
As for the term of the agreement, it must be single and compatible with the
terms of the contracts of each of the parties involved, and it cannot exceed the
shortest of those terms, except when specially allowed by ANP9.
In areas not yet granted and not yet contracted, the Union will be responsible
for deciding how the evaluation of the shared deposit will take place, as the Union
has the direct monopoly thereof and the obligation to safeguard public interest.
In fact, items V and IX of article 20 of the Federal Constitution list, among
the assets of the Union, "the natural resources of the continental shelf and
the exclusive economic zone" and the "mineral resources, including those
underground”, it being certain that, pursuant to article 177 of the Federal
Constitution, the activities of exploration and drilling of deposits of oil, natural
gas and other fluid hydrocarbons are under the monopoly of the Union.
With the enactment of Constitutional Amendment nº 9/1995, which
provided a new wording to § 1 of article 177 of the Federal Constitution,
the Union became authorized to “enter into contracts with public or private
companies for the performance of the activities provided for in items I to IV of
this article, subject to the conditions established by law", transferring to them
the costs and risks of the activity and ownership of the drilling, in the event of
successful exploration. The result was that the Union was reserved the right to
choose monopoly, being able to do so directly or indirectly.
It is worth clarifying that direct monopoly exercised by the State should not
be mistaken with actual operation. To exercise it, the Union is not required to
explore the area or install production equipment. Participation in an AIP is
8

Article 13, item XI, of ANP Resolution nº 25/2013 as well.

9

Article 13, § 4 and § 5, of ANP Resolution nº 25/2013.
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enough to characterize it, and the Union may be represented by ANP or PPSA,
according to the regime.
From the beginning of the production phase, provided the AIP is signed, the
Union, based on the proportion of its participation in the shared deposit, will
apportion the costs of production and investments related to the production
development phase with the other party, in proportion to the hydrocarbons
which may be produced; however, it is understood that the Union will not make
any disbursement, settling the amounts paid in advance by the party in relation
to its share of the deposit production.
The replacement of the Union with the future concessionaire or contractor
shall be formalized through an amendment to the AIP.
With regard to access to data and information required for the signature
of the AIP, the parties shall ensure mutual access to the available data and
information required to define the new participants. However, data and
information from non-contracted area will be handled as public data.
The AIP will address the obligations of the parties concerning government
and third-party interests and revenues due, observing the contracts which provide
for the shared deposit, and it shall provide for the local content commitments,
complying, at the exploration phase, with the commitments undertaken in
the contracts, and at the development stage of the production phase, with the
proportion calculated on the basis of the weighting between (i) the original
volumes of oil equivalent (VOE) of the areas object of the Unitization and (ii) the
respective local content commitments established in the contracts governing the
areas under contract which contain the shared deposit.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, when the parties do not voluntarily
enter into the AIP within the deadline specified by ANP, this latter will
determine, based on a technical report, how the rights and obligations of each
party in the shared deposit will be allocated. The technical report, which will
have to provide an informed opinion on all controversial matters, shall be
approved by the ANP Board of Directors.
Finally, taking into account that this matter is only now beginning to
be disseminated with the first AIPs approved, we recommend, for better
understanding of this subject, the following sources:
• Opinion nº 237/2012/PF-ANP/PGF/AGU, of December 26, 2012, written by the Federal Prosecutors Olavo Bentes David and Luiz Vicente
Sanches Lopes.
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• Technical Note10 nº 116/2012 – Subject: Draft Resolution establishing
the Production Unitization Procedure of September 14, 2012, written by
Hugo Oliveira Dias and Luciana Palmeira Braga;
• SPG Technical Note nº 025/2012, dated May 9, 2012, written by Carlos
Alberto Xavier Sanches and José Gutman, SPG Associate Superintendent and Superintendent, respectively.
• CCL Technical Note nº 12/2011, dated February 20, 2013 written by
André Luís de Souza Canelas and Marcelo M. Borges de Macedo.
• Petroleum Law: Regulation of Oil and Natural Gas Exploration Activities in Brazil. José Alberto Bucheb. Publisher Lumen Juris RJ, 2007.

10
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Technical Note is a document issued by ANP organizational units and is intended to support the
decisions of that Agency.

14. Joint Operating Agreement – JOA
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho
The petroleum industry uses on an international basis the Joint Operating
Agreement – JOA, a legal instrument similar to our consortium1, to govern
the joint operation of oil and natural gas exploration and production
companies in granted or procured blocks, with a view to decreasing costs
and aiming at the dilution of exploration risks, which are factors inherent
to this activity.
This type of document is usually based on specific models, approved by
international associations of oil producers, and the best known models are
those of the Association of International Petroleum Negotiators – AIPN
(International model), the American Association of Professional Landsmen –
AAPL (American model), the Canadian Association of Petroleum Landmen
CAPL (Canadian model) and the Oil and Gas UK (United Kingdom Offshore
Operators Association)2.
Among us, the one most used is that of AIPN, which as of August 2011
published a version in Portuguese3. This version is of great relevance to the
business conducted in the country, because Brazilian courts only recognize the
validity of a document written in a foreign language if it is translated by a sworn
translator, as stated in article 224 of the Brazilian Civil Code4.
Therefore, the use of this model greatly helps in the negotiations between
oil companies in Brazil, because it eliminates on the one hand, the need for a
sworn translation into Portuguese and, on the other hand, avoids discussion of

1

Read about it in Chapter 24 of this Guide: The Consortia in the Petroleum Industry.

2

For further reading: Enforceability of Joint Operating Agreements: A Perspective under Brazilian
Legislation. By Eduardo Pereira and Scott Styles published in the AIPN Journal (Journal of World
Energy Law and Business).

3

Source: same as above.

4

"The documents written in a foreign language will be translated into Portuguese to have effect in
the Country.”
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several provisions of the JOA, to the extent that the standardized wordings are
widely known and used in the Petroleum Industry.
Thus: the main definitions of technical terms related to the oil activity; the
provisions on the validity and duration of the joint operation; its scope; the
participation of members, their obligations and responsibilities; the obligations
and responsibilities of the operator 5; rules on its personnel; limitation of its
responsibilities; provision on its possible withdrawal and how to appoint its
successor are already addressed there and, with minor adjustments, meet the
needs of the contracting parties.
We also highlight the provisions on its Operational Committee – Opcom6,
record of votes of its members and rules on their accounting. There are also
provisions on abandonment, relationship of the parties, taxes, confidentiality,
force majeure, applicable law, dispute resolution, assignment, waiver and
conflict of interests, among others.
In Brazil, the National Petroleum Agency – ANP is formally unaware of its
existence, only being interested in the terms of the consortium entered into by the
concessionaires, pursuant to article 38 of the Petroleum Law (Law nº 9,478/1997)7.
According to the legislation and Brazilian jurists, the consortium is a
plurilateral agreement entered into by legal entities for the joint development of
a specific project of common interest8.

5

Operator: oil company elected by the Operational Committee to be responsible for directing and
executing, directly or indirectly, all the activities of exploration, evaluation, development, production
and de-commissioning of the exploration and production facilities. This definition is based on the
wording of article 2, item VI, of Law nº 12,351/2010).

6

Entity managing the joint venture or consortium, where all participants have a voice and cast a vote.

7

"When the participation of companies in consortium is allowed, the invitation shall contain the
following requirements;
I - proof of commitment, public or private, of formation of the consortium, signed by the
consortium members;
II - indication of the lead company, responsible for the consortium and for conducting the operations,
without loss to the joint responsibility of the other consortium members;
III - submittal by each of the consortium companies, of the documents required for purposes of
evaluation of technical, economic and financial qualification of the consortium;
IV - prohibition of participation of the same company in another consortium, or individually, in the
bidding process for the same block;
V - granting of concession to the consortium winning the bidding process depending on registration
of the consortium formation agreement, 6,404, of December 15, 1976.”

8

According to Chapter 24 of this Guide: The Consortia in the Petroleum Industry.
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Brazilian legislation addresses the consortium in articles 278 and 279 of
Law nº 6,404/1976 (Corporations Act) and article 20 of Law nº 12,351/2010
(Production Sharing Act)9.
It can be said that the JOA is nothing more than an expanded version of the
consortium, with clauses addressing in detail the relationship of the parties in
the private sector, with details of the joint operation and its accounting, which
need not be submitted to the ANP. There the obligations of the operator and its
responsibilities to non-operators and third parties are detailed, also containing
the rules of the meetings of the Operational Committee, which resemble the
provisions of items VI and VII of article 279 of the Business Corporations Law10
and more recently articles 22 to 25 of the Production Sharing Law11.
Confirming that stated earlier, the ANP is only interested in what, by law,
have to be disciplined in the consortium, namely: designation of the consortium;
the project which represents the object of the consortium; duration, address and
legal venue; definition of the obligations and responsibilities of each consortium
company, and the specific provisions; rules on the receipt of revenues and profit
9

Both transcribed in Chapter 24 mentioned above.

10

Business Corporations Law, article 279: “VI - standards on consortium management, accounting,
representation of the participating companies and management fees, if any; VII - the form of deliberation
on matters of common interest, with the number of votes to which each participant is entitled”.

11

Production Sharing Law:
“Art. 22. Management shall be the responsibility of its operational committee.
Art. 23. The operational committee will consist of representatives of a public company mentioned in
§ 1 of art. 8 and other consortium members.
Sole Paragraph - The public company mentioned in § 1 of art. 8 will appoint half the members of the
operational committee, including its president, leaving the other consortium members to appoint the
other members.
Art.24 – The operational committee shall be responsible for:
I - defining the exploration plans, to be submitted to the ANP review and approval;
II - defining the oil and natural gas field discovery assessment plan, to be submitted to ANP review
and approval;
III - declaring the commercial viability of each field discovered and defining the production
development plan of the field, to be submitted to ANP review and approval;
IV - defining the annual work and production programs, to be submitted to ANP review and approval;
V - reviewing and approving budgets related to the exploration, evaluation, development and
production activities provided for in the contract;
VI – overseeing the operations and approving the accounting of the costs incurred;
VII - defining the terms of the production unitization agreement to be signed with the owner of the
adjacent area, subject to the provisions of Chapter IV of this Law; and
VII - other attributions defined in the production sharing agreement.
Art. 25. The president of the operational committee will have the power of veto and casting vote, as
provided for in the production sharing agreement”.
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sharing; rules on management of the consortium, accounting, representation of
the consortium companies and administration fee, if any; form of deliberation on
matters of common interest, with the number of votes to which each participant
is entitled; contribution of each participant to common expenses, if any.
In the JOA, in addition to the items above, the rights and obligations of
the consortium operator are set forth in detail, particularly the settlement
among all members, operator and non-operators, of the civil, criminal and
environmental responsibilities of the operator. How the cash calls will be made
to cover expenditures on the exploration and development of the discovered
fields, the rules of accounting between the operator and the other members, the
provision of applicable law and dispute resolution.
Its legal validity according to Brazilian legislation finds support in article 425
of the Brazilian Civil Code, which allows the execution of atypical contracts,
provided the general rules laid down in the Code are complied with. This
means that what is agreed between the concessionaires out of the consortium,
but under the JOA, will be recognized as valid and enforceable before Brazilian
legislation and the Courts in the Country, provided it is written in Portuguese,
or translated by a sworn translator.
Another relevant aspect is the matter of the law applicable to the JOA in
Brazil. In light of article 5 of the Petroleum Law, the oil field exploration and
drilling activities in Brazil will be carried out through companies incorporated
under Brazilian laws, with headquarters and administration in the Country.
This means that Brazilian law has reserved exclusively for Brazilian companies
the activity of exploration and production of oil and its derivatives in Brazil,
which consists of its territory, territorial waters and exclusive economic zone.
In light of the foregoing, the JOA signed by Brazilian concessionaires to regulate
their relations with regard to the blocks awarded in Brazil shall be governed by
Brazilian law, as there will be no foreign element to justify the election of foreign
law to settle all matters among them, even knowing that the Arbitration Law12
allows the parties to freely choose the rules of law to be applied.
This assertion is based on the fact that § 1 of article 2 of the Arbitration Law
has addressed matters concerning morality and public order. By inserting the
Petroleum Law in the category of a public order law, we reach the conclusion
that the election of foreign law on JOA in Brazil is not valid.
12
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Law nº 9,307, dated September 23, 1996.

15. Farmout agreement
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho
In Brazil, following an international guideline of the Petroleum Industry,
the law allows more than one company as concessionaire of the same block,
in order to allow oil companies, even competitors, to join forces, in order to
explore a particular block as a strategy to spread the risks of dry wells and the
high costs of oil exploration.
In the previous chapter, it was reported that these companies sign a joint
operating agreement, referred to as JOA, which is the legal instrument under
which they agree on the technical, legal and accounting aspects of the operation
of a particular concession or production sharing agreement.
It is also inherent in the operational practices of the Industry to have a
constant exchange of positions between the oil companies buying shares or
withdrawing from consortia, depending on their portfolio of blocks and the
results of their areas in exploration and production in various countries.
In International Petroleum Law, the referred to movement is called a Farmout
Agreement (Farmout), and the rights and obligations of the parties are governed
by a contract originated in Anglo-Saxon law, where the provisions govern the
private relations between Farmor (assignor) and Farmee (assignee), with regard
to the rules for assignment and related acquisition or sale of exploration rights
of a granted or procured area.
In Brazilian Law, a Farmout Agreement is equivalent to the Assignment
Agreement. The former is nothing more than a detailed and expanded version
of the latter, with clauses governing down to the last detail the relationship of
the parties in the private sector, before and after the signature of the respective
assignment, and many of the provisions contained therein need not be submitted
to the regulatory agency1.
For these agreements, similarly to the JOAs, there are templates available
developed by the Association of International Petroleum Negotiators –
1

National Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels Agency.
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AIPN, to facilitate and expedite the negotiations between assignor and
assignee, containing therein the approval of the ANP as a condition
precedent of the Farmout. The other conditions precedent are usually: right
of first refusal, government approvals, third-party consents, and payment of
the price agreed upon.
Article 29 of the Petroleum Law2 contains the legal grounds for transfer
of concession agreements, provided their object and contractual conditions
agreed with the ANP are preserved and the new concessionaire meets the
criteria used by the agency for approval of the assignment of rights, pursuant
to article 25 of the same law.
It is noteworthy that the criteria are objective, with all of them addressing
technical, economic and legal requirements set forth by the regulatory agency
to be met by the assignees.
They are objective because the criteria to assess each of these requirements
are available on the ANP website. Once they have been met, authorization is
not at the discretion of the regulatory agency, it must be approved by the ANP
Executive Board.
Among the provisions of the Concession Agreements signed between the
ANP as assignor and the assignees, individually or in consortium, there is
always one party authorizing the assignment of rights and obligations, subject
to prior consent from the ANP.
In this same sense the Production Sharing Law provides that:
"The assignment of rights and obligations relating to the production
sharing agreement can occur only with prior written consent from the
Ministry of Mines and Energy, after consultation with the ANP, subject
to the following conditions: I – preservation of the contractual objective:
II – compliance, by the assignee, with the technical, economic and legal
requirements established by the Ministry of Mines and Energy; and III
– exercise of preemptive rights of the other consortium members, in
proportion to their stakes in the consortium. Sole Paragraph - Petrobras
may only assign participation in production sharing agreements awarded
to it as winner of the bidding process, pursuant to art. 14."3

2

Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997.

3

Article 31 of Law nº 12,351, dated December 22, 2010.
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Returning to the Farmout, one notices that some of the essential clauses
contained therein are repeated in the assignment of rights agreement, because
they are agreements regulating the same operation. The former is of a purely
private nature and aims at discussing in detail the entire business, with
commercial clauses of price and guarantees, and technical clauses addressing
the actual operation. As to the latter, in which the Agency takes part as
consenting intervening party, it is limited to compliance by the parties with the
requirements above, and the Agency is not interested, for instance, in knowing
the economic-financial details of the operation.
The Farmout, contrary to the Assignment of Rights Agreement, can be
signed between the assignor, necessarily a Brazilian company, pursuant to article
5 of the Petroleum Law4, and an assignee, which can be at this stage a foreign
company, it being understood that the conditions precedent of the Farmout
will include a condition to have a Brazilian company to sign the assignment of
rights, with the intervention of the ANP.
The Agency encourages and is very receptive to the holding of prior meetings
between the Agency and the concessionaire before the submittal of any
application for assignment, so that problems may be identified and deficiencies
remedied, even before the start of the process. The agencies indicated for this
activity are the Exploration Oversight Office – SEP and the Development and
Production Oversight Office – SDP, depending on the phase of exploration of
the area of the assignment.
The stakes in the concessions are effectively transferred, after the publication of
the Resolution of the ANP Executive Board in the Official Gazette of the Union,
authorizing the assignment and validating the draft agreements arising from it.
Brazilian law must be the governing legislation, both for the Farmout and
the Assignment Agreement, even when the Arbitration law is applicable to
the settlement of disputes, because the elements making up one and the other,
i.e., object, price, consent and form are common, with differences only in the
details of one and the other; the commercial terms of the transaction, such as
price, do not appear in the assignment agreement, as the regulatory agency is
not interested in matters regarding freedom of choice.
4

The economic activities referred to in the previous article will be regulated and monitored by the
Union and can be performed, by means of concession or authorization, by companies incorporated
under Brazilian law, with headquarters and management in the Country.
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The subject matter of the agreement, that is, the object of interest on which
the agreement is based and which governs the purpose of the obligation is
identical in both agreements: both in one and the other, the subject matter is
the assignment and transfer of rights in concessions.
The other Farmout clauses are: i) the technical provisions on the joint
operation, approving the JOA to be observed after the assignment; ii) the
establishment of rules to be observed between the date of execution of the
Farmout and the date of approval of the assignment by the ANP Executive
Board, which is referred to as the Interim Period; iii) the conditions precedent
for the validity of the business; iv) the clauses of payment of the price and
how cash calls will be met for the operation until the ANP approval (Interim
Period); v) the details of payment guarantees and performance bonds; vi)
termination and force majeure clauses; vii) conflict resolution; and viii)
election of law and legal venue.
Under the legal aspect, there is a relevant issue which must be addressed in
the Farmout in the chapter of guarantees to be provided by the assignee to the
assignor, due to the joint and several liability required by the ANP to agree with
the assignment.
In fact, the standard template of the Assignment Agreement approved by the
ANP requires that assignor and assignee undertake to comply fully and strictly
with the obligations provided in the terms and conditions of the Petroleum Law
and the Concession Agreement, thus being jointly liable for the obligations set
forth therein before the ANP and the Union, including those incurred before
the date of the assignment and until the end of the agreement.
As already mentioned, the entire Concession Agreement approved by
the ANP has a provision stating that the assignment, in whole or in part,
will always be of an undivided stake in the rights and obligations of the
concessionaire, respecting the joint and several liability of the assignor and
assignee under the law.
As the joint and several liability is expressed only in the external relations
between the parties, i.e., the ANP on the one hand, assignor and assignee
on the other, in the internal relationship, i.e., in the Farmout the obligations
must be distributed among the various joint obligors, and a clause of guarantee
must be inserted to be provided by the assignee to the assignor to hold the
latter harmless from any and all collection resulting from this joint and several
liability, after the signing of the Assignment Agreement.
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Brazilian legislation does not specifically address the assignment of contract
or contractual position. It provides for assignment of credit only. However,
Brazilian jurists and case law:
"Recognize the possibility of transfer of the set of rights and obligations
held by a person, derived from a bilateral contract already finalized,
but not fully performed. The assignment of contract enables the
circulation of the contract in its entirety, replacing one of the former
parties to the contract, assuming all of its rights and obligations. There
exists, therefore, a transfer of the position of the contracting party and
contractor and one of the parties to a third party, which shall henceforth
be part of the legal relationship."5

As the assignment of contractual position is a contract, which is found
in the framework of the Brazilian Civil Code, the joint and several liability
agreed between the assignor and assignee to respond before the Union and
the ANP is a very onerous obligation, which falls upon the assignor, which
withdraws from that concession.
In theory, this joint and several liability may require the assignor of a block,
in the exploration phase, years later, to be compelled to indemnify the Union, for
example, for an oil spill which has caused environmental damage occurring in
the production phase at the exclusive fault of the assignee and its representatives.
Another clause commonly used in the Oil Industry is one that reserves to
the assignor the right to participate in the results of the production of the block
assigned, provided the price of the assignment has been set on the basis of the
maximum perspective of production in the assigned block.
Indeed, in these operations the assignor provides the assignee with data
and information, so that the latter is able to assess the economic value of the
block and set a price. So, if the actual result of the assigned block exceeds the
estimated figures, the assigning oil companies usually ensure for themselves in
the Farmout a future percentage over the production of that block.

5

DINIZ, Maria Helena. In: Brazilian Civil Law Course. Mentioned by the Minister Nancy Andrighi in
the judgment of REsp nº 356383-SP (2001/0138975-8).
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Offshore

16. Legal definition of platforms,
drilling rigs, FPSOs and FSOs
(shipping offshore) – Tax aspects
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho and Breno Ladeira Kingma Orlando
Various tax laws provide specific tax treatment, often reducing taxes, for
operations with vessels.
Oil exploration, which can take place onshore and offshore, uses platforms for the
exploration and development of the production. At sea, international conventions
have always viewed mobile platforms, from a legal point of view, as vessels. However,
recently, the Federal Revenue Office has made a distinction between the legal
definitions of platforms and vessels, which has various legal consequences.
In this chapter, we study the aspects of this difference in the light of the
legislation currently in force in Brazil, the international conventions and the
decisions of the Brazilian Courts.
Mobile platforms, the main characteristic of which is the fact that they are
not permanently attached to the seabed, are called: self-elevating platforms,
semi-submersible platforms, FPSOs, FSOs and drilling-barges.
We provide the definition of each one of them, as follows1:
"SELF-ELEVATING PLATFORM: platform built on a watertight
pontoon which normally floats and has legs that can be dropped
vertically and which are supported on the seabed. Once the legs have
been placed on the seabed, the platform is self-elevated above the
surface of the water, high enough to be free of tides and waves, and for
that reason they are called self-elevating.
Semi-submersible platform: A platform that consists of a set of two hulls
that can be flooded and that support the platform by means of widediameter columns. When towed or self-propelled, that is, moved, the

1

Definitions by Luciene Strada in her work Natureza Jurídica das Plataformas Marítimas. Rio de Janeiro:
Cemart, 1986.
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hulls are pumped out and float normally; in operating conditions, the
hulls are completely submerged to a depth at which they are not affected
by the dynamic action of the waves. The columns must be high enough
to keep the platform above the highest waves, when the hulls are in a
position of maximum immersion.
FPSO (Floating Production, Storage and Offloading): is a floating unit
that processes, stores and transfers extracted oil; often a vessel including
a production plant, oil storage tanks and equipment to transfer the
product to shuttle-tankers;
FSO (Floating, Storage and Offloading): is a floating unit that stores
and transfers extracted oil, often a vessel or hull in the form of a barge,
including oil storage tanks and equipment to offload the product to
tankers. These units do not have equipment to process extracted oil.
DRILLING-BARGES: as the name suggests, they are barges equipped with
the necessary equipment to perform its function (often drilling), operating
only anchored in the location to work, almost always moved under tow."

Mobile platforms, at an international level, are treated as vessels, because
they are registered as naval property under a certain flag, thus acquiring name
and nationality.
In the oil industry, the practice has always been to grant the use of mobile
platforms under bareboat or time charter, as is done with vessels, proving with
this procedure that International Law, by adopting the concept of a vessel for
mobile platforms, followed from the beginning the practice of the economic
agents involved in offshore research and oil exploration.
Mobile platforms are universally subject to the requirement of classification
by Classification Societies2, so that they can operate in the jurisdictional waters
of the States and can contract insurance. Furthermore, they are required to
carry the same basic certificate as vessels in general.
Additionally, universally, the insurance policy for mobile platforms against
the risks of the activity is a hull insurance policy, and it is worthy of note that
the standard policy adopted by the English insurance market — arguably the
most prestigious internationally, especially in maritime insurance — is the socalled London Standard Drilling Barge Form, which expressly considers the
insured platform as a vessel.

2
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Finally, in the field of property rights, mobile platforms are also internationally
treated as vessels, which are treated as if they were real estate for registration
purposes. The acquisition and transfer of ownership of the platforms occurs
through register with registration agency in the country to which they belong,
as if they were ships. It is also a fact that, just as with vessels, mobile platforms
can be mortgaged (ship mortgage).
The three major international conventions on maritime law are:
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea – Solas (London, 1974);
International Convention of Pollution from Ships – Marpol (London, 1973) and
the Convention of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation –
SUA (Rome 1988), all of which apply to mobile platforms.
In Brazil, the control over waterway traffic and related activities is carried out
by the Brazilian Navy, by means of Complementary Law nº 97, of June 9, 1999
(art. 17). Furthermore, the waterway traffic safety in Brazilian jurisdictional
waters is regulated in Law nº 9,537/1997, called the Waterway Traffic Safety
Law – Lesta, with the legislator granting jurisdiction to the maritime authority
to elaborate norms and rules to govern the activity.
Article 2, item V, of Lesta defines vessels as "any construction, including
floating platforms and, when in tow, the fixed ones, subject to registration with
the maritime authority and able to move in the water, by its own means or not,
transporting people or cargo".
Law nº 9,578/1997 amended Law nº 2,180/1954, which regulates how the
Maritime Court functions and added some items to article 10 of the previous
law, among them the following:
"The Maritime Court shall exercise jurisdiction over: (m) artificial
islands, installations, structures, as well as vessels of any nationality
employed in operations related to marine scientific research, prospecting,
exploration, production, storage and processing of natural resources, in
inland waters, Brazilian offshore waters, the exclusive economic zone
and on the continental shelf, respecting the bilateral or multilateral
agreements signed by Brazil and the standards of international law."

These two provisions should be interpreted in a systematic manner. The first
classifies mobile platforms as vessels and the second refers to mobile platforms as
vessels employed in operations relating to prospecting, exploration, production,
storage and processing of natural resources, providing definitive grounds for
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the understanding that mobile platforms, for legal purposes in Brazil, must be
considered as vessels.
Add to that, the authority of the Maritime Court, which covers both the
power to act as Special Court for accidents and facts of navigation, and the
power to be the body responsible for registration for vessels sailing under the
Brazilian flag, as defined in Law nº 7,652/1988, which governs the registration
of Maritime Property and where Brazilian platforms are registered.
In conclusion, if mobile platforms are registered as vessels, are sold as vessels,
are mortgaged as vessels, then, there can be no doubt about this understanding.
Therefore, all tax laws that give special treatment to vessels should be
applied to oil platforms.
The main applicable laws are as follows: i) Law nº 9,481/1997, granting zero
rate of withholding income tax over amounts sent abroad to vessel owners
under charter contracts, provided that the owner is not based in a tax haven
and (ii) Law nº 8,032/1990, which gives exemption from import tax – II and tax
on industrialized products – IPI to parts used to repair vessels.
However, the Brazilian Federal Revenue Office, in infraction notices sent to
Petrobras, does not accept the application of the zero rate of withholding income
tax over amounts paid under charter contracts for platforms, established in Law
nº 9,481/1997, on the grounds that such assets are not vessels.
At the administrative level, the Federal Revenue Office managed to
maintain the levy of withholding income tax, after a final decision in the
judgment of the current Board of Appeals of the Ministry of Finance – Carf. At
the judicial level, in its turn, the decisions of the lower courts have not rejected
in a definitive manner the position of the National Treasury.
Fortunately, before cases relating to the reduction of withholding income tax
arrived at the Higher Courts, the Superior Court of Justice, when examining
the exemption of Import Tax – II and Tax on Industrialized Products – IPI on
goods used to repair vessels, established in Law nº 8,032/1990, determined that
the platforms are, indeed, vessels, as follows:
"TAX LAW. APPLICABILITY OF THE GENERIC EXEMPTION
OF II AND IPI PROVIDED FOR IN ARTS. 2, II, J, AND 3, I, OF
LAW 8,032/1990.
The exemptions of import tax and tax on industrialized products,
provided for in art. 2, II, ´j´, and in art. 3, I, of Law 8,032/1990 (re120
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established by art 1, IV, of Law 8,402/1992) shall apply to the import
of spare parts and components for repair and maintenance needed for
the operation of oil platforms, regardless of the repeal that art. 13 of
Law 8,032/1990 brought in relation to Decree-Law 1,953/1982. Indeed,
Decree-Law 1,953/1982 deals with exemptions specifically related to
goods for oil exploration and production. In turn, arts. 2, (II), ´j´, and 3,
I, of Law 8,032/1990 refer to exemption generically related to vessels, which
include oil platforms. In this context, it must be asserted that repealing
the special legislation does not prevent the granting of the generic
exemption. REsp 1,341.077-RJ, Rap. Justice Mauro Campbell Marques,
judged on April 9, 2013." (Informativo 519)

Despite the fact that the Federal Revenue Office and the Board of Appeals
of the Ministry of Finance – Carf have not yet unanimously acquiesced to such
a position, it is believed that, in a short term, the understanding of the Higher
Courts will cause other administrative bodies to accept, without dispute, that
oil platforms are vessels for all tax purposes.
Confirming the above, the Solution of Cosit 225/2014 of the Federal
Revenue Office itself declared that drill ships had the legal nature of vessels for
tax purposes. Subsequently, the Solution of the Consultation Cosit 12/2015 also
confirmed that Semi-Submersible Platforms were a type of vessel.
Finally, Law nº 13,043/2014, specifically and without a margin of doubt,
changed the original wording of Law nº 9,841/1987 and confirmed that oil
platforms are types of vessels. With that, it assured a zero withholding income
tax rate for amounts remitted under charter. The law only introduced new
regulations and determined that, in the event of a global charter contract,
plus a rendering of services with companies of the same conglomerate, the
zero rate would only apply up to a certain percentage, which is variable
depending on the type of vessel3.

3

“Art. 1º. The withholding income tax rate at source on income earned in Brazil, for those resident
or domiciled abroad, is reduced to zero, in the following cases: (Wording by Law nº 9,532, of
December 10, 1997)
I –Revenue from freight, charter, rent or lease of maritime or inland vessels or foreign aircraft or
aircraft engines, made by foreign companies, provided they have been approved by the competent
authorities, as well as rent payments on containers, demurrage and others relating to the use of port
facilities services; (Wording by Law nº 13,043, of 2014)
(...)
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In view of the above, any municipal, state or federal tax law bringing a
specific tax regime to vessels should also be applied to the "oil platform" and its
various types, without any restriction.

§ 2 In the case of item I of the head provision of this article, when there is a simultaneous execution of
the charter or lease agreement of marine vessels and a service agreement related to the exploration
and exploitation of oil or natural gas, entered into by companies linked to each other, the total value
of the contracts relating to the portion of the charter or lease cannot exceed: (Wording by Law nº
13,043 of 2014) Term
I - 85% (eighty-five percent), in the case of vessels with floating production and/or storage and
offloading systems (Floating Production Systems – FPS); (Included under Law nº 13,043, 2014) Term
II - 80% (eighty percent), in the case of vessels with drill-type system for drilling, completion,
maintenance of wells (drill ships); and (Included under Law nº nº 13,043, of 2014) Term
III - 65% (sixty-five percent), in the other types of vessels. (Included under Law nº 13,043, of 2014) Term
(...)
§ 6 The portion of the charter agreement that exceeds the limits set out in § 2 are subject to income
tax at source at a rate of 15% (fifteen percent) or 25% (twenty-five percent), where the remittance
is sent to a country or dependency with favored taxation rates, or when the lessor is a beneficiary
of a privileged tax regime, pursuant to arts. 24 and 24-A of Law Nº 9,430, of December 27, 1996.”
(Included under Law nº 13043, 2014) Term
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17. Personnel on board Platforms
– Labor aspects
Rodrigo Leite Moreira
Labor relations in Brazil follow specific principles and are mainly governed
by the rules laid down in the Federal Constitution – CF, Consolidation of
Labor Laws – CLT and also in specific labor laws related to various categories
of work (Specific Laws).
Moreover, Collective Bargaining Agreements, arising from negotiations
between a company and the Trades Union representing the category of its
employees, and Collective Bargaining Conventions, the result of negotiations
between Unions representing companies in a specific sector and Unions
representing the respective category (Collective Rules) may lay down rules
governing the employment relations.
Brazil also has specially designated Courts to judge labor lawsuits (Labor
Courts), as well as government agencies, the purpose of which is to monitor
effective compliance with labor laws.
This means that the freedom to negotiate an employment agreement in Brazil
is limited by the principles and rules established by the labor legislation. And, in
this sense, the conditions provided for in the employment agreement (whether
written or oral) cannot be modified or changed without the employee's consent.
And, even though the employee's consent is given, any changes to the
employment agreement cannot cause damage or loss to the worker, under
penalty of being deemed void.
That said, the purpose of this chapter is to analyze Law nº 5,811/1972,
a specific law which provides solely for the work regime of employees in oil
exploration, drilling, production and refining activities, as well as shale
industrialization, petrochemical industry, and transportation of oil and oil
products through pipelines.
Law nº 5,811/1972 covers all workers providing services, directly or indirectly,
related to oil exploration, drilling and refining activities on Platforms, Rigs,
FPSOs, FSOs (Shipping-Offshore).
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On the other hand, this law holds exception, in this case seafarers, who
are not covered by the labor regime imposed by Law nº 5,811/1972, even if
providing services on Platforms, Rigs, FPSOs, FSOs (Shipping-Offshore).
Law nº 5,811/1972 provides various provisions regarding work on Platforms,
Rigs, FPSOs and FSOs. However, as already mentioned, the Brazilian Labor
Law allows employers and employees to negotiate specific conditions regarding
the work dynamics through collective bargaining agreements, and provided
such conditions do not breach any constitutional rule and/or labor laws.
For example, employers and employees are authorized to negotiate specific
rules on the period to remain on board, respecting, however, the limit of 15
consecutive days, as provided for in article 8 of Law nº 5,811.
In recent years, some companies have entered into Collective Bargaining
Agreements, in which employees could remain on board for a period of 28
(twenty-eight) days, with an equal period of days off, or even 21 days of work for
21 days off, among others.
However, the Brazilian public authorities challenged such Collective
Agreements on the grounds that they would breach workers' rights. As a result,
the Unions representing offshore employees failed to sign such agreements,
adopting the maximum period on board of 14 (fourteen) days, with an equal
amount of time off.
The same line of reasoning is followed by other rights provided for in Law
nº 5,811/1972, which may be subject to collective negotiation, provided they are
not diminished or breached.
In this sense, in general, the labor legislation provides a number of financial
obligations owed by the employer, in addition to the monthly wage. Namely:
• Paid vacation of 30 days, plus 1/3, after 12 months of work (eligibility
period)1. Vacation shall be granted to the employee within the period of
12 months, counted from the end of the eligibility period. The vacation
period, as a rule, is defined by the employer.
• 1 salary per year by way of year-end bonus, called 13th salary.
• Family allowance, if the employee has children.
• FGTS (Government Mandatory Severance Pay Fund) per month,
equivalent to 8% of the monthly wage to be deposited in an escrow
account at a state bank, in this case, Caixa Econômica Federal.
1
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• Transport allowance, not incorporated into the wage and tax
deductible for the employer.
• Payment of allowance for work performed in unhealthy conditions
- health hazard allowance, equivalent to 10%, 20% or 40% of the
minimum wage, depending on the degree of exposure.
• Payment of allowance for work performed in hazardous conditions –
risk premium, equivalent to 30% of the employee's basic salary.
• Payment of allowance for work performed at night, i.e., from 10:00 pm
to 05: 00 am, equivalent to 20% of the employee's basic salary.

Moreover, there are financial obligations upon termination of employment
in general, due to dismissal without cause:
• Salary balance equivalent to the number of days worked in the month
of dismissal.
• Prior notice of 30 days, which can be converted to equivalent
compensation, if the employer has no intention to keep the employee
working in this period. In the case of paid prior notice, the period ranges
from 30 days (minimum) to 90 days (maximum), depending on the
length of service rendered to the same company.
• Vacation allowance (if any), plus 1/3 of the allowance already
mentioned above.
• Proportional vacation (according to the months worked during the
eligibility period), plus 1/3 of vacation allowance.
• 13th salary (year-end bonus) proportional to the months worked during
the year of the dismissal.
• FGTS deposits (8% of the total payment of damages, plus 8% of the
salary of the last month of work before dismissal).
• FGTS fine, corresponding to 50% (fifty percent) of the total amount
deposited in the escrow account of the employee during the term of the
employment agreement.

Finally, in addition to the financial obligations owed by the employer to
the employee, there are also obligations based on the employee compensation,
owed to the Union:
• 8% (eight percent) contribution to FGTS.
• 20% (twenty percent) contribution to Social Security – INSS
(National Institute of Social Security).
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• 2.5% (two point five percent) to 5.8% (five point eight percent), depending
on the company activity, owed to other institutions (third parties).
• 1%, 2% or 3%, depending on the accident risk level applicable to
the company line of business, as a compulsory insurance for workers'
compensation purposes – RAT.

Finally, employers are responsible for withholding directly in the payroll taxes
payable by the employees: i) 8% to 11% of the monthly salary of contribution,
defined by the Government, as a contribution to Social Security; ii) the equivalent
to 7.5% to 27.5% of the monthly salary as employee’s income tax; and iii) 1/30 of
the employee's monthly salary (withheld every March) as the employee's annual
contribution to the Union representing their professional category.
Law nº 5,811/1972, as already noted above, as it is a specific law which
addresses a special labor regime, in addition to all the obligations mentioned
above, also provides for the payment of other monies.
Article 22 of cited law provides that, whenever the operational continuity of
the services is essential, the employee will remain at their post on a 8 or 12-hour
relief system basis, depending on the activity.
For activities developed on Platforms, Rigs, FPSOs, FSOs (ShippingOffshore), the 12-hour relief system is allowed.
The law assures to employees working in a 12-hour relief system, as mentioned
above, a number of advantages, including (i) payment of allowance for night
work, pursuant to article 73 of the Labor Code – ATN; (ii) pay in double of the
suppressed rest and meal hour – HRA; (iii) free meal at the workplace; (iv) free
transportation to the workplace; (v) free collective accommodation; and (vi)
rest of 24 consecutive hours for each shift worked (the system known as 1 X 1),
with a maximum of 15 consecutive days on board.
The 8-hour relief system will not be addressed in this study; however, it
should be noted that in these cases, Law nº 5,811/1972 states that, in addition
to the above-listed benefits, workers subject to this regime are entitled to a
period of 24 consecutive hours of rest for every three shifts worked.
2
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"Art. 2º. Whenever operational continuity is essential, the employee shall remain at their post on a
relief system basis.
§ 1 The 8-hour relief system will be adopted in the activities provided for in art. 1, with the use of the
12-hour relief system restricted to the following special situations:
a) offshore oil exploration, drilling, production and offloading activities;
a) oil exploration, drilling and production activities in distant or difficult to access onshore areas.”
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Law nº 5,811/1972 also allows the standby regime when the operational
continuity of the service for 24 hours a day is essential, for employees with
operation oversight responsibility, or engaged in well geology works, or working
in operational support to oil exploration, drilling, production and offloading
activities, offshore or in remote or difficult to access areas.
If the employee remains on the standby regime, this may not exceed 12
hours of actual work, and they will also be assured, in addition to the abovementioned advantages (i) rest of 24 consecutive hours for each 24-hour period
in which they remain on standby; and (ii) an additional payment corresponding
to at least 20% of their base salary, the objective of which is to offset any night
work or time variation for rest and food.
Therefore, the work regime of the oil industry workers is covered by Law
nº 5,811/1972, which is a special activity of peculiar characteristics, due to
the places where they are developed, especially in offshore waters, where the
Platforms, Rigs, FPSOs, FSOs (Shipping-Offshore) are located.
It is noteworthy that the Brazilian rules, either common rules or those laid
down in Law nº 5,811/1972 are not applicable to foreigners, especially those
with no employment agreement governed by Brazilian law, regardless of the
types of visas existing in Brazil.
Thus, at least in theory, foreigners could work in a 28 x 28 tour of duty,
i.e., 28 days of work for 28 days off, even if in Brazilian waters and provided
it occurs in accordance with the provisions contained in their respective
expat agreements.
In this regard, the Superior Labor Court – TST had a widely accepted
position, reflected by Precedent 207, in the sense that, if the worker's activity is
developed in Brazilian territory, or Brazilian jurisdictional waters, the applicable
law should be the local law (lex loci executiones), not applying thus the flag state
law or the expat agreement.
However, the TST canceled the referred to Precedent, as there are conflicting
views in the courts regarding the application of Brazilian law to foreign workers.
This is because Brazilian law allows, in certain situations, the foreign worker
to carry out activities in Brazil without a contract governed by Brazilian law.
However, the cancellation of the referred to Precedent is no guarantee that
foreign workers can pursue activities in Brazil without being subject to Brazilian
law, as the current trend of the TST is to consider the legislation which is the
most beneficial to the employee.
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Therefore, although it is possible for foreign workers to provide services in
Brazil with employment agreements governed by foreign laws and, consequently,
with no application of Law nº 5811/1972, the Brazilian Labor Courts will analyze
the reality of the service provision, type of visa obtained, among other things,
to determine the legislation applicable to the case.
Finally, we must emphasize that Law nº 5,811/1972 does not apply to
Seafarers, even those who provide services on board Platforms, Rigs, FPSOs,
FSOs (Shipping-Offshore).
Seafarers are workers who perform activities on board the vessel, providing
services in the operation of the vessel, subject to special legislation. Thus, in
Brazil, seafarers are deemed to belong to a special category, in accordance with
Law nº 9,537/1997.
This means, for example, that the seafarer’s workday is not limited to 15
consecutive days on board, as provided by the law addressing offshore work.
In this case, in theory, a tour of duty on board exceeding 15 consecutive days
can be applied to seafarers, being currently subject to the limits set forth by the
Collective Standards applicable to them.
In the case of Seafarers, the Collective Standards negotiated between/
among one (or more) specific company(s) and the Union(s) representing its
(their) employees may provide, for example, a maximum tour of duty of 35 days
on board and 35 days off, as the case of some collective standards.
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18. Petrobras’charter and service contracts for
offshore exploration and production units
Joyce Jacobsen and Adriana Lontra
In 1995, Constitutional Amendment nº 9 made the state monopoly1 on the
exploration and production of petroleum and natural gas more flexible, allowing
the activities in the industry to be granted to companies other than Petrobras.
The opening up of the sector advanced with the enactment of Law nº
9,478, of August 6, 1997 (Petroleum Law), according to which other companies
became entitled to exercise exploration and production activities, regardless
of the origin of their capital. This right would be granted by means of public
bidding, which was to be organized and coordinated by the National Petroleum,
Natural Gas and Biofuels Agency – ANP, a model known as concession regime.
With the announcement of the discovery of the pre-salt, made by Petrobras in
2007, new changes were implemented to the model of exploration and production
of petroleum and natural gas in Brazil, including, among others, the creation of
the onerous transfer of rights regime and the production sharing regime.
Notwithstanding the aforementioned normative alterations, Petrobras still
currently ranks as the main exploiter of petroleum in Brazil and, therefore, the
main charterer of exploration and production units.
In view of this great preponderance of Petrobras as the contractor, we shall
now go on to set out the main aspects of the contracts entered into between
this company and the owners and suppliers of petroleum, natural gas and
hydrocarbon exploration and production units and operation services.
First, it should be noted that, regardless of the regime used, whether it
is concession, production sharing or onerous transfer of rights, the party
responsible for exploring the reservoirs can do so with the use of its own or
third-party’s exploration and production units.
1

The monopoly allowed the exploration, development, production, transportation, refining, import
and export of petroleum and natural gas to be carried out exclusively by the Union, through Petrobras
(see article 177 of the Federal Constitution).
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In spite of having a certain number of its own exploration and production units,
Petrobras frequently contracts exploration and production units from third parties.
Without disregarding the various types of vessels that operate during all the
exploration and production phases, such as the offshore support vessels (AHTS,
PLSV, OR, etc.), the shuttle tankers and many others needed for the activity, in this
chapter we will study the contracts usually adopted by Petrobras in the contracting
of drilling units and floating production, storage and offloading units (FPSOs).

18.1. Legislation applicable to Petrobras’ contracts
As set out in more detail in Chapter Twenty One, although Petrobras is a mixedcapital company, making up the indirect Brazilian Public Administration, according
to the first paragraph, item II, of article 173 of the Brazilian Federal Constitution
(Constitution), it is subject to private law with regard to its business dealings.
However, as it is part of the indirect Public Administration, Petrobras is
obliged to adopt the bidding procedure in its procurement processes2, as well
as to observe the general principles applicable to the members of the Public
Administration, such as the principle of legality, impartiality, morality, publicity
and efficiency (see the head provision of article 37 of the Constitution).
With the advent of Constitutional Amendment nº 9/1995 and the subsequent
enactment of the Petroleum Law, according to which Petrobras was inserted
into an environment of free competition with other petroleum companies,
the implementation of special procurement rules became necessary to allow
Petrobras to contract assets and services in a faster and more efficient manner.
To that end, article 67 of the Petroleum Law established that contracts
entered into by Petrobras should be preceded by a simplified bidding procedure,
as opposed to the General Public Procurement Law (Law nº 8,666/1993)
previously applicable3.
2

Item 2.5 of the Decree provides a mechanism aimed at monitoring the cases of exemption and/
or unenforceability, which determines: “Cases of exemption (item 2.1) and unenforceability (item
2.3) of bidding shall be informed by the party responsible for the competent unit to the superior
authority, within the five days following the respective act, and the documentation shall include the
characterization of the situation that justified the direct contracting, as the case may be, the reason
for choosing the supplier or service provider and the justification of the price”.

3

Up to the publication of this Guide, the Writ of Mandamus applied by Petrobras against the
decision of the Federal Accounting Court rendered in the records of case nº 016.176/2000-5,
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Thus, the Simplified Bidding Procedure of Petrobras was published
by Decree nº 2,745/1998 (Decree) and then, complemented by the rules
contained in the so-called Petrobras Procurement Procedures Manual,
which today is called the Petrobras Procurement Manual – MPC, whose
provisions possess the same degree of hierarchy as the Decree, as a result of
item 10.1 of the Decree.
It should be noted, however, that on 1 July 2016, Federal Law nº 13,303
(State-owned Companies Law) was published, creating, among others, the legal
statute of public companies, mixed capital companies and its subsidiaries, as
well as revoking article 67 of the Petroleum Law and, consequently, the Decree.
Article 91 of the new law establishes that Petrobras has two years, counted
from 1 July 2016, to adjust to the new rules.
As such, and according to the literal wording of article 91, paragraph 3,
of the State-owned Companies Law, Petrobras’ Simplified Bidding Procedure
and Petrobras’ Procurement Manual will remain applicable during the two-year
period above mentioned.

18.2. General rules applicable to the procurement
procedures of Petrobras
As explained in Chapter Twenty One, Petrobras may contract through the
competitive bidding, quoting, invitation, contest or auction modes.
Thus, when the proponents agree to participate in a procurement procedure
of Petrobras, the proponent also agrees, should it be awarded the contract, to
use standard draft contracts prepared by Petrobras in the performance of the
contracts, with little freedom to negotiate their terms.
In spite of the adhesion to the terms of the standard drafts, during the
bidding procedure the proponent is entitled to request clarifications to

which determined that Petrobras “abstain from applying to its biddings and contracts Decree
nº 2,745/1998 and article 67 of Law 9,478/1997, by virtue of its unconstitutionality, and observe
the rulings of Law 8,666/93 and its former specific regulations, until the publication of the law
mentioned in § 1 of article 173 of the Federal Constitution, in the wording given by Constitutional
Amendment 19/1998”, is pending trial by the Federal Supreme Court. Judge-rapporteur Carmen
Lucia granted the preliminary injunction on October 13, 2010, to stay the effects of the decision
by the Union Accounting Court.
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Petrobras in relation to the documents that are a part of the invitation to bid,
including the draft contracts.
Consequently, the proponents have an important tool available in the socalled “clarification requests” for obtaining specific statements from Petrobras
in relation to given aspects of the contracts and its annexes4, all of which are
binding upon the parties during the effective term of the contracts.

18.3. Structure of the contracts and main
contractual clauses
With the brevity needed to fulfill the objective of this guide, we move on to
describe the structure usually adopted in these contracts, as well as to explain
some peculiarities in the clauses that normally generate more interest, and very
often concern, by the interested parties, namely the clauses on the liability of
the parties, penalties and contract termination.

18.4. Contractual structure
First of all, it is important to note that the contractual structure used
by Petrobras to contract the referred units, either through bidding or direct
negotiation, usually involves the execution of two different contracts: i) one
charter, with the company owning the asset domiciled abroad; and ii) another
for the provision of operation services of the chartered asset, executed with a
Brazilian company (unit operator), usually a member of the same economic
group as the foreign company owning the asset.
Payments made by Petrobras within the scope of the charter contract are
usually made in foreign currency, whereas payments made within the scope of
the service contract for the unit operator are made in local currency.
Although the contracts are bipartite, the owner and the operator of the
unit execute both contracts (charter and service contracts) as jointly liable
companies as to the pecuniary obligations arising therefrom, regardless of the
cause, origin or legal nature of such obligation.
4
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bidding phase also have the purpose of clarifying technical and commercial aspects of the bidding.
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As covered by Chapter Twenty Seven, this type of bipartite structure,
usually called “contractual split”, is widely used with the purpose of optimizing
the projects from a tax perspective.

18.5. Clause on the liability of the parties
Firstly, it is important to mention that the clause on the “liability of the
parties” usually present in the charter and services contracts of Petrobras does
not follow the international standard of knock-for-knock5, but rather establishes
a system for allocation of liability based on fault. It can be said, therefore, that
the liability clause incorporates the rules of the Brazilian Civil Code, according
to which the party that causes damage to another is obliged to compensate the
harmed party in proportion to the damage suffered6.
Concerning the damages caused by one party to the other, the clause usually
establishes that each of the parties shall be liable for the direct damages it causes
to the other up to a given amount, which can be a fixed value or a percentage
of the total contract value. In older contracts, the limitation generally applies
in an absolute manner, that is, covering each and every damage resulting from
the contract performance. But, in the newer contracts, this limitation started
being applied “per event and its consequences”. It is worth mentioning that,
besides adopting a limit for the contractual liability of the parties, in general the
liability clause also specifically excludes liability for loss of profit and indirect
damages caused to the other party.
The liability of each party before third parties is usually dealt with by a
separate sub-item and, depending on the draft used by Petrobras, it can follow
one of the three models: i) each party is liable for the damages it causes to third
parties, without limitation of value; ii) the contractor is liable for the damages
caused to third parties, regardless of the party that has caused them, up to a
5

Classically, in the knock-for-knock system, each party is liable for the damages caused to its assets and
the damages suffered by its personnel, regardless of the party that has caused such damage. As to the
damages caused to third parties, each party is liable to the extent that the injury, loss or damage has
been caused by such party, that is, the allocation is made based on fault.

6

See the head provision of article 927 of the Civil Code. According to the sole paragraph of the
same article, there shall be obligation to compensate for the damage, regardless of fault, in the cases
specified by law, or when the activity usually carried out by the author of the damage implies, in its
nature, a risk to the rights of others.
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given value, and, after that, Petrobras shall be liable for the damage; or iii) the
contractor is liable for indemnifying the damages it causes to third parties up to
a given value, and, after that, the liability for the damage shall be of Petrobras,
which shall be fully liable for the damages it causes to third parties.
In some contracts, the definition of specific values of limitation of liability
for certain events is also observed, such as the case of environmental damages,
it being certain that, as a rule, the contractor is not liable for damages caused
to reservoirs and pollution coming from wells.
In order to ensure the effective allocation of liability for the damages caused
to third parties and to the environment, the contracts of Petrobras usually
specifically guarantee the parties the right of recourse, under the law, including
the third-party practice. The right of recourse is limited to what the third party
effectively comes to receive in or out of court, plus all ancillary expenses, such
as attorney’s fees, judicial expenses and others.
The standard Petrobras drafts usually also establish cases in which the
limitation of liability of the parties shall not be applicable, namely: willful
misconduct and non-compliance with the tax, labor and social security
legislation. Some contracts also include the cases of fraud and non-compliance
with the environmental legislation. In such hypotheses, each of the parties is
fully liable for the damage caused.
There was a fear in the industry for some time as to the effectiveness of
the clauses limiting the liability for environmental damage, as the contracts
began to determine that the limitation would not apply in cases of noncompliance with environmental legislation. This was because the industry
understood that the environmental damage itself would already consist of
a non-compliance with the environmental legislation. This issue is now of
less concern, as there is a consensus in the industry in the sense that the
limitation shall only cease to be applied in cases in which the environmental
damage results from a non-compliance with the environmental obligation.
Furthermore, Petrobras itself adjusted the wording of the more recent
contracts, which began to provide for a larger limitation for the cases
of environmental damage resulting from non-compliance with the
environmental limitation, and no longer determine that the non-compliance
with such obligation would cause the loss of the limitation.
The silence of the Brazilian legal system concerning the clauses limiting
liability has already generated intense debate as to its admissibility under
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Brazilian Law. Notwithstanding this, currently the majority of scholars make
use of the principle of freedom of will to affirm the validity of such clauses,
provided they are established in contracts executed between equal parties
and provided that their content does not violate the rules of public order nor
the mandatory rules.

18.6. Contractual penalties
The penalty clause sets forth a number of events in which Petrobras is
entitled to apply contractual penalties on the contractor, which penalties are
divided in delay fines and compensatory fines7. In case one single event triggers
the application of both types of fine, the Petrobras contracts usually provides
that the amounts related to delay fines shall be deducted from the amounts
related to compensatory fines.
In many cases, the standard Petrobras contracts sets forth that, besides the
penalties described in the penalty clause, the contractor is also subject to a
reduction in the daily rate, as per the one of the annexes to the contracts, in
case of e.g. late delivery of the unit.
Although Petrobras usually denies that the reduction in the day rate due to
late delivery has a delay fine nature, it is clear that this is, in fact, the nature
of this penalty. As such, we are facing a true bis in idem in these cases, as two
different penalties are being applied as a result of the same triggering event,
which is prohibited.

18.7. Termination clause
Concerning the termination clause, it is first important to say that
charter and service contracts have, as a rule, a clause of cross termination,

7

Brazilian law recognizes two types of penalties: compensatory and delay penalties. The
compensatory fine serves as (i) predetermination of the damages suffered by any party as a result
of a breach and (ii) strengthening the obligation by exposing the consequences of the failure to
comply therewith. The delay fine, on the other hand, has the primary function of preventing
the breach of certain obligations, and some scholars believe that it has a secondary function to
punish noncompliance. In both cases, the compensatory fines and the delay are payable despite
of evidence of damage suffered by the other party.
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determining that the termination of any one of them shall entitle Petrobras
to terminate the other contract.
It is also a characteristic that there be several hypotheses for termination
of the contracts by Petrobras and limited hypotheses for termination of
the contracts on the part of the contractor, but in general termination for
convenience of either party is not admitted.
The termination clause lists several hypotheses of cancelation of the
contract by Petrobras, without the contractor being entitled to any right for
indemnification or retention. Most contracts establish the procedure of prior
notice of termination, indicating that the contractor is entitled to the right of
defense within the term of 15 days from receipt of said notice.
The first case of contractual termination by Petrobras is non-compliance
or irregular compliance with the contract, which, due to its broad wording,
generates a huge insecurity in the contractors, who are tormented by the
possibility of contract termination by Petrobras in case of unsubstantial (or
immaterial) non-compliance with the contract. Furthermore, the clause
usually does not provide for a remedy period for the contractor to solve any
non-compliance or irregular compliance with the contract, only determining
that the contractor may defend itself within 15 days from the receipt of the
notice of termination.
It should be noted that, according to the Civil Code, one of the principles
applicable to the contractual relationships is the principle of the social function
of contracts, which, among other aspects, is governed by the trend of contractual
conservation, with the contract termination being the ultima ratio, that is, the
last measure to be taken8.
Accordingly, although it has a broad wording, this hypothesis for termination
should not be interpreted as an unrestricted right of Petrobras to terminate the
contract for immaterial non-compliance of the contractor.
Another case of termination that seems strange to contractors is the possibility
of termination in case of alteration to the corporate structure of the contractor,
which, in the opinion of Petrobras, impairs the performance of the contract. The
wording of this clause is so comprehensive that makes it possible to infer that
the contractor should, in a conservative manner, consult with Petrobras before
8
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implementing any corporate alteration, so as to make sure that such alteration
would not, in the understanding of Petrobras, impair the performance of the
contract, which, obviously, would be difficult to apply in practice.
Besides these, the following are also hypotheses that usually generate the
right to terminate the contract by Petrobras: delay in the start of operations
for a period exceeding a given term, contract stoppage without cause and prior
notice to Petrobras, adjudication of bankruptcy and dissolution of the contracted
company, approval of an extrajudicial recovery plan or granting of company
judicial recovery, suspension of the contract by government authorities for a
period exceeding 90 (ninety) days and the occurrence of an act of God or force
majeure that prevents the continuance of the contract.
On the other hand, the limited circumstances for termination by the
contractor, as a rule, involve the cases of delay exceeding 90 days in the payment
by Petrobras or the hypothesis that Petrobras, for any reason, fails to release the
location for the provision of the services9.

18.8. Conclusion
Given that Petrobras is responsible for more than 90% of the chartering
activities of exploration and production units in the Brazilian offshore industry,
the vast majority of the owners and operators are subject to the mechanism of
contracting by Petrobras, as well as its standard contract models.
In spite of containing a clause limiting liability, the standard drafts of
Petrobras still have ambiguous wordings, which generate much concern to the
contracting parties, such as the expression “per event and its consequences”,
usually inserted in the sub-clause that deals with the liability between the
contracting parties. It is a desire of the industry that Petrobras include in its
standard drafts a clause for general limitation of liability, based on which the
companies have a clear limit of their contractual exposure and may, therefore,
establish a better assessment of risk and contingencies.
As to the termination clause, the existence of default in a complex
contract such as the charter contract herein discussed, as well as the
extension of such non-compliance, whether in whole or in part, are issues
9

The occurrence of the hypothesis of contract termination by the contractor resulting from delay in
the payment by Petrobras is most frequently observed in the contracts.
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that demand a thoughtful analysis and that have already caused the filing
of judicial lawsuits for revision of contractual clauses against Petrobras.
Considering that the contractors do not have much room to negotiate the
terms of the contracts, it is important that these questions be raised by
the contracting party during the clarifications phase of the bidding, so as
to obtain more clarity as to the hypotheses in which the contract may be
effectively terminated by Petrobras.
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19. Brazilian shipping company
and offshore support services
Bernardo Mendes Vianna and Flavia Melo

19.1. Introduction
The changes that have taken place in oil exploration in Brazil, especially
since the 1970s, with the decision to give priority to offshore exploration in
the Campos Basin, resulted in the expansion of hydrocarbon exploration and
production activities in Brazilian Jurisdictional Waters (Brazilian Acronym for
Águas Juridicionais Brasileira)1. The consequent growth of offshore support
services to the equipment used in these activities created the need for specific
regulation by means of laws, decrees, resolutions and other correlated rules. The
aim of this chapter is to present the rules that govern the shipping companies
that engage in offshore support activity.

19.2. Summary of the legislation applicable to the matter
under consideration
Below we present the main rules governing offshore support service activities
that, we believe, could serve as a guide to those who wish to study the matter
in greater depth.

1

Under the terms of Law nº 8,617/1993, Brazil holds jurisdiction over territorial waters, the contiguous
zone, the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf. NORMAN-04/DPC determines
that AJB (Brazilian acronym to Brazilian Jurisdictional Waters): “comprehend inland waters and
the maritime spaces, in which Brazil holds jurisdiction, to some degree, over activities, people,
installations, vessels and living or non-living natural resources, found in the liquid mass, on or below
the seabed, for purposes of control and inspection, within the limits of international and national
legislation. These maritime spaces include the strip of two hundred nautical miles counted from the
base lines, plus the waters overlying the extension of the Continental Shelf beyond the two hundred
nautical miles, where it occurs”.
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The Federal Constitution of 1988 established that waterway transportation
should organized by law. Based on this constitutional principle, Law nº
9,432/19972 was enacted, known as Lorta, or Lei de Ordenação do Transporte
Aquaviário (Waterway Transportation Organization Law). As the industry’s
principal statute, Lorta defines what a Brazilian shipping company is, what
the types of shipping are, including offshore support services, in addition to
containing provisions on flags, registration and vessel charter.
Lorta also created the Brazilian Special Register, later regulated by Decree
nº 2.256/19973. REB (Brazilian acronym for Registro Especial Brasileiro) was
created to foster the shipping industry by means of incentives for companies
that register their vessels with the special register. With regard to registration,
Law nº 7.652/19884 is also worth mentioning, as it makes provisions on the
register of vessels and the registration of the ship-owner.
Another law that is of great importance to Brazilian shipping is Law nº
9.537/19975, known as Lesta, which makes provisions on waterway traffic safety
in waters under national jurisdiction. Lesta, regulated by Decree nº 2.596/19986,
defines the main powers of the Maritime Authority, which in Brazil, are
exercised by the Brazilian Navy through the Directorate of Ports and Coasts.
Based on these powers, conferred upon it by Lesta, the DPC (Brazilian
acronym for Diretoria de Portos e Costas) publishes Maritime Authority Rules
– Normam, among which we can highlight NORMAM-01/DPC7, which details
the rules and procedures for the operation of vessels at sea, NORMAM-04/
DPC, which deals with the operation of foreign vessels, as well as NORMAM088/DPC, which makes provisions on the traffic and the permanence of vessels
in Brazilian jurisdictional waters.

2

Law nº 9,432, of 8 January 1997.

3

Decree nº 2,256, of 17 June, 1997.

4

Law nº 7,652, of 3 February, 1988.

5

Law nº 9,537, of 11 December, 1997.

6

Decree nº 2,596, of 18 May, 1998.

7

Maritime Authority Norm nº 1, enounced by the Directorate of Ports and Coasts, altered by
Ordinance nº 21, of 18 January, 2016.

8

Maritime Authority Norm nº 8, enounced by the Directorate of Ports and Coasts, altered by
Ordinance nº 135, of 4 May, 2016.
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Law nº 10.233/20019 created the National Agency for Waterway
Transportation, a governmental body responsible for the regulation of economic
activity in the waterway sector. Since its creation, Antaq (Brazilian acronym for
Agência Nacional de Transporte Aquaviário) has published various important
rules for the sector. Recently, Antaq has enunciated the Normative Resolution
– RN 05/201610, which establishes the rules for granting authorization to operate
shipping, as well as NR 01/201511, which sets the rules for the charter of vessels
by Brazilian shipping companies.
Having presented the main standards that regulate the sector, we must
now explain the legal concepts of a vessel under the Brazilian flag; a Brazilian
shipping company, and offshore support services.

19.3. What is a vessel under the Brazilian flag? What
is the difference between the Register of Maritime
Ownership and the Brazilian Special Register (REB)?
The nationality of a vessel is defined by the register, an administrative
act, the formalities of which are defined by the legal system of each country.
There are two types of register: the obligatory national register, that governs
the ownership of the vessel, and the second, optional register, generally made
for convenience by the operator of the vessel to facilitate operations. Once the
register of the vessel is granted, the country of registration, being either the
original or the second option, will authorize the vessel to hoist its flag.
In Brazil, the rules for granting the original register were established by
Law nº 7,652/1988, which governs Maritime Property Registration. Pursuant to
Law nº 7,652/1988, Brazilian vessels, specifically offshore support vessels, must
be enrolled with the Ports Authority of the jurisdiction where the operator
is domiciled, and with the Maritime Court, through the requirements that it
specifies. The aim of the original register is to establish nationality, validity,
security and publicity of the ownership of Brazilian vessels.

9

Law nº 10,233, of 5 June, 2001.

10

Normative Resolution nº 5, enounced by Antaq on 23 February, 2016.

11

Normative Resolution nº 1, enounced by Antaq on 13 February, 2015.
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In Brazil, the second register, called REB, was created by Lorta and had
its rules defined by Decree nº 2,256/1997, with the objective of granting
benefits and operational, financial and tax incentives to the operator of the
vessel. Inscription in the REB, which is supplementary and non-excluding
in nature to the original register, takes place through the Maritime Court,
and is open both to Brazilian or foreign vessels by means of suspending
the original flag, since such suspension is allowed by the original flag’s
prevailing national legislation.
Lorta specifies the two types of vessels that can hoist the Brazilian flag: i)
Brazilian vessels, that have a register of ownership in Brazil, of an individual
who is resident and domiciled in Brazil or of a Brazilian company; and (ii)
foreign vessels, bareboat chartered by EBN (Brazilian acronym for Empresa
Brasileira de Navegação or Brazilian Shipping Companies), through suspension
of the flag of origin and inscription in the REB.
Hoisting the Brazilian flag is an advantage when considering offshore
support, given the market reserve determined by the Brazilian government, as
we shall see later on.

19.4. What is a Brazilian Shipping Company (EBN) and
what are offshore support services?
Law nº 7,652/1988, in its article 16, defined as “ship-owner” the individual
or legal entity that, in its name and under its responsibility, equips12 the vessel
for use, putting it to sea or not, at its expense.
However, upon applying the concept of ship-owner to Brazilians, Law nº
9,432/1997, in its article 2, opted to differentiate the individual from the legal
entity. Thus, it defined the Brazilian ship-owner as an individual, resident and
domiciled in Brazil who, in their name or under their responsibility, equips the
vessel for its commercial exploitation; and as a Brazilian Shipping Company –
EBN the legal entity, organized according to Brazilian law, with its headquarters
in the Country, that has as its corporate objective, waterway transportation,
authorized to operate by the competent body.
12
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“Equip” means outfit, prepare, supply fittings, accessories, utensils and equipment necessary for a
certain activity.
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In redefining the concept of ship-owner existing in Brazilian legislation to
differentiate between an individual and legal entity, Lorta limited the objective
of Brazilian shipping companies to waterway transportation, appearing to
exclude the activities of offshore and port support from the scope of activities
of the Brazilian shipping company. This legal misconception only came to be
corrected by Antaq which, when publishing its Normative Resolutions13 on the
topic gave this definition:
“Brazilian Shipping Company – EBN: legal entity organized according
to Brazilian law, with its headquarters in the Country, that has as its
objective to perform waterway transportation or operate in offshore or
port support services, authorized by ANTAQ.”

We conclude then that an EBN is every Brazilian shipping company authorized
by Antaq to perform transportation or operate in any of the modes of shipping.
Similarly, Lorta differentiated the modalities of shipping between port
support, offshore support, inland, long distance and cabotage. Offshore support
services was defined as “services performed for logistics support to vessels and
facilities in national territorial waters and in the Economic Zone, which operate
in exploration and production activities of minerals and hydrocarbons”.
The definition of Lorta was maintained by Antaq in its rules, even though
the concept about what constitutes “logistics support” has been generating
heated discussions in the market, given the development of offshore activities
and the consequent specialization of the vessels, which notably operate in
activities that go beyond mere logistics support.
Not wanting to add to the controversy, let us go on to set out the requirements
so that one can operate in offshore support services.

19.5. What are the requirements for concession of
authorization to work with offshore support services?
Antaq published a recent normative resolution modifying the rules for
concession of authorization to operate offshore support vessels, that is, RN
5/2016. According to RN 5/2016, only the EBN that follow the technical,
13

See Antaq RN 1/2015, article 2, XXI, and Antaq RN 5, 2016, article 2, IV.
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economic and legal requirements established by the rules will be authorized to
operated offshore support vessels in Brazil.
Articles 5 and 6 of RN 5/2106 establish the following technical requirements, namely:
a. ownership of at least one offshore support vessel, in commercial
operating conditions, under the Brazilian flag, and that is not bareboat
chartered to third parties; or
b. evidence of the bareboat charter of an offshore support vessel in
commercial operating conditions, for a term equal to or longer than
a year, by means of a contract entered into between the owner, who
should be an individual, resident and domiciled in Brazil, or a Brazilian
legal entity; or
c. evidence of the construction or reform of an offshore support vessel,
under the Brazilian flag, owned by the applicant, in a Brazilian
shipyard, by means of a contract in force, the execution of which is
programmed in a physical and financial schedule, with its start given
by the first financial event. In the case of construction, the following
conditions should be met: i) construction initiated with a fulfillment
of 10% of the physical and financial schedule, linked to the investment
of the financial resources in the production of the vessel, such as the
cutting of the plates and the construction of blocks; (ii) at the end
of the second year with at least 40% of the production of the vessel
constructed, except by reason of force majeure, recognized by Antaq;
(iii) non-existence of a delay accumulated with a variation greater
than 20% (twenty percent) of the physical and financial schedule,
except by reason of force majeure recognized by Antaq.
The EBN may also require authorization to obtain funding with resources
from the Merchant Navy Fund14 for the construction of the offshore support
14
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vessel in a Brazilian shipyard, and for pre-registration of the vessel in the
Brazilian Special Register – REB.
Article 9 of RN 5/2016 describes the economic/financial requirements
necessary for the authorization to operate. In the case of the offshore support
services, the only economic/financial requirement is the proof of a good
economic/financial situation, by means of audited financial statements,
presenting a minimum net equity of R$ 2,500,000.00. This requirement can be
dispensed with if the company only operates vessels with a power rating of up
to 2,000 HP or it is qualified as a Micro-company or Small-Sized Company15.
Please note that it is forbidden to grant authorization for companies with a
negative net equity.
Finally, article 10 describes the legal/tax requirements, which can be
summed up as the provision of the offshore support services activity as a
corporate objective, as well as proof of good standing before the Federal, State
and Municipal Ministries of Finance, INSS (Brazilian acronym for Instituto
Nacional do Seguro Nacional or National Institute for National Security) and
FGTS (Brazilian acronym for Fundo de Garantia por Tempo de Serviço or
Employee Dismissal Fund), besides not having records of bankruptcy or judicial
and extrajudicial recovery.
Once the authorization is granted, the Brazilian shipping company should
begin its offshore support activities, such as described in the corporate objective,
within the time limit of 180 days, counted from the date of publication of
the Statement of Authorization by Antaq. Furthermore, when the operation
effectively begins, the company should formerly communicate to Antaq about
the beginning of its activities, as well as all the Brazilian vessels employed by
the company, in a time limit of up to 30 days.
In order to maintain the authorization, the EBN should keep at least one
offshore support vessel equipped and in commercial operation. Any stoppage
of the vessel for a period greater than 90 consecutive days should be informed,
with justifications to Antaq, which will determine either an extension or not
of the authorization.
15

The Merchant Navy Fund was created by Law nº 3,381, of 24 April, 1958. It was destined to provide
resources aimed to the renewal, expansion and recover of the Brazilian Merchant fleet – FMM, plus
the development of the naval construction industry. Nowadays, the FMM is run by the Director
Counsel of the Brazilian Merchant Fleet – CDFMM, a body that integrates the Transport Ministry
and it is regulated according to Law nº 10,893, of 13 July, 2004.
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RN 5/2016 establishes that the EBN should obey the technical, economic/
financial and legal/tax conditions required for the continuation of the offshore
support services operation, proof of which may be required by Antaq at any time.
Any alterations to the fleet in operation, whether by inclusion or sale,
alteration or loss of class, docking or accidents involving vessels must also be
communicated to Antaq in up to 30 days.
The EBN should also inform about the occurrence of relevant facts, such
as the stoppage of operations, alterations of name or address, substitution of
administrators, changes in the control of the company, relevant asset alterations,
among other items, in the period of up to 30 days.
The EBN should further observe, during its operation, the requirements
of regularity, continuity, efficiency, safety, meeting of the public interest and
preservation of the environment, permitting and facilitating inspection by
Antaq and providing the information that is required.
It should be remembered that RN 5/2016 determines that the offshore
support services to be practiced under a system of freedom of prices of the
services, tariffs and freight, in an environment of free competition. At any
indication of a violation against the economic order, Antaq will communicate
it to the Administrative Council of Economic Defense of the Ministry of Justice
or to the Secretariat of Economic Monitoring of the Ministry of Finance.

19.6. What are the requirements for the charter of vessels
for offshore support operations?
The charter of vessels by Brazilian shipping companies is governed by Lorta.
Pursuant to article 8 of Lorta, the EBN can charter Brazilian or foreign vessels
by voyage, time or bareboat.
Article 2 of LORTA defines the modes of charter. However, in relation to
offshore support, we will confine ourselves to just the definitions of bareboat or
time chartering:
“I - bareboat charter: contract by which the charterer has the possession,
use and control of the vessel, for a certain period, including the right to
appoint the captain and crew;
II - time charter: contract by which the charterer receives the vessel
equipped and manned, or part of it, to operate it for a certain time;”
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Articles 9 and 10 of Lorta establish the conditions to be observed by the
EBN for the charter of vessels. The situations listed in article 9 are those
in which the charter depends upon the authorization of Antaq, and the
circumstances listed by article 10 are those in which the charter does not
depend upon authorization. The procedures and criteria for both cases were
detailed by Antaq by means of RN 1/2015.
Thus, according to current legislation, that which does not require
authorization by Antaq, include:
i.

the bareboat or time charter of a vessel with an original Brazilian register;

ii. the bareboat charter of a foreign vessel, with suspension of the flag, for
the maximum accumulated period of 36 months, obeying the following
limits: (a) at least one vessel of a gross tonnage equivalent to that of its
fleet, if the EBN does not have a vessel under construction in Brazil;
(b) up to the limit of twice the gross tonnage of the vessels of a similar
type under construction in Brazil, plus half of the gross tonnage of the
Brazilian fleet owned by the EBN. For purposes of the limits set out,
the tonnage of the vessels of original Brazilian register owned by the
EBN chartered bareboat to another EBN may be considered as the
tonnage of the chartering EBN itself, depending on some conditions
determined by Antaq.
In all cases, copies of the contracts should be submitted to Antaq, and
the charters must be registered in the Offshore Shipping and Support Service
Charter Management System16, the EBN also being responsible for providing all
the information requested by Antaq within the established deadlines.
However, the charter of a vessel under a foreign flag as bareboat (without
suspension of the flag) or by time depend upon authorization. Antaq primarily,
will require the circulation of the charter application by means of Sama
(Brazilian acronym for Sistema de Afretamento na Navegação Marítima e
de Apoio), so that the inexistence or unavailability in the domestic market
of a vessel under the Brazilian flag of the appropriate type and size, in the
timeframes consulted, may be demonstrated.

16

According to section 4, paragraph 2°, of the Normative Resolution 1/2015 – Antaq.
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The owner of a vessel under the Brazilian flag of the same type and size that
may possibly be available in the domestic market within the consulted time
frame may block the charter of a foreign vessel. The impediment can be full or
partial. If there is a register or information of future availability of a national
vessel, the charter will be limited to the period of unavailability of a vessel
under the Brazilian flag.
Antaq also authorizes the charter of a foreign vessel when in substitution
of a vessel under construction in a Brazilian shipyard, with a contract in force,
while the construction lasts, up to the limit of the contracted gross tonnage. In
the time mode, the authorization will be for the minimum period of 6 months
and maximum accumulated period of 36 months, not having a minimum term
for the cases of bareboat charter.
Each charter of a foreign vessel will be authorized for the period of up
to 12 months, counted from the date of delivery of the vessel. Cancellation,
suspensions, interruptions or any amendments to the charter contract should
be communicated to Antaq.
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20. Shipbuilding and guarantees –
Merchant marinefund – Main legal aspects
relevant to the offshore industry
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho e Alberto Weyland Vieira.
The Merchant Marine Fund – FMM, created by Law nº 10,893, of July
13, 2004, is an accounting fund, intended to provide resources for the
development of the Merchant Marine and the Brazilian shipbuilding and
repair industry. The FMM is administered by the Ministry of Transport,
through the Administrative Board of the FMM.
The FMM is the most important operational financing tool for development
of the shipping industry in Brazil, having substantially increased its approved
annual disbursement in recent years, going from around R$ 1.3 billion in 2008
to more than R$ 6 billion in 2015.
The resources of the FMM are mainly used by Brazilian shipping companies
and Brazilian shipyards, controlled either by Brazilian or foreign individuals or
companies and the funding is made available through government financial
agents, including Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econômico e Social –
BNDES (National Economic and Social Development Bank), among others.
Conditions may vary, but generally the financial cost will be equivalent to
the Long Term Interest Rate – TJLP and/or the exchange rate variation index,
calculated based on the selling price of the American dollar, published by the
Brazilian Central Bank, according to criteria established in CMN Resolution nº
3,262, of February 3, 2005, and CMN Resolution nº 3,828, of December 17, 2009.
Besides the financial cost, the funding will also be subject to the charge of
an interest rate according to the objective of the enterprise, the beneficiary,
among other characteristics of the project. These criteria also determine the
level of participation of BNDES and the term of the funding.
Interested parties must initially undergo a Consultation of Priority with
the Administrative Board of the Merchant Marine Fund – CDFMM. If the
CDFMM grants priority to the project, it will forward official correspondence
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to the company and to BNDES communicating this decision. After this
communication, an application for financial support must be presented to
BNDES by way of a Previous Consultation, completed according to the
instructions found in the information guide and in compliance with the
requirements of the relevant sector.
The Previous Consultations, whereby the party apply for financing with
resources from the FMM, must only be presented to BNDES after having been
granted priority by the CDFMM. Consultations presented without priority will
be cancelled, but can be submitted again as soon as they have obtained the
referred priority by the CDFMM.
The resources of the FMM, coming mainly from the Additional Freight for
the Renewal of the Merchant Marine – AFRMM1 can be invested, through the
granting of a loan, in construction, jumborization2, conversion, modernization
or repair of a vessel.
As with any other loan, the debtor’s assets constitute the general guarantee
for the fulfillment of the contracted obligations. In parallel with this general
guarantee, it is also possible to stipulate special guarantees, such as real estate
and personal guarantees. Except for chattel mortgage, to be considered further
on, the real estate guarantees involve the separation of a certain property from
the assets of the debtor, which will be registered, and this property will be used
to settle the debt, as a mortgage over properties or vessels, including self-elevating
platforms, semi-submersible platforms, FPSOs and FSOs, known, generically as
mobile platforms3, and the pledge over movable assets. The personal guarantees
correspond to the payment of the debt by a third party outside of the contractual
relationship between the debtor and creditor, as the surety.
In the cases of loans from the FMM under examination, as prescribed in
article 27, of Law nº 1,893/2014, the funding may have as guarantees (i) chattel
mortgage, (ii) mortgage over the financed vessel or other vessels, (iii) bank
surety, (iv) assignment of credit rights and (v) those issued by the Guarantee

1

Law nº 10,893, of July 13, 2004, article 3º: “The AFRMM established by article 1 of Decree nº 2404,
of December 23, 1987, is intended to meet the financial burdens of the intervention by the Federal
Government in support of the development of the merchant navy and the Brazilian shipbuilding
industry and is a basic source of the FMM”.

2

System that permits the increase of the load-carrying capacity of a vessel.

3

Read about it in Chapter 16 of this Manual
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Fund for the Shipping Industry – FGIN, in addition to others accepted by the
financial agent, according to § 2 of article 274.
The assessment of the guarantees to be granted is extremely relevant, for the
greater the trustworthiness of the guarantee, the better will be the assessment
of the risk of the loan taker, which will mean a lower cost for the funding.
The objective of this chapter is to analyze each one of the guarantees
mentioned above, with focus on financing for the construction or purchase and
sale of Mobile Platforms.

20.1. Chattel Mortgage
Chattel mortgage of real estate (e.g. mobile platform) is the legal instrument
by which the debtor, with the scope of a guarantee, contracts the transfer to the
creditor, of the conditional ownership of the real estate.
In general, with the constitution of the fiduciary property in favor of the
creditor (fiduciary), the transfer of possession takes place, as the mortgagor
(debtor) becomes the direct possessor of the asset, whereas the creditor will
have indirect possession over the asset.
Once the obligation is settled (the loan is paid), the fiduciary ownership
is terminated, and the full ownership automatically returns to the original
owner (the debtor).
As the Mobile Platform, which will be constructed in Brazil by Brazilian
companies with the support of the FMM, are considered vessels by Brazilian
legislation5, they are fictitiously compared to real property for certain legal
effects and, as a result, they can be the object of chattel mortgage regulated
in Law nº 9,514, of November 20, 1997, which was reflected article 1,368-A of
the Brazilian Civil Code when it establishes that “the other types of fiduciary
property are subject to the specific discipline of the respective special laws,
the provisions of this Code only being applicable in the areas which are not
incompatible with the special legislation”.
For this purpose, the fiduciary property of real estate (Mobile Platform)
is constituted through its registration in the name of the creditor (fiduciary)
4

“The financial agent, at its discretion, may accept other modes of guarantee, besides those given in
the head provision of this article.”

5

Read about the legal grounds in Chapter 16, already mention
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in the Maritime Court, by virtue of article 12 and its paragraphs of Law nº
7,652, of February 3, 1988.
Please note that, in some cases, due to issues that could affect the benefits of
the Brazilian flag granted to the ship owner, the registration structure adopted
differs somewhat from the registers of chattel mortgage of property, for the
Maritime Court has permitted the register of chattel mortgage, considering such
a transaction as if it were an encumbrance over the vessel, instead of registering
the immediate transfer of the ownership of the asset on behalf of the creditor.
Thus, in these cases, the Maritime Court does not proceed immediately
with the transfer of the property to the creditor, and for this reason, the owner
of the Mobile Platform retains total responsibility over the vessel. Once the
encumbrance on the register of maritime ownership is recorded, the transfer of
property and the consequent transfer of possession will only be effected with
the consent of the creditor, as well as any modification of the amount involved
therein, bearing in mind that in the case of default, in the light of what was
agreed under the contract, the asset will become the property of the creditor.
This special registration procedure by the Maritime Court means that the
transfer occurs fictitiously and in fiducia6, and, only in the case of default by the
debtor on the payment of the debt, will the creditor automatically be authorized
to exercise the right of ownership as if the vessel had been registered in its name
and proceed with the formal registration and later sale, but without the need for
any legal proceedings for such.
We emphasize that, in each specific case, the limitations of transfer of the
ownership of a vessel under the Brazilian flag to a foreign creditor must be assessed .
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the chattel mortgage is the most efficient of
the guarantees from the financing point of view because, while in the mortgage
the creditor has a guarantee over the Mobile Platform, in the chattel mortgage
the creditor has the indirect possession, even though conditional, observing the
specific issues mentioned above.
The chattel mortgage contract over the Mobile Platform should be done
through a public instrument, containing, at the minimum: i) the value of the
principal of the debt; ii) the term and the conditions of repayment of the loan
6
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or of the credit of the creditor; iii) the interest rate and the fees due; iv) the
clause constituting the fiduciary property, with the description of the Mobile
Platform, object of the chattel mortgage and the indication of the deed and mode
of acquisition; v) the clause assuring the mortgagor, while compliant, the free use,
at its own expense and risk, of the platform, object of the chattel mortgage; vi)
the indication, for the effect of sale at a public auction, of the value of the Mobile
Platform and of the criteria for the respective review; and vii) a clause regulating
the event of the debtors’ default, the consequent consolidation of the ownership
in the name of the creditor and the auction for sale of the Mobile Platform.
The automatic transfer of ownership of the property in favor of the creditor
in case of default of the debtor is much more efficient than the execution of
the mortgage, because it is processed outside of the courts. There is a summary
procedure, via the Maritime Court, with the support of the Register of Deeds
and Documents, when necessary, with very tight deadlines, to confirm the
creditor’s full ownership of the Mobile Platform.
Once the debtor defaults, via notification, after 30 days without the due
payment, the ownership will be registered in the name of the creditor, which
will promote a public auction to sell the Mobile Platform.
In case the defaulting debtor tries to prevent the transfer of ownership, the
correct measure to be taken by the creditor to recover direct possession over
the asset is the lawsuit name “repossession”, with the request of a provisional
remedy initio litis.

20.2. Mortgage
Under Brazilian Law, the mortgage is a guarantee by which the creditor is
offered a property (financed vessel or other vessels, such as a Mobile Platform),
without the transfer of ownership, in order to assure, preferentially, the
fulfillment of a certain financial obligation. The loss of the possession of the
asset given in guarantee will only occur if the debtor fails to fulfill the principal
obligation, for the default authorizes its legal sale. As with every property right,
the mortgage assures to the creditor the right to follow the asset (to go and get
the asset in the hands of the one who holds it) and grants preference among
other creditors at the time of enforcement of the guarantee.
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The mortgage is provided in the Brazilian Civil Code in article 1,473. It
should be drafted by public deed, due to article 108 of the Brazilian Civil Code,
and it will contain its main characteristics, such as gross tonnage, deadweight
tonnage and other data that duly identify it and, if already built, a declaration
of it being insured. The deed must also contain the amount agreed between the
creditor and debtor, which, duly corrected for inflation, will be the basis for a
future legal sale, in the case of default of the debtor.
As for its register, the Maritime Court is responsible for such registration,
in light of article13, item II, letter b, of Law nº 2,180/1954, which regulates the
Maritime Court, and of article 12 and its §s of Law nº 7,652/1988, which regulates
the register of maritime properties and other encumbrances on the vessels.
The interested parties should submit the application for the registration of the
mortgage to the Ports Authority or subordinate agency, in whose jurisdiction they
are, including the port of inscription of the Mobile Platform, which, in turn will
forward the application and attached documents to the Maritime Court, where the
register of the mortgage will take place. Once the register is made, the Maritime
Court will communicate the register to the Ports Authority for the due records.
The mortgage or other encumbrance may be constituted in favor of the
constructor or financier of the Mobile Platform, even in the construction
phase, whatever the gross tonnage of the vessel may be, and in this case the
instrument should contain the name of the constructor, the number of the hull,
specification of the material and its characteristic data and, when applicable,
the name of the financier.
The mortgage of the Mobile Platform will be considered extinct and the
respective register cancelled: i) upon the extinction of the main obligation; ii)
through the waiver of the creditor; iii) through the loss of the vessel; and iv)
through extinctive statute of limitation.
The contracts guaranteed by mortgage are extra-judicial executive deeds,
provided that they have been registered in the competent registry office.
In the enforcement phase the seizure will fall, preferentially, over the asset
given in guarantee.

20.3. Bank Surety
Bank suretyship is an instrument entered into between the surety and the
creditor of a principal obligation. By means of a Bank Suretys agreement, a
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financial institution (generally a bank) guarantees to the creditor that it will
meet an obligation assumed by the obligor, should this not fulfill it. It is an
ancillary contract to a principal obligation. It is a type of personal guarantee.
By acceding to the other obligation, the validity of the suretys strictly depends
on the main contract.
We emphasize that the quality of the surety will intrinsically depend upon
the credibility of the granting institution, whether national or international, and
generally surety granted by renowned, top-class financial institutions are accepted.
As a general rule, the suretyship has a subsidiary aspect, and it is worth
mentioning that the fulfillment of the surety will only become due if the debtor
does not make the payment to its creditor, as agreed in a principal obligation.
However, this subsidiary role may be removed in the surety agreement as long as
it establishes joint liability between debtor and surety, in which case right from
the start, the creditor will be entitled to make a claim against the surety, even
before charging the debtor.
The suretyship can be for an amount less than that of the principal obligation
and will only be valid up to the limit of the guaranteed obligation. If it is not
limited, the surety will cover all the accessories of the main debt, including the
legal fees, as from the service of process of the surety.
The guarantor may require that foreclosure of the assets of the debtor be
performed first, if the aforementioned joint liability has not been established, of
if it has not assumed the obligation to be the primary payer.
The financial institutions, when acting as guarantors, usually take the
following precautions: i) they do not accept responsibility as the primary payers;
ii) they do not accept the position of joint debtors; and iii) they do not give
specific waiver of the right to first foreclosure of the assets of the debtor (benefit
of order). We would also point out that generally the provider of a letter of
surety will also require some guarantee (asset or credits) from the one taking
out the surety (counter-guarantee).
Surety given jointly by more than one bank to guarantee a single debt
implies a commitment of joint liability between them, if they have not
specifically reserved the benefit of the division. If the benefit is stipulated,
each guarantor will respond exclusively for the part which is proportionally
assigned to it for payment.
The surety agreement can be for a fixed or undetermined period, in which
case the guarantor can release itself from the obligation in a friendly or judicial
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way. If the term of the surety is linked to the principal contract, the expiration
date of the latter produces the anticipated expiration of the former.
The surety is extinguished: i) by the expiry of the period, when it is for a
fixed time limit; ii) if the creditor grants moratorium to the debtor, without its
consent; iii) if, for reasons attributable to the creditor, it is impossible for the
guarantor to subrogate itself in the debt; and iv) if the creditor, in payment of
the debt, accepts another form of settlement on the part of the debtor.

20.4. Assignment of Credit Rights
The assignment of credit is the transfer, made by the creditor, of its rights
over a credit to a third party. Except for a provision to the contrary, in the
assignment of credit, all of its accessories are also included. To have full effect
in relation to the debtor, it should be notified about it.
“As a rule, all credit rights are assignable, the assignment implying their
transfer to the assignee, which, in this way, assumes the position of the creditor,
substituted in all of its rights, including those of legal action against the debtor”7.
The assignment is disciplined in articles 286 to 298 of the Brazilian Civil
Code and it can be done by the creditor, if the nature of the obligation, the
law, or the agreement with the debtor is not against this. According to general
guidance of the Brazilian Civil Code, the prohibitive clause of the assignment
cannot be invoked against the assignee who acted in good faith, if it does not
appear in the instrument of the obligation.
It is relevant to point out that the assignment will be considered ineffective
in relation to third parties, if in the instrument of the assignment, whether by
public or private instrument, it does not specifically mention the place where it
is being signed, the qualification of the assignor and assignee, the date and the
purpose of the assignment.
The assignor always responds before the assignee for the existence of the credit
at the time in which it was granted, it being assured that, except for a stipulation
to the contrary, the assignor does not respond for the solvency of the debtor.

7
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20.5. Guarantees issued by the Guarantee Fund for the
Shipping Industry – FGIN
The original structure of the FGIN, which initially appeared in Law nº
10,893/2004, was totally vetoed by the President of the Republic, for it would be
contrary to the public interest, according to the veto message of articles 40 to
49 of the referred to law.
However, in 2008, through Law nº 11,786, the Federal Union was authorized
to participate in the Guarantee Fund for Shipbuilding – FGCN.
The purpose of the FGCN is to guarantee the credit risk of the financing
operations for the construction or production of vessels and the performance
risk of the Brazilian shipyard.
It is a Fund of a private nature, with assets divided into shares, segregated from
the assets of the shareholders, without any type of counter-guarantee from the
Public Sector, although it is administered by Caixa Econômica Federal, whose
main purpose is to meet the obligations defaulted by those who have contracted
guarantees and have not paid the counter-payments due on the loans taken out
to cover costs related to the shipbuilding activities by Brazilian shipyards.
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21. Procurement Activity at Petrobras –
Applicable legislation and controversial aspects
José Carlos Ribeiro Filho and Patrícia Palhares Arruda
Created in 19531, during the second government of Getúlio Vargas, Petróleo
Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras came to be a symbol of the pursuit for the sovereignty
and development of the Country, with the objective — then yet distant — of
ensuring self-sufficiency in oil.
For more than four decades, Petrobras held the monopoly over the activities
inherent to the oil, natural gas and by-products sector, except with regard to
the distribution and resale of fuels, a sector in which private companies already
used to participate.
With the advent of Constitutional Amendment nº 9/1995 and the
subsequent enactment of Law nº 9,478/1997, which determined that Petrobras
was no longer to exercise the state monopoly in the activities related to the oil
and gas industry in Brazil, it became necessary to adopt special rules to allow
Petrobras to procure goods and services more rapidly and efficiently.
Indeed, as a mixed capital company, Petrobras practices its business activities
under the regime of private law, in free competition with other companies,
under the terms established in article 173 of the Brazilian Federal Constitution
and article 61 of the aforementioned Law nº 9,478.
In order to achieve this objective — or, in other words, to make competition
feasible, with a level playing field between Petrobras and the other private
companies of the sector — a consistent interpretation of the legal framework
was required2 so to enable the conclusion that a simplified system of procurement
could be adopted, without loss to the obligatory observance of the general
principles applicable to the Government in its procurement processes.

1

Law nº 2,004, dated October 3, 1953, later repealed by Law nº 9,478, of August 6, 1997.

2

Articles 22, XXVII, 37, XXI, and 173, § 1, III.
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It was in this scenario that, despite several questions, Petrobras became
subject, also in 1998 to the standards of Decree nº 2,745/1998, as determined
in article 67 of Law nº 9,4783, under which the agreements entered into by the
company should be preceded by a simplified bidding procedure, as opposed to
the General Procurement Law (Law nº 8,666/1993)4.
The procurements carried out by Petrobras, then began to observe the rules
of the referred to Decree, complemented by the so-called Petrobras Procurement
Manual, the creation of which was provided for under said decree.

21.1. Law nº 13,303, of July 1, 2016: legal framework vs.
continued applicability of the Decree
On June 30, 2016, President-in-Office Michel Temer passed Law nº 13,303,
published in the Federal Government Official Gazette on the following day,
effective immediately.
The referred to law (nicknamed the State-Owned Enterprise Law) almost
twenty years later fills the gap left by paragraph 1 of article 173 of the Federal
Constitution, providing for the legal status of public companies, mixed-capital
companies and their subsidiaries. It also provides for, according to said article
173, the bidding processes and procurements carried out by such entities.
The discussions regarding the new State-Owned Enterprise Law will be
many. However, it is certain that, since its entering into force, the countless
issues involving the Decree should come to an end. Similarly, a long dispute

3

Much has been discussed about the absence of the rule provided in § 1 of article 173 of the
Federal Constitution (i.e., the Law intended to establish the legal statute of the public company,
of the mixed capital corporation and of their subsidiaries) as an obstacle to the recognition of the
constitutionality and efficacy of Decree nº 2,745. The dominant position, however, indicated, in
our opinion adequately, the sufficiency of article 67 of Law nº 9,478, which made the new dynamics
provided constitutionally effective. Of course, this question has now been superseded by the
enactment of Law nº 13,303, of July 1, 2016.

4

This conclusion is entirely in line with the interpretation of article 22 of the Brazilian Federal
Constitution, which, as altered by Constitutional Amendment nº 19/1998, specifically differentiates
the general rules of bidding and contracting applicable to the direct public administration, autarchies
and foundations of those applicable to mixed capital corporations and to public companies, evidencing
that the former will follow the terms of article 37 of the Constitution, while the latter will observe the
provision in article 173, § 1.
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comes to an end between Petrobras and the Accounting Court of the Union –
TCU, which always considered the aforementioned decree unconstitutional5.
Accordingly, article 96 of the State-Owned Enterprise Law specifically
repeals articles 67 and 68 of Law nº 9,478. As a result, both the Decree as well
as the Petrobras Procurement Manual (as published based on the Decree) lose
— now, for certain — their legitimacy.
Despite the controversies that will surely arise over the new legislation,
including in relation to aspects of intertemporality, it is indisputable that the
legislator was concerned with the way of implementation of the new reality.
Thus, the legislator sought means to permit the gradual adaptation of those
who must obey the rule, in spite of not using the traditional mechanism of
vacatio legis, probably so that the rules which are designed to assure morality
may be effective immediately.
It is with this line of reasoning that the head provision of article 91 of the
State-Owned Enterprise Law granted to public enterprises and mixed-capital
companies the period of 24 months to make the necessary adaptations to fall in
line with the provisions of the referred law. Further, in its paragraph 3, the same
article states "that the bidding procedures and contracts started or entered into
up to the end of the period provided for in the head provision shall continue to
be governed by the previous legislation".
The literalness of that provision may raise doubts about the possibility of
implementation of new frameworks before the end of the two years provided

5

As it is known, the Accounting Court of the Union adopts the understanding that Petrobras must
be subject to the dictates of Law nº 8,666/1993, defending the unconstitutionality of Decree nº
2,745 under the arguments that, in brief, a) Law nº 9,478 could not replace the legislation provided
by article 173, § 1 of the Federal Constitution; b) article 67 of the referred to law would have
delegated to the decree material subject to legal reserve; and c) the Decree would have innovated
in a way contrary to the General Procurement Law. However, the position of the jurisprudence
(adopted even by the Federal Supreme Court – STF) to date recognizes the constitutionality —
and therefore, the effectiveness — of Decree nº 2,745, pursuant to the decisions rendered in several
disputes filed on the subject. In this respect, let us all observe the vote of Justice Gilmar Mendes,
in MS 25,888, DJU 03.29.2006, according to which “free competition presumes the equality of
conditions between competitors. Thus, the declaration of unconstitutionality by the Accounting
Court of the Union, of article 67, of Law nº 9,478/97 and of Decree nº 2,745/98, consequently,
obligating Petrobras to fulfill the requirements of Law nº 8,666/93, seems to be in confrontation
with constitutional rules, particularly those that translate the principle of legality, those that
delimit the competencies of the TCU (art. 71), as well as those that make the system of exploration
of the economic activity of oil (art.177)”.
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therein, but it is crystal-clear to allow state companies — and therefore Petrobras
— to maintain the current practice up to the end of that period.
Curiously, therefore, although changing it, after so many years, the
Law legitimizes the Decree, which will apply during the legally prescribed
adaptation period.
Keeping in mind that the changes arising from Law nº 13,303 are significant6,
it is understood that the considerations made herein maintain their relevance
and usefulness to the reader, who will find in them support to assist during the
period in which the simplified bidding procedure governed by Decree nº 2,745
will still be applicable.

21.2. Simplified bidding procedure provided by
Decree nº 2,745
21.2.1. General aspects
As anticipated, the Simplified Bidding Procedure of Petrobras was edited
by Decree nº 2,745 and supplemented by the rules contained in the Petrobras
Procurement Manual, whose provisions possess the same degree of hierarchy as
the Decree, because of a specific rule contained therein7.
Then in item 1.2 of its regulations, Decree nº 2,745 makes it clear that, despite
all the criticisms, it never intended to differentiate the procurement process
engaged in by Petrobras from the essential principles of the Public Administration.
In this sense, it determines that the tender to be held by Petrobras shall
observe the principles of legality, impersonality, morality, publicity, equality,
as well as the binding nature of the bid announcement, economic, objective
judgement and others that are correlated to it. As a corollary of such principles,
in the tenders conducted by Petrobras, there cannot exist, for example, any
condition capable of thwarting their competitive nature, further requiring
ample publicity of the acts inherent to them.

6

At a first moment, one can already see that the new law functions similarly to the General Procurement
Law, receiving some criticism about the lack of innovation allowing state-owned enterprises to
properly compete in the private sector.

7

Item 10.1 of Decree nº 2,745/1998.
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21.2.2. Modes of bidding and mechanisms of access
According to the provision in Decree nº 2,745, tenders can be performed
in the competitive bidding (concorrência)8, price quotation (tomada de
preços)9, invitation10, contest11 or auction modes12. With regard to the
assessment of the proposals, the criteria of best price, technique and price or
best technique may be applied.
The Decree lists the criteria that should guide the choice of Petrobras for
the most suitable mode of tender. In these terms, item 3.3 of the referred legal
statute determines that, in this choice, the following aspects should be taken into
consideration: i) the need of achievement of the respective industrial, commercial
or business segment; ii) the broad participation of those who have the required
expertise; iii) the fulfillment of deadlines and other particularities of the hiring
process; iv) the elements of security and safety; v) the optimization of efficiency
and quality; and (vi) the particular needs of the sector, among others.
Despite the content of the aforementioned item 3.3 of the Decree, however, there
is no objective criterion for the definition of the applicable mode of tender, which, as
Gustavo Binenbojm observes, leads Petrobras normally to use the invitation mode,
due to the peculiarities of the specific market in which it operates13.
As a way of organizing its tenders, Decree nº 2,745 determines that Petrobras
shall maintain a register of companies interested in the procurement of works,
services or supplies.
8

According to item 3.1.1 of Decree nº 2,745/1998, competitive bidding is the mode of tender in which the
participation of any interested party who fulfills the conditions set out in the bid announcement is accept

9

According to item 3.1.2 of Decree nº 2,745/1998, price quotation is the mode of tender between
individuals or legal entities previously registered and classified with Petrobras, in the area pertinent
to the objective of the tender.

10

According to item 3.1.3 of Decree nº 2,745/1998, the invitation is the mode of tender between a
minimum of three individuals or legal entities, of the area pertinent to the objective, enrolled or not
in the register of bidders of Petrobras.

11

According to item 3.1.4 of Decree nº 2,745/1998, the contest is the mode of tender between any interested
parties, for the selection of a technical or artistic work, through the institution of awards to the winners.

12

According to item 3.1.5 of Decree nº 2,745/1998, the auction is the mode of tender between any
interested party, for the sale of items from the fixed assets of Petrobras, to whomever offers the highest
bid, equal or greater than that of the assessment.

13

According to an article published by Gustavo Binenbojm in the Magazine of the Attorney General’s
Office of the State of Rio de Janeiro, vol. 62, p. 113-133.
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As Petrobras itself explains, the corporate register of suppliers is created to:
“facilitate the access of the supply market in the purchase of materials and
procurement of services, as well as to give confidence to Petrobras with
regard to the quality and competence of its suppliers, so that they meet the
business needs and the specific requirements of the petroleum industry.”14

This register is available electronically, accepting the enrollment of companies
in general (national or foreign)15.
Also with the aim of facilitating access to procurements, item 1.10 of the Decree
permits Petrobras to use secure means of distance data transmission to close
contracts. To the same end, Petrobras created the portal called Petronect, which
permits the registration of suppliers and integrates the systems of various companies
of the group, enabling the electronic procurement of goods and services16.
It is also relevant to mention that, such as occurs in the General Public
Procurement Law, Decree nº 2,745 outlines, in its items 2.1 and 2.3, situations
of waiver and uneforceability, respectively, which are broader than those
determined by Law nº 8,666.
The logic that permeates such situations is similar to that existing in the
general rules, being translated, in the first case, into a margin of discretion, to
be exercised by Petrobras, in the pursuit for a more effective result and always
within the limits specifically set out by the regulation, and, in the second, in
14

Available at: <ttp://fatosedados.blogspetrobras.com.br/2009/06/11/procedimento-licitatorio-simplificado/>.
Last visited: Jun 7, 2016.

15

Item 4.7 of Decree nº 2,745/1998 outlines the circumstances in which the enrollment, together
with the register could be suspended by Petrobras, among which are, the breach of legal rules and/
or contracts executed with Petrobras; inadequate performance in other procurements; absence of
justification of refusal for participation in other tenders; failure to present documents for renewal of
registration; and bankruptcy.

16

The use of the Petronect system has already been subject to questioning related to potential difficulties
in observing the principle of publicity and the possible illegalities resulting from the combination, in
practice, of particularities of the invitation and auction tender modes. The opinion published by
Gustavo Binenbojm in the Law Magazine of the General Attorney’s Office of the State of Rio de
Janeiro (vol. 62) faces such questions and concurs with the legality of the procedures, in view of the
ample access to the register of suppliers maintained by Petrobras and the peculiarities of Decree nº
2,745, which does not prohibit (to the contrary of that which occurs in the General Procurement Law)
the combination of procurement modes. It is worth noting that the new State-Owned Enterprise
Law provides in its article 32 for the holding of bidding processes in the auction mode, electronically,
through procurement portals accessible on the Internet.
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the absolute impossibility of competition, leading to the unenforceability of
the bidding process.
With the objective of ensuring better control, the Decree establishes, in
its item 2.5, a mechanism designed to monitor such acts of waiver and/or
unenforceability: the one responsible, should, therefore, submit a justification
for the direct procurement to his superior, accompanied with corroboratory
documentation. He should also prove the motives that led to the selection of
the supplier and the fair price17.

21.3. Particularities and controversial issues in
procurements with Petrobras under Decree nº 2,745
Questions arise over the day-to-day procurements carried out by Petrobras.
In view of their huge variety, this work does not intend to cover them all, but
only briefly mention, by way of example, aspects of practical utility for the
operator of Law who faces them.

21.3.1. Possibility of cancellation of the tender or of refusal to
award the contract
As a form of protection of the interests of Petrobras, item 1.7 of Decree nº
2,745 allows it to cancel the tender, for convenience sake, and before the signing
of the corresponding contract, or, further, to refuse to award the contract in cases
in which the winning bidder has revealed, in previous procurements, technical,
administrative or financial incapacity. In such cases, according to the provision in
the Decree, the bidder will not be entitled to compensation of any kind.
The provision has always been a matter of debate, especially for those who
did not recognize the legitimacy of the Decree and sought, for this reason,
in the General Procurement Law, the distinction between annulment and
revocation for convenience sake.
17

During the investigations of the so-called Car Wash Operation (Operação Lava Jato), initiated in
2014, innumerable direct procurements made by Petrobras were identified, supposedly, under the
cloak of a waiver. It is to be noted, however, that, even though the illegality of such procurement
may be proven, these facts will not mean the inappropriateness of the rule, but rather, its mistaken
implementation, which is distant from the real reasons that authorize and legitimate such institutes.
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In this sense, there are those who allege that the act of cancellation cannot
take place, without the bidders having the right to defense, and, ultimately,
receiving compensation for any damage suffered18.
The issue is complicated, to the extent that, as said, Petrobras is subject
to the specific discipline of the Decree, which specifically permits the
cancellation. Therefore, the one choosing to participate in the procedure is
faced with known and accepted rules, aware that it can be cancelled, at the
exclusive discretion of Petrobras.
Despite that, the Federal Regional Court of the First Region has already
accepted arguments based on Law nº 8,666 and expressed itself in favor of a
bidder that challenged the cancellation, by convenience, of a bidding procedure
initiated by Petrobras, under the argument that this cancellation took place
without the necessary opportunity of a prior defense from the interested party19.

21.3.2. Possibility of contractual review in the context of the
contracts signed with Petrobras
Another issue which deserves consideration and which assumes, from time
to time, special relevance relates to the concepts of the review in the context of
the contracts signed with Petrobras.
Indeed, as it is known, Brazilian legislation provides for the possibility of a
contractual revision in certain situations, which are not to be confused with
contractual mechanisms of readjustment that may be foreseen in the contract.
In this sense, the contractual revision aims at restoring the original
economic-financial equation when this changes due to supervening and
extraordinary events, which could not be anticipated at the time of entering
into the agreement20.
These are situations generating unbalance that affects the original business
logic, making it necessary to resort to the institution of the contractual review,

18

Probably, new light will be shed on these discussions based on the provisions of articles 57 and 62 of
the new State-Owned Enterprise Law.

19

AI nº 0007206-46.2013.4.01.0000/BA, judged by the Federal Regional Court of the First Region.

20

Today it is undisputed that the unpredictable consequences of predictable facts also authorize the
contractual review.
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as a form of fulfillment of the principle of the preservation of the contracts and
in line with the provision in the Petrobras Procurement Manual itself.
As mentioned, although it owes obedience to the terms of Decree nº
2,745, Petrobras subjects itself, in its procurement contracts, to the system
of private law, as established in article 173 of the Federal Constitution and
article 61 of Law nº 9,478.
The institute of the review finds support in the Brazilian Civil Code,
especially in its article 478, which sets out the following conditions for its
implementation: i) the contract must have continuous execution or be deferred
in time; ii) the economic conditions at the time of the performance of the
contract must be significantly different from the economic conditions at the
time at which the contract was entered into; iii) there must be an excessive
burden for one of the parties and a great advantage for the other21; and iv) the
change must have been caused by an extraordinary and unpredictable event.
In line with the aforementioned legal provision, items 5.2.1 and 5.2.14 of the
Petrobras Procurement Manual determine that:
“5.2.1 – The Contract, during its period of validity, may be the object
of alterations due to unexpected facts or opportunities that impose the
revision of the initial stipulations.
5.2.14 - Amendments are accepted for realignment of prices, for more
or for less, due to imbalance of the economic-financial equation of the
contractual price formation22”.

It is evident, therefore, that, in spite of occasional questioning, the provisions
of the Petrobras Procurement Manual admit the contractual review23 and are
entirely aligned with the rules of maintenance of the negotiating bases24.
21

The requirement of a great advantage for one of the parties is waived by part of the doctrine.

22

In Petrobras Contracts, this equation is determined when the one that participates in the tender
offers, and later negotiates, its proposal, and, very often, is retracted in the so-called Price Formation
Statement – DFP.

23

Although still very recent, it is believed that the new State-Owned Enterprise Law may raise
discussions on the very same theme, to the extent that it deals with the possibility of a contractual
amendment to maintain the initial economic and financial balance in a provision which specifically
refers only to contracts intended for the performance of engineering works and services.

24

Naturally, this does not mean that there is an unlimited and unrestricted guarantee of profit of the
contractor, since in every negotiation there exists an intrinsic risk that cannot be removed.
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21.3.3. Possibility of a more advantageous business proposal
An issue that likewise provokes controversy relates to the right guaranteed
to Petrobras of seeking the best price conditions, even after the result of the
assessment may have been determined.
On the theme, item 6.23 of Decree nº 2,745 determines that:
“Whatever may be the type or mode of bidding, the Commission,
once the result of the assessment is determined, may negotiate
with the winning company, or, successively, with the other bidders,
according to classification order, better and more advantageous
conditions for Petrobras. The negotiation will be done, always, in
writing, and its new conditions will become part of the proposal and
of the subsequent contract”.

The provision is once again an expression of the protection of the interests
of Petrobras in its procurement procedure and it is, in its essence, defensible
in the context of a simplified procedure, aimed at procurement that should be
governed by private law25.
In practice, however, it is not unusual to have discussions involving the
implementation of the directive contained in item 6.23 of the Decree, to the
extent in which such dynamics transversely allows practices not aligned with
the principle of publicity, given that the negotiations (and, therefore, the prices)
occur separately and without visibility of all the interested bidders.

21.4. Conclusions
The evolution of the pertinent legal framework, especially with the relaxing
of the state monopoly over the practice of the oil, gas and by-products exploration
and production activities gives rise to the need for the creation of the bases for
fair competition between Petrobras and the other companies of the sector.

25
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It is worth noting that the new State-Owned Enterprise Law is also concerned with the protection of
the interests of state-owned enterprises, providing negotiation mechanisms with more advantageous
terms, and even specifically allowing the withdrawal of the bidding process in which an amount equal
to or lower than the estimated budget for the procurement is not obtain
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Decree nº 2,745 was enacted to implement a simplified bidding procedure,
capable of providing conditions of equality, by distancing itself from the
stringent rules inherent to Law nº 8,666.
Although a final decision on the subject has never been rendered, several
judgments recognized the constitutionality — and thus the validity and
effectiveness — of the referred Decree, applicable to the procurements carried
out by Petrobras, which, by its hybrid nature, must also observe the rules of
private law and the rules of its procurement manual, without losing sight of the
basic principles of Public Administration.
The compatibility of the aforementioned rules has often led — and will still
lead, for the two years that lie ahead — to challenges in connection with such
procurements, which, however, should not be used to discredit the regulatory
system, but encourage its best interpretation in a harmonic manner, in the
quest for fulfillment of constitutional provisions.
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22. Limitations on the duty to indemnify in
the context of oil and gas industry contracts
Daniela Ribeiro Davila and Patrícia Palhares Arruda
Discussions involving the concept of civil liability increase in the
contemporary society and are marked by the dilemmas that permeate
contractual relationships and the wishes of those who want to see themselves
protected from the damages that may be caused to them and of those who
seek to mitigate the risks of their activities in order to make extremely
complex projects feasible.
Contractual interpretation in light of the constitutionalization of Civil
Law multiplies the hypotheses of liability of the parties, a situation that
generates uncertainty and, therefore, a logical desire for protection by means of
delimitating possible scenarios by the contracting parties.
It is not — and could not be — different from that what happens in the
petroleum industry, which is, as well known, subject to a wide range of risks,
combined with constant complexity and high costs inherent to the development,
implementation and improvement of processes and technologies.
In this context, there are many mechanisms designed to ensure that the
contracting parties maintain the equation that nurtured the interest in contracting
and set a limit to its variables, such as prices, insurance, collateral, etc.
Indeed, insurance policies are taken out, penalty clauses and other
provisions are agreed so to allow the parties to anticipate, since de execution
of the contract, the impacts that may arise from it. Among such mechanisms,
outstandingly, and of special relevance to the operations of the oil industry, are
the clauses excluding and limiting the duty to indemnify1.

1

The terms used to describe the clauses under analysis vary among scholars, being the terms adopted
herein considered as appropriate for the purpose of portraying the referred institutes, as adopted by
Fábio Henrique Peres, among others, in his book published on the matter (PERES, Fabio Henrique.
Cláusulas Contratuais Excludentes e Limitativas do Dever de Indenizar. São Paulo: Quartier Latin, 2009).
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22.1. Role and relevance of the clauses excluding and
limiting the duty to indemnify2
The parties’ quest for greater assurance and predictability when negotiating
the clauses excluding and/or limiting the duty to indemnify is logical and
legitimate. In fact, amid the proliferation of court cases - or those submitted to
arbitration, as normally occurs in contracts related to the oil and gas industry,
the contractors seek to preserve the economic rationale of the business,
protecting themselves against losses that, eventually, would lead the agreement
not to be recommended.
In other words, by means of the clauses under examination, the parties seek
to change the rules that, in the silence of the contract, would apply to the
assigning of the risks inherent to the business, re-assigning them in order to
adapt same to the peculiarities of the specific case.
As well known, the Brazilian Civil Code attributes, as a rule, the duty to
indemnify to the one who causes the damage.
In this sense, article 927 establishes, in general terms, that "the one who, by
tort, causes harm to others is obligated to repair it".
In the context of contractual relationships, article 389 reinforces the general
rule that guides the system of liability, when determining that "if the obligation
is not fulfilled, the debtor shall respond for damages (...)".
Seeking the greater protection of the injured party, the sole paragraph of said
article 927 potentializes the liability of the one who develops risky activities,
eliminating, in this context, the existence of guilt.
Although the attitude of the legislator is perfectly understandable in the
context of a Civil Law which is committed to protecting human dignity3 and
so many other values that arise from a civil-constitutional perspective, it is
undeniable that such precepts substantially impact the outlines of the business
that we refer to herein, creating the need for cautious treatment of the risks of

2

Notwithstanding the discussions in this regard, this article aims to analyze the clauses excluding and
limiting the duty to indemnify as sorts of the same kind, subject, therefore, to similar assumptions and
requirements, although diverse in their practical effects.

3

Among many other renowned jurists, we refer to the eminent Dr. Teresa Negreiros and her work
Teoria do Contrato (NEGREIROS, Teresa. Teoria do Contrato: Novos paradigmas. 2th Rio de Janeiro:
Renovar, 2006).
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such business, under the penalty of risking the viability of the company itself,
and therefore of great part of the economic activities, especially those that, in
their essence, inherently deal with significant risks, which, although controlled
and mitigated, cannot be completely removed.
In this context, the clauses excluding and limiting the duty to indemnify
gain significance, as Vinicius Pereira summarizes well, referring to them as "an
effective way to spread the contractual risk differently from that established by the
legislator"4. The words of Vinicius Pereira likewise describe very well the concerns
that permeate much of the discussion about the redistribution of the risks:
"With the development of strict liability, the occurrence of damages of a
greater magnitude and the need to repair them fully, entrepreneurs began to
express great concern about the expenditures needed to cover these losses.
Currently, the value of a product is calculated with the provision of the costs
of accidents that normally occur, the average value of indemnifications, the
costs of hiring attorneys in the indemnity lawsuits, etc.”5

In fact, the transparent treatment of the risks, with the resulting accountability
of the one to whom, considering all the business variables (technical and financial
capacity, available knowledge, etc.), they are reasonably attributable, is a determining
factor to the fair pricing of a product or service. Furthermore, the rational and
conscious distribution of risks between the parties provides a sense of fairness and
legitimacy, tending therefore to reduce the initiatives that lend themselves to the
questioning of liability during the actual occurrence of the loss event.

22.2. Clauses that exclude and limit the duty
to indemnify
As Fábio Henrique Peres rightly recalls, there is no way to systematize all
of the clauses excluding and limiting the duty to indemnify, once that these
are continuously devised and implemented according to the specific details of
the deal that they seek to regulate. In the words of Antonio Pinto Monteiro,
4

PEREIRA, Vinicius. Cláusula de não indenizar: Entre riscos e equilíbrio. Rio de Janeiro: Lumen Juris,
2015, p. 17.

5

Ibid., p. 16.
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cited by the above mentioned author, "the variety that these clauses can
assume is 'almost infinite'"6.
Clauses that seek to exclude from a possible indemnity, a certain type
of damage7 or intend to limit the indemnifiable quantum8 are common,
however, especially in contracts inherent to higher-value projects or
activities that are more complex. There are also those that rule out the
possibility of claiming damages based on one or other grounds, such as in
situations of minor fault, unpredictability, etc.
Although conceptually different, the so-called knock for knock clauses, widely
adopted in the contracts for oil activities under the aegis of Anglo-Saxon law,
have an essentially analogous role, that is, the allocation of risks inherent to the
activities which are the objective of the business, with prior agreement on each
party’s duty to indemnify, according to the economic benefit from the business
and the financial capacity of the parties involved.

22.3. Doctrine on the validity and effectiveness of the
clauses excluding and limiting the duty to indemnify
Pursuant to Antonio Junqueira de Azevedo9, the legal transaction is valid
when it complies with the applicable rules, is formed according to the legal
rules, whilst a legal act capable of producing effects qualifies as effective 10.

6

Ibid., p. 85.

7

In this sense, clauses excluding loss of profits and indirect damages from indemnifications are
common among us.

8

In this respect, it is worth noting that some scholars point out, in what regards clauses that restrict the
indemnifiable value, the impossibility of setting a negligible amount, inasmuch as, in such a situation,
the parties would be, in effect, excluding the possibility of the indemnification itself. Assuming the
clause excluding the duty to indemnify is also presented as valid in our legal system (except in cases
where there are no requirements of validity), it would seem to us that the most appropriate criticism
that points to a lack of rational adherence to the clause, to the extent that, while limiting, it would
be simply proposing to seal the appropriate indemnification when, in reality, it would be removing it,
since it is a negligible amount.

9

AZEVEDO, Antônio Junqueira de. Negócio Jurídico: Existência, validade e eficácia. 4th São Paulo:
Saraiva, 2002. p. 42 and 49.

10

The author points out, however, the importance of segregating the planes of existence, validity and
effectiveness, since that void or voidable legal act can produce certain effects.
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The silence of the Brazilian legal system on the aforementioned clauses has
generated intense debates on their admissibility under Brazilian law, which,
occasionally, strongly resurface. Nonetheless, currently, most of the doctrine
stems from the principle of the autonomy of the will to affirm the validity of
clauses excluding and limiting the duty to indemnify11. Naturally, this principle
must be seen in harmony with other principles, such as the principles of the
social function of the contract, good faith and a contractual balance12.
As a result, it is currently the majority opinion, among Brazilian jurists, that
the clauses under discussion are admissible, as long as they are inscribed in
contracts executed between equal parties and provided that their content does
not violate rules of public order, nor standards which are mandatory.
There have been many attempts to list the ways needed to ensure that the
above requirements are met by the clauses excluding and limiting the duty to
indemnify. In our view, however, as afflicting as this assertion may seem, the
circumstances of the agreement must be carefully examined in each case so
that one can truly decide on the validity and effectiveness of such contractual
provisions. This is because the concepts of parity, good faith and balance may
only be analyzed, with sufficient acuity, through the examination of each case.
Despite this, as guidelines for an abstract examination, the principles laid
down by the majority doctrine must be observed when identifying the need
for such clauses to be the result of an expression of free and conscious will,
and therefore, not included in contracts entered into between non-equal and/or
unassisted parties from a technical-legal perspective.
The limitations which aim to exclude indemnification for damage caused
by willful misconduct of one of the contracting parties must also be treated
with the utmost caution given that such an exemption can be – and, based on
what is currently understood in the doctrine — probably will be, regarded as
11

I

n this sense, the authors dedicated to the theme, herein illustrated by the words of Sergio Cavalieri,
referred to in the work by Fabio Henrique Peres already cited herein affirm: "the clause to not indemnify
has been accepted in Brazil and in other countries, under the doctrine and jurisprudence, within certain
limits, based on the principle of the freedom of choice and freedom to contract"” (Ibid., p. 130)

12

With respect to the principle of unrestricted indemnificabilty (or full compensation), in spite of
contrary positions, it follows that this is not violated by the clauses analyzed herein, not only in view
of the undeniable return that they offer, but also in view of the fact that full compensation is already
subject to mitigation due to legal or contractual provisions, such as in the cases under articles 944,
sole paragraph and 946 of the Civil Code and in the hypotheses where damages are previously settled,
as per to penalty clauses (cláusulas penais) authorized by articles 408 to 416.
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an agreement contrary to the cogent principles and standards, since it would
enable the deliberate breach of obligations undertaken by the party, out of the
conviction that no consequences would result from such breach13.
One intricate matter relates to gross negligence (culpa grave) being
equated with willful misconduct for the purposes of recognizing the
validity and effectiveness of the clauses excluding and limiting the duty to
indemnify. Far from a definition on this matter, the doctrine tends to see
the two concepts as similar elements, which justify the denial of validity to
such contractual provisions14. The discussion is yet intensified by the sole
paragraph in article 944 of the Civil Code, which makes express reference
to the seriousness of the guilty, thus, raising doubts about the arguments
that would be used to remove such equalization, since, to our Law, the level
of guilty would not be relevant15.

13

Naturally, the absence of consequences herein referred to does not ignore that, in reality, there
could be consequences (and probably there would be), to the extent that such conduct could
affect the image and reputation of the contracting party. From a legal perspective, however, the
obligations incapable of generating a duty to indemnify the damage arising from non-compliance,
would greatly lose their binding effect, although it is still relevant to mention the other mechanisms
still available to the injured contracting party, such as the resolution of the contract, the suspension
of obligations under the exception of the unfulfilled contract, among others, as well reminded by
Fábio Henrique Peres (Ibid., p. 58).

14

Considering the lack of a definition, arguments are available both for and against the validity of
such clauses in specific situations of gross negligence (culpa grave) or willful misconduct. Regardless
the position that one intends to adopt, it is important to note, particularly under contracts such as
those being entered into in the segment of the oil and gas industry that willful misconduct or gross
negligence — if regarded as an impairment to the clauses excluding or limiting the duty to indemnify,
must be willful misconduct or gross negligence attributable to the contracting party. An act of the
employee or an agent of the contracting party should thus be seen as an independent act, otherwise
the intended limits established when the contract was entered into will be trivialized. In this sense,
as José de Aguiar Dias taught, in his book Clause of Non-indemnity: "the clause is valid, broadly,
whether in case of fault (stricto sensu) or willful misconduct of the agent. The fault of the agent
is not necessarily the gross negligence of the principal and, as for willful misconduct, it is a figure
which implies intent, consequently bringing, a personal trait of the offender, which prevents one from
identifying same as intent of the contracting party or responsible party" (4th , p. 149-150).

15

In this sense, for all, Gustavo Tepedino, Heloisa Helena Barboza and Maria Celina Bodin de Moraes,
in their Commented Civil Code, assert that "civil liability, in contrast, has traditionally been immune
from any punitive scope, being its sole concern the repair of the damage caused to others. Its
attention turns to the victim of the damage and not to the agent. Hence, civil law has long abandoned
the distinction between gross, light and very light guilty for liability purposes". (Our emphasis.) Cf.
TEPEDINO, Gustavo; BARBOZA, Heloísa Helena; MORAES, Maria Celina Bodin of the. Código
Civil Interpretado conforme a Constituição da República. vol. II. Rio de Janeiro: Renovar, 2006. p.859.
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22.4. Contractual interventionism in the activities of the
oil and gas industry
If, today, the majority doctrine tends to accept the clauses excluding and
limiting the duty to indemnify in contracts in general, there is even more reason
to do so with the contracts in segments such as the oil and gas industry, where
no one can deny certain peculiarities.
In this sense, the words of Paula Forgioni are sound, in referring to the
rationality of the corporate law itself, claiming caution in its interpretation.
In this sense, the author asserts: "undeniably, there is a peculiar rationale to
corporate law itself which is cultivated, beloved and encouraged by the system
because it is the driving force of the fluency of market relations"16.
The assertion of Professor Paula Forgioni is also applicable in the context
of the clauses limiting the duty to indemnify, and, in such an environment,
there is no one better than the contracting parties to set the appropriate
parameters for the contract.
In segments such as the oil and gas industry, limiting, or even excluding,
the duty to indemnify, is the subject of analysis and consideration along with
complex variables, which define all the rules related to projects of major
complexity, high investments and, very often, of importance for the structure of
a country's economy. Rethinking one of these variables, alone, on the grounds
that it would not be lawful for the parties to freely agree on such provisions could
compromise the entire framework of the deal, generating serious implications
capable of even derailing the completion of the agreed services.
In this sense, Fabio Henrique Peres mentions that
"In a negotiated contract, the agreement to a non-indemnifying
clause does not represent an imposition from the stronger party in
the relationship, but rather the result of a reasoned decision, which is
compensated, directly or indirectly, by some correlated advantage such
as, for example, a reciprocity in the exemption agreement, financial or
commercial conditions more beneficial accepted by the counterparty or
yet a reduction in the price of the goods acquired or the service being

16

FORGIONI, Paula A. Contrato de Distribuição. São Paulo: Editora Revista dos Tribunais, 2005. p. 531.
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provided"17. Without diminishing the importance of the factors listed by
the author, let us go further and point out that often, in contracts such
as those we are referring to, not limiting (or eliminating, as the case
may be) the duty to indemnify could even derail negotiations, given that
relevant guarantees and insurance cover would be impractical, either
from the point of view of assumption of risks, or from an economic point
of view, insofar as such a risk would be priced by the contracted party
and transferred to the contracting party that could not bear such a cost.

22.5. Oil & Gas Industry Practice
The contracts of more significant amounts and that, therefore, mandatorily
require the exclusion or limitation of liability of one of the parties, are those
where the oil company, which holds the concession or was contracted to carry
out hydrocarbon exploration and production activities, sub-contracts part of
such activities to specialized companies, such as the case of companies that
own and operate drilling rigs and production units.
The example becomes evident in the case of Petrobras that, as a mixed capital
corporation, required by law to contract using one of the ways provided for in Decree
nº 2,745/1998, attaches a model contract to the invitations sent to bidders that will
be signed between the parties if, and when, the bidder is awarded the contract.
In these model contracts, the contracting party imposes the limits and
exclusions to the duty to indemnify of the contracted parties in order to
make the business, not only attractive, but also feasible. Without such
limitations, no company would venture to assume the risks inherent to
exploration and production activities, which can only be borne by those
companies that have the economic benefit of such an activity, that is, oil
companies like Petrobras.
Private oil companies, known as IOCs (International Oil Companies),
even though they are not required to contract through a bidding procedure,
follow the same practice of sending invitations, usually to more than one
company to make the prices offered more competitive, with its contract
models attached thereto, where they include limits and exclusions on the
duty to indemnify of the contracted parties.

17
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As mentioned above, these exclusions and limitations are a crucial element
in the risk analysis of the bidders, allowing them to price their services and,
should they be awarded the contract, obtain the necessary insurance.
In a sophisticated industry like the oil industry, even though the contracting
parties do not have the same economic capacity, since the oil companies have
the higher reward, there is no need to raise the issue of protection of one of
the parties, invalidating the exclusion or limitation of its duty to repair. This
is because, in most cases, it is the oil company itself, that is, the strongest
party in the contractual relationship, that needs to impose such limits in their
contractual models to facilitate sub-contracting, to specialized companies, of
the activities they have been engaged by the granting authority, that is, the
ANP, on behalf of the Federal Union.
Except for the cases of willful misconduct, which we have dealt with herein,
the protective arguments, which reject exclusion and limitation to the duty to
indemnify, present in our case law, more recently, due to the clear influence
of Consumer Rights on Brazilian Civil Law cannot apply, therefore, to the
contracts of the oil industry.

22.6. Conclusions
The conclusion that one draws from the examination of the subject under
discussion is that the clauses excluding or limiting the duty to indemnify
are compatible with established law and even necessary in the majority of
contracts, especially in those in which the uncertainties, complexities, advanced
technologies and high investments require the re-allocation of the inherent
risks, as a way of protecting and maintaining the rationale of the deal itself.
To accept the opposite point of view and deny such clauses validity and
effectiveness in the case of such contracts would mean relegating the will of the
parties, in a context in which this must be exercised freely, as long as this is
done consciously and supported by elements of contractual fairness. Furthermore,
accepting the annulment of such precepts permits one of the parties to go back on
its word and modify the entire basis of a previously studied negotiation, assigning
risks to the counterparty that were never considered and, consequently, priced18.
18

On this matter, it is worth reading the digression made by Vinicius Pereira, in the sense that, in
such a situation, the party that suffers the impact of such a decision should be allowed to review the
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Nonetheless, given the inexistence of a legal provision that covers same without
need for further discussions, the clauses excluding or limiting the duty to indemnify
should be included in the contract with the observance of some precautions.
In this sense, it is advisable that, when agreeing to such provisions,
the parties should be concerned about detailing the risks covered; keep
evidence that they were freely contracted, in an environment of equality
and parity; ensure that such provisions are justified given the rationale
of the deal; and avoid removing the obligation to indemnify in situations
of willful misconduct attributable to the contracting parties, in order to
legitimize the re-allocation of the burden inherent to the damages that may
occur during the performance of the business venture.

contract, because, in an unforeseen manner, new bases are created that substantially change the
risks originally assumed.
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23. Main collateral instruments –
Petroleum pledge and fiduciary assignment
of credit rights and receivables
Daniela Ribeiro Davila and Adriana Lontra
So as to make projects involving a high level of investment possible — as
is generally the case in the petroleum and gas industry — resources are often
sought in the market by means of financing, either for exploring the field or for
constructing complex drilling, production and storage units.
As a rule, general obligations, such as the payment obligations assumed in
a loan agreement, already, in themselves, authorize the creditor, should the
debtor be in default, to make use of available legal mechanisms to access the
assets of the debtor, such as the attachment (penhora) or seizure (arresto).
Nevertheless, in some cases, either by provision of law or upon agreement
by the contracting parties, the debt may be covered with a special security, the
debtor granting collateral to the creditor.
In the petroleum and gas industry, considering the large sums involved, loans
are taken out and guaranteed by a complex range of collateral instruments that
include assets and rights, as contractually agreed to between the parties.
In short, the guarantees agreed to between the contracting parties may be
a personal guarantee (garantia fidejussória), which is characterized by a third
party, outside of the main relationship, being held responsible for paying the
debt, or a security interest (garantia real), which consists of the appropriation of
one or more assets to ensure the due fulfillment of the obligation.
Guaranty (fiança) and surety ship (aval) are types of personal guarantees.
Concerning the security interests, our legal system provides for three types:
mortgage, pledge and antichresis.1
Not rarely, in loan agreements for exploration and production activity in
petroleum fields, the operator, with its right over the asset produced — the
1

For fiduciary assignment under collateral, see Chapter 20 of this Guide.
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oil — can give it as security for its obligations, and very often this guarantee
is obtained through a pledge. The fiduciary assignment of receivables is also
commonly used as a guarantee for this type of financing, so as to ensure or
augment the package of guarantees of the financer.
It is worth mentioning that the set of guarantees agreed serves the interests,
not only of the financer, which is certainly benefitted by the greater security in
the payment of the debt, but also those of the debtor, which, through a package of
guarantees offered, can negotiate more advantageous conditions for the financing.

23.1. Pledge
Specifically concerning the pledge, according to article 1,431 of the Civil Code
of 2002, it is a security interest (direito real) over a moveable property, subject to
disposition, performed by the debtor (called pledgor) or by a third party to the
creditor (the pledgee) with the purpose of ensuring the payment of a given debt.
In Brazil, the petroleum pledge can be made through a commercial pledge,
which is a special kind of pledge and is provided for by articles 1,447 to 1,450
of the Civil Code.
The commercial pledge is different from the other types of pledge due to
the characteristic that there is no delivery of the asset to the pledgee, the
asset remaining under direct possession of the pledgor, which is responsible for
safeguarding and keeping the asset given as collateral.
As a rule, until the liquidation of the guaranteed debit, under penalty of
early liquidation of the debt, the possessing pledgor is prevented from disposing
of the collateral, as well as from altering it or changing its status.
According to article 1,450 of the Civil Code, the pledgee is entitled to
“verify the status of the pledged things, inspecting them wherever they are,
for themselves or by a person they accredit” and, therefore, this option is also
present in cases of the absence of a specific contractual provision in this sense.
The classic opinion of jurists is not concerned about detailing the receiver’s
obligations that must be undertaken by the pledgor in relation to the asset
given as collateral. For this reason, it is advised that the pledgee observe the
inclusion of a specific contractual provision related to the capacity of receiver
(depositário) undertaken by the pledgor, there being no doubts concerning the
additional duties of care that apply to this type of guarantee.
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As petroleum is a fungible asset, the receiver is obliged to return to the
pledgee not the specific asset, but an equivalent of the same kind, quality
and quantity, and, therefore, it is of great importance that the quality of the
petroleum given as collateral be indicated in the contract.
By reason of the peculiarities of the commercial pledge, specifically
considering that the pledged asset is not under direct possession of the pledgee,
some rights and duties provided by the general part dealing with pledges in
the Civil Code do not apply to it. However, the right to promote the judicial
performance or amicable sale of the collateral is ensured if it is specifically
permitted by an act of institution or if the pledgor authorizes it upon the
granting of a power of attorney.
In this sense, it is recommended that a provision on the granting of powers by
the pledgor to the pledgee be included in the instrument of pledge, authorizing
the latter, in case of need to perform the guarantee, to adopt the measures for
the practice of all acts required for the due satisfaction of the credit, such as
promoting the sale and transfer of the petroleum given as collateral to third
parties in a sufficient quantity to cover the amount corresponding to any default.
The instrument by which the pledge of the asset is established can be
executed either publicly or privately, it being necessary to register it with
the Real State Registry Office of the district in which the pledged assets are
located. Although the party having greater interest in the registration may be
the pledgee, this register can be made by either of the parties.
When considering the petroleum pledge as a loan guarantee, it is worth
observing the fact that, in Brazil, the deposits of petroleum, natural gas and
other hydrocarbons can be exploited by third parties upon (i) concession, (ii)
onerous assignment or (iii) shared production2.
The peculiarities of each type of exploitation regime have implications on
the ownership of the petroleum produced and, therefore, may have impacts on
the possibility and extension of the offer of petroleum as a pledge guarantee.
In general terms, the concession regime, which was exclusively in force in
Brazil until 2010, determines that the ownership of oil belongs to the company
performing the monopolized activity. It is worth mentioning that, in the
concession regime, the company is obliged to pay government takes such as
2

The blocks granted to Petrobras via onerous assignment of the Federal Union have an exceptional
nature and do not fit into a special regulatory regime, as already referred to in Chapter 4 of this Guide.
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royalties, signature bonuses and special take in exchange for the ownership of
the production. The fields of Marlim, Roncador, Lula and Jubarte are examples
of fields exploited under this regime3.
The petroleum produced in the fields of the areas onerously assigned to Petrobras
by the Federal Union is also under ownership of the former, it being established by
the law that authorizes the assignment (Law nº 12,276, of June 30, 2010) that the
payment due by Petrobras in exchange for barrels of oil assigned shall be primarily
made in government debt bonds, priced at market value. As examples of blocks
exploited through onerous assignment, we can mention Franco, Florim, Northeast
Tupi, South Tupi, South Guará, Surroundings of Iara and Peroba4.
In contrast, in the case of the production sharing contracts, the ownership
of the production belongs to the federal government, and the contractor is
remunerated by restitution of the cost in oil, as well as through the so-call profit
of the field, which represents part of the surplus in oil. As an example of a block
under this regime, there is the Libra block, which was the first one to be put up
for auction under the production sharing model5.

23.2. Fiduciary assignment of credit rights and receivables
Similar to the pledge, the fiduciary assignment of credit rights and receivables
serves to guarantee or make up the set of guarantees provided in financing, so as to
ensure more comfort to the financers and better financing conditions to the debtor.
The fiduciary assignment of credit rights and receivables is an instrument
widely used in the petroleum and gas industry, either in the financing contracts
of field exploration companies or for the financing of vessel construction projects.
This guarantee, although not specifically provided for by the Brazilian
legal system, is broadly accepted, using as grounds, as applicable, the Brazilian
Civil Code, Law nº 4,728, of July 14, 1965, which deals with the capitals

3

Avaiable at: <http://www.petrobras.com.br/pt/nossas-atividades/areas-de-atuacao/exploracao-e-producao-de-petroleo-e-gas/marco-regulatorio/> Last visited: May 13, 2016.

4

Available at: <http://www.petrobras.com.br/pt/nossas-atividades/areas-de-atuacao/exploracao-e-producao-de-petroleo-e-gas/marco-regulatorio/> Last visited: May 13, 2016.

5

Available at: <http://www.petrobras.com.br/pt/nossas-atividades/areas-de-atuacao/exploracao-e-producao-de-petroleo-e-gas/marco-regulatorio/> Last visited: May 13, 2016.
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market, and Law nº 9,514, of November 20, 1997, which makes provisions on
the Real Estate Financing System.
The fiduciary assignment is different from the simple assignment of credit
rights because it is fiduciary, that is, as a means to guarantee the fulfillment of a
given obligation. Through this mechanism, the assignment itself is the guarantee
of the creditor, and shall only be exercised in case of default by the debtor.
Similar to the petroleum pledge, the debtor retains the direct possession of
the collateral (i.e., credit right of their banking accounts and the receivables of
contracts with third parties).
In general, the debtor opens a specific bank account for the deposit of
receivables (linked accounts better known as “escrow accounts”) and grants to
the creditor contractual control mechanisms over the loan agreements, even if
the debtor is usually free, within the limits agreed with their financers, to dispose
of the values deposited while there is no event of default or non-performance.
In case there is an event of default or non-performance of the obligation
undertaken by the debtor in the loan agreement, there is the effective assignment
of the credit rights and receivables fiduciarily assigned.
Also under this mechanism, it is recommended that the contractual
instrument specifically mention the receiver (depositário) capacity assumed by
the debtor, which must perform the duties established in articles 627 to 646 of
the Civil Code.
For the perfect establishment of the fiduciary assignment, it is necessary that
the instrument be registered with the Registry of Deeds and Documents of the
domicile of the debtor. Normally, one observes that the debtor contractually
undertakes the obligation to perform this register. The fiduciary assignment of
receivables can be performed by means of a public or private instrument, at the
discretion of the contracting parties.
In many cases, what usually occurs in the contracts with Petrobras, is that
the contract that originates the receivables has a restriction as to its assignment
without prior consent from the payer and, therefore, in such cases, it is necessary
that the debtor seek the consent of the contracting party for the fiduciary
assignment of the receivables.
In practice, financing involving Petrobras involves the issuance of at least
two documents, both following standard Petrobras templates: i) authorization of
fiduciary assignment as security of credit rights (autorização de cessão fiduciária
em garantia de direitos creditórios), through which Petrobras, in short and upon
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certain conditions, authorizes the fiduciary assignment of receivables and
confirms that the payments related to the contract of which receivables were
assigned shall be made in a given bank account; and ii) instrument of awareness
(termo de ciência), through which Petrobras acknowledges the financing, despite
not knowing its terms.
The Civil Code and Law nº 9,514 deal with requirements that must appear in the
contractual instrument, including details of the asset or right fiduciarily assigned.
Law nº 9,514 also establishes the rights of the fiduciary creditor, which
include summoning for payment the debtors of the assignor for the term the
fiduciary assignment lasts, as well as the option to adopt judicial and extrajudicial
measures to receive the credits assigned and exercise other rights established in
the fiduciary assignment contract.
As in the cases of a pledge, it is recommended that the instrument of fiduciary
assignment of receivables include provisions on the irreversible granting of powers
by the debtor in favor of the creditor so that it may, in case of non-performance of
the obligations undertaken in the main contract, carry out all measures needed
to perform the guarantee, such as operating the debtor’s bank account.
The contract for fiduciary assignment of receivables, as a rule, is
terminated by the full payment of the obligations undertaken by the debtor
in the financing contract.
With this brief explanation, as exemplified by the petroleum pledge and the
fiduciary assignment of credit rights and receivables, we can see that our legal
system provides instruments that can be used by the contracting parties to
guarantee loan agreements.
In addition to the petroleum pledge and the fiduciary assignment of
receivables, we can also mention the pledge of company shares, shareholders’
guarantees and, in the cases involving assets such as maritime support vessels,
drilling or production and storage units (FPSOs), the possibility of constituting
a ship mortgage6, among other methods that can be employed, taking into
consideration the specific aspects of each case.
Thus, the Brazilian legal system offers various legal instruments when it comes to
finance contracting, and the tendency is that the financer requests more guarantees
in the cases of greater exposure and risk, whereas for less complex financing,
the guarantee structure can be simpler, depending on each specific case.
6
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24. Consortia in the petroleum
industry – Relevant aspects
Maria Ramos Dias
In Brazilian law, until the enactment of the Business Corporations Act
of 1976, the business consortium was not dealt with in a specific law, being
mentioned in various pieces of legislation (such as the waters code of 1938, the
Brazilian air code of 1966, the Decree-Laws of 1967 and 1968 which regulated
the mining consortium).
The B.C. Act (Lei das S.A.), therefore, did not introduce any innovation
with regard to regulating the institute of the consortium, only intending to
regulate, in a more organized way, this form of association, which had already
been used in the development of various types of business.
According to Brazilian legislation and the opinion of scholars, the consortium
constitutes a multilateral agreement, entered into between legal entities for the
joint development of a certain undertaking, of common interest.
Further, as indicated in paragraph 1, of article 278 of the Business
Corporations Act, “the consortium does not have a legal personality and the
consortium members only undertake obligations relating to the conditions set
out in the respective contract, without presumption of joint liability”:
“Art. 278. Companies and any other partnerships, under the same control
or not, may constitute a consortium to carry out a certain undertaking,
observing the provisions in this Chapter.
§ 1 The consortium does not have a legal personality and the consortium
members only assume obligations relating to the conditions set out in
the respective contract, without presumption of joint liability.”

Nelson Eizirik explains1, however, that despite not having a legal personality,
the consortium:
1

EIZIRIK, Nelson. A Lei das S/A Comentada (Commentated Business Corporations Act). vol. IV. 2nd
Revised and Expanded Edition. São Paulo: Quartier Latin, 2015. p. 473
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“is able to contract obligations and acquire rights, being, therefore,
endowed with negotiation and procedural capacity, in the same way
that occurs with inheritance, bankruptcy estate, estate in abeyance and
other non-personified entities, which constitute ‘core units’, capable
of practicing effective acts in the civil and commercial sphere. Thus,
the consortia will be represented by the partner to which the contract
attributes the function of administrator or ‘leader’.”

One also observes from paragraph 1, of article 278, that the law did not establish
joint liability (active or passive) between the consortium member companies,
leaving to their own discretion, the option of establishing (or not) joint liability.
Therefore, each company can only be held liable to the precise extent of the
obligations that it has undertaken. Obviously, this rule only applies in relation
to the contractual obligations, considering that:
“with regard to the effects resulting from an illicit act, the companies shall
jointly respond before third parties, in case they jointly participated in
the production of the damage, regardless, in this case, for compensation
purposes, of their percentage of participation.”2

The question of the percentage of participation in the illicit act, should,
therefore, be discussed internally between the companies.
It is important to mention, in addition, that the Consumer Defense Code
established that the responsibility of the companies in consortium will always be
joint. Likewise, with regard to the taxes and ancillary obligations resulting from
the contracting of legal entities and individuals with or without an employment
relationship, Law nº 12,402/2011 determined the joint liability between the
consortium members.
According to article 279 of the Business Corporations Act, the consortium
will be constituted through the entering into a contract between the consortium
partners, duly approved by their respective competent corporate bodies.
The consortium contract must establish certain minimum terms and
conditions, namely:
i.

name of the consortium, if any;

ii. the venture for which the consortium was formed;
2
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iii. address, jurisdiction and term of the consortium, which should be
determined or determinable;
iv. definition of the obligations of each consortium member, and of the
respective specific duties (remembering that joint liability shall not
be presumed);
v. provision of rules relating to the administration of the consortium,
accounting, representation of the consortium members and
administration fee, if any, etc.;
vi. form of decision-making regarding matters of common interest, with
the provision of the number of votes assigned to each one of the
consortium members;
vii. provision of rules about the receipt and division of the profits earned
by the consortium; and
viii. contribution of each consortium member towards expenses in
common, if any.
Although the content of the consortium contract should observe the
minimum requirements indicated above, there is no rule in the Corporations
Act providing any definition or stipulation with regard to the wording of this
kind of contract. Thus, the contracting parties have certain flexibility in
the wording of the contract’s rules, so that the instrument might reflect the
peculiarities of the consortium that the parties intend to form. In this sense,
Ary Azevedo Franco Neto states that:
“Some of these stipulations [of art. 279] are essential elements of
the contract because they relate to the definition of the rights and
obligations of the consortium members and to the rights of third parties
that negotiate with the consortium, but the wording of the Law assures
ample flexibility so that the contract may be adapted to the peculiar
characteristics of each consortium (...)”3.

3

LAMY FILHO, Alfredo and BULHÕES PEDREIRA, José Luiz (Coord.). Direito das Companhias
(Company Law). vol. II. Rio de Janeiro: Forense, 2009. p. 2,082.
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It should be mentioned that the sole paragraph of article 279 of the
Business Corporations Act determines that the consortium contract and its
amendments be filed in the commercial registry of the state in which the
headquarters of the consortium is located, followed by the publication of the
certificate of filing, so that it produces effects before third parties. As Modesto
Carvalhosa teaches4, the lack of publication would result in unlimited and
joint liability of the consortium members in all the obligations assumed in
name of the consortium or in a personal name, which is typical of the nonpersonified partnerships.
The consortium contract is usually used in high-risk ventures and in
activities that require large-scale financial investment. For this reason, they
are appropriate instruments in the exploration and production activities of
the oil and gas industry.
Under this aspect, as stated in article 38 of the Petroleum Law (Law nº
9.478/1997), in the bid for the granting of the concession contracts, the
companies interested in participating in the rounds can compete separately or
together in consortium. The referred to article establishes the circumstances
in which the participation of consortia will be permitted, as well as the
fundamental conditions to be observed.
This association is denominated, according to Alessandra Belfort Bueno5, a
consortium within the concession:
“since all the consortium members will be concessionaires, entering
into the concession contract for petroleum exploration and production
with the Federal Union, as members of the consortium. This form of
consortium is similar to the joint operating agreements.”

The joint operating agreement is a contract frequently executed by oil
companies, which enter into a concession agreement for the exploration,
development and production of oil and gas, in order to establish their respective
rights and obligations, technical, operational and accounting aspects, with

4

CARVALHOSA, Modesto. Comentários à Lei de Sociedades Anônimas (Comments on the Business
Corporations Act). 3rd Revised and Updated Edition. São Paulo: Saraiva, 2003. p. 434.

5

BUENO, Alessandra Belfort. O Consórcio na Indústria do Petróleo (The Consortium in the Oil Industry).
In: VALOIS, Paulo (Org.). Temas de Direito do Petróleo e do Gás Natural (Topics of the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Law). 1st ed. Rio de Janeiro: Publisher Lumen Juris, 2002. p. 26.
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the scope of unifying their efforts to comply with the obligations assumed in
the concession contract.
Moreover, the Petroleum Law also grants to Petrobras (art. 63) the option to
constitute a consortium with other companies of the industry, in which it may
or not be the leading company. This case is defined by Alessandra Belfort Bueno
as a consortium outside of the concession, in which the “other consortium
members will not be concessionaires, although they may also contribute to the
production in that field”6.
The concession system exclusively governed the oil and natural gas
exploration and production activities up to 2010, when Laws nº 12,276/2010
and nº 12,351/2010 were enacted, which respectively, instituted the systems of
onerous assignment and production sharing. The production sharing system
would be used for the pre-salt areas and others that the Public Authority
understands as being strategic, while the concession system would continue to
be valid for the other areas.
With the enactment of Law nº 12,351/2010 (Pre-Salt Law), the figure of the
consortium came to have fundamental weight, for in the production sharing
system, upon winning an auction for an area of exploration, the company (or
companies) were obligated to form a consortium with Petrobras and with the
state-controlled company, Pré-Sal Petróleo S.A. – PPSA, according to article
20 of the referred law. In the consortium, Petrobras was obliged to assume the
function of operator of the explorations of oil and gas, being responsible for
contracting and executing all the economic and technological activities related
to the exploration and production. The other companies that participate with
it in the consortium act as investors, holding little decision power.
The Pre-Salt Law determined, in addition, that the participation of
Petrobras should be of at least 30% of the capital of the consortium and that
the patrimonial rights and obligations of Petrobras and of the other consortium
members should be proportional to the participation in the consortium.
One notes, therefore, that the Pre-Salt Law considerably reduced the
flexibility and ample freedom to contract that are characteristic of the
institution of the consortium. One of the criticisms that are made of this model
is the excess of state interference represented by this intense regulation; however
those who defend the model believe that the conditions imposed by law aim to
6

Ibid. p. 27
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ensure the preservation of the position of the Brazilian State in relation to the
potential of the pre-salt and of the strategic areas.
Let’s exam, as an example, the administration of the consortium. Normally, the
consortium has a steering committee (or supervisory board) and an operational
council. The former has the responsibility to determine the strategic guidelines
of the consortium, as well as to take decisions relating to its future, such as issues
regarding the expansion of the venture, the acquisition of major assets, the
admission of new consortium-members and the extinction of the consortium.
For this, the consortium members appoint their representatives to occupy the
positions on the steering committee, establishing the matters that it is responsible
for, the form of convening meetings, the frequency of the meetings and the form
of casting votes (single or plural, qualified quorum for certain matters, etc.).
It happens that the Pre-Salt Law established that the administration of the
consortium will become the responsibility of the Operational Council, which
will be composed by representatives of PPSA (which will indicate half of the
members), of Petrobras and other consortium members. PPSA will also be
responsible for indicating the Chairman of the Council, who will have the veto
power and casting vote, as provided for in the production sharing agreement.
The Operating Committee is a body of crucial importance, for it will have
the role of administrating the consortium, defining the exploration plans and
assessment of the discovery of oil and gas deposits (to be submitted for the approval
of the ANP), examining and approving the budgets related to the activities of
exploration, provided for in the production sharing agreement, supervising the
operations and approving the accounts of the costs incurred, among other things.
It is highly advisable, therefore, to establish clear and detailed rules in the
consortium agreement, regarding the rights and obligations of each consortium
member (including the individual contributions that each consortium member
should make to attain the common objective), the administration and the rules
of voting of the consortium.
Recently, however, significant changes were approved in relation to the Pre-Salt
Law, with the enactment of Law n. 13.365/2016, published in the Official Gazette
on November 30, 2016, which revokes the obligatory participation of Petrobras in
the exploration of the oil of the pre-salt layer, and amends the Pre-Salt Law.
In brief, the new law modifies article 2 of the original Pre-Salt Law and
removes the reference to Petrobras from the concept of “operator" of the pre-salt,
which is now defined as “the [person or entity] responsible for executing and
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conducting the activities of exploration, evaluation, development, production
and deactivation of the E&P facilities".
According to the new terms, “the National energy Policy Council (CNPE),
considering the national interest, will offer to Petrobras the preference to be
the exclusive operator of blocks to be contracted out under the production
sharing system".
Also, Petrobras is no longer obligated to participate in all of the consortia,
for in the modified rule, if it accepts the preference, Petrobras should: “make
a statement in up to 30 days, as from the notice by CNPE, presenting its
justifications". After such communication from Petrobras, CNPE will propose to
the President of the Republic which blocks Petrobras shall operate, appointing
its minimum participation in the consortium, which cannot be inferior to 30%.
Finally, the consortium would come to have just the winning bidder and
PPSA as members, unless Petrobras opts to be the operator (as per above). If that
is the case, Petrobras will be designated as “responsible for the performance of
the agreement", without prejudice of the joint liability with the other consortium
members, before the contracting party and third parties.
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Parte V
Environment and repetro

25. Offshore exploration and production
activities in the light of environmental
law – Liability of the direct polluter and
indirect polluter for environmental damage
Carlos Maurício Maia Ribeiro
The Oil Industry, where the main activity is the exploration and production
of oil and natural gas (E&P), intrinsically raises the issue of environmental
pollution, which can occur at any time of the operation, either because of its
location, removal, transport, processing or sale.
In this report, given the predominance of E&P activities on the continental
shelf and in waters under Brazilian jurisdiction1 (AJN), designated offshore
operations, we will address the liability of the entrepreneur2, its contractors

1

Law nº 9,966/2000, article 3, defines waters under national jurisdiction:
“Art. 3 For the purposes of this Law, the following are considered waters under national jurisdiction:
I - inland waters;
a) those between the coast and the straight base-line, from where territorial waters start;
b) those of the ports;
c) those of the bays;
d) those of the rivers and their estuaries;
e) those of the lakes, lagoons and canals;
f) those of the archipelagos;
g) the waters between the surrounding lowland areas and the coast;
II - maritime waters, all those under national jurisdiction other than inland waters”.
Decree nº 8,127/2013, when defining waters under national jurisdiction, repeats the definition of Law
nº 9,966/2000, explaining that “the territorial waters are all those under the national jurisdiction
other than inland waters:
a) waters covered by a strip twelve nautical miles wide, measured from the straight baseline and the
low-tide mark, as shown in large-scale nautical charts officially recognized in Brazil - territorial waters;
b) waters covered by a strip extending from twelve to two hundred nautical miles, starting from the
baselines used to measure territorial waters, which is the exclusive economic zone; and
c) waters overlying the continental shelf, when this exceeds the limits of the exclusive economic zone”.

2

In this report, the concept of entrepreneur encompasses both the concessionaire, in the concession
system, and the Federal Government, under the production sharing system.
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and sub-contractors for environmental damage resulting from incidents in
E&P offshore units.
Therefore, we will examine some of the legal principles and rules that guide
and govern Brazilian Environmental Law.

25.1. The polluter pays principle
The Rio Declaration, the document that came from the UN Conference
on the Environment and Development – ECO 92, adopted the polluter pays
principle, establishing as its Principle 16 that:
"National authorities should endeavor to promote the internalization
of environmental costs and the use of economic instruments, taking
into account the approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear
the cost of pollution, with due regard to the public interest and without
distorting international trade and investment."3

This principle had already been introduced into the Brazilian legal system,
still under the aegis of the 1967/1969 Constitution, by Law nº 6,938/1981,
which established the National Environmental Policy that, in item VII of
article 4, provides for the "imposition, upon the polluter and the predator, of
the obligation to recover and/or indemnify damage caused”, determining in §
1º of article 14 of the same law that, “the polluter is bound, regardless of fault,
to compensating for or repairing the damage caused to the environment and to
third parties affected by their activities”.
The Federal Constitution, enacted in 1988, acknowledged the polluter
pays principle in § 3 of article 225, according to which "conduct and
activities considered harmful to the environment shall impose criminal and
3
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This principle does not merely represent the idea of counting costs. It explains, much more broadly,
that the causer should bear, as a rule, the objective and financial liability to protect the environment,
which would have to be done either through partial reduction, elimination of the damage or financial
compensation. According to it, not only the theory of the internalization of the social costs, described
by Pigou, but also other means, mainly prohibitions and impositions, as well as obligations not
to do, regulated by civil law, as well as procedural legal action through civil liability lawsuits for
environmental damage, are present for fulfillment of the cause and effect relationship (production
and compensation). The polluter-pays principle would come, therefore, to act as a kind of “bridging
principle" to the indispensable interdisciplinary dialogue for environmental protection. (DERANI,
Cristiane. Direito Ambiental Econômico. São Paulo: Saraiva, 1997. p. 163-164).
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administrative sanctions to the offenders, individuals or legal entities, regardless
of the obligation to repair the damage”.

25.2. Environmental liability
As seen, environmental liability in Brazil is initially addressed in § 3 of
article 225 of the Federal Constitution, and on an infra-constitutional basis,
the matter is regulated by Law nº 6,938/1981, which in its item IV of article
3 defines a polluter as “a company or individual, public or private, directly or
indirectly liable for an activity causing environmental degradation”.
In the Brazilian legal system, therefore, environmental liability is divided into
three distinct, and sometimes complementary, spheres, namely, administrative,
criminal and civil.

25.3. Administrative liability
Administrative environmental liability subjects the violator to administrative
penalties, which may be a warning, a simple fine, a daily fine, seizure,
suspension of activities, embargo on work or activity, such as described in the
Environmental Crimes Law (Law nº 9,605/1998) and in the Administrative
Offences Decree (Decree nº 3,179/1999).
The Environmental Crimes Law defines, in article 70, an environmental
administrative offense as "any action or omission that violates the legal rules
of use, enjoyment, promotion, protection and restoration of the environment”4.
Article 75 of the same legal statute states that the amount of the fine must
be set between R$ 50.00 (fifty reais) and R$ 50,000,000.00 (fifty million reais).

4

“At an administrative level, art. 70 of Law 9,605/1998, in defining the administrative offense, considered
as an unlawful administrative act not only the typical behavior, such as happens in criminal law, but it
was more comprehensive, aimed at punishing any activity contrary to any legal rules of use, enjoyment,
promotion, protection and restoration of the environment. Hence, it could be said that the basis of the
administrative violation is merely the unlawfulness of the conduct, considered as any violation of the
legal system, regardless of the configuration of guilt, in a broad sense, except in those cases where the
law expressly demands it. The specific detail here is the reversal of the burden of proof, justified by the
presumption of legitimacy of the notice of violation — thus, the omission of this duty is incumbent
upon the violator, which is inherent in any administrative act.” (MILARÉ, Edis. Direito do Ambiente:
Doutrina, jurisprudência, glossário. 4th ed. São Paulo: Revista dos Tribunais, 2005. p. 215)
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Note that the federal legislation only sets out penalties at federal level, and it
is perfectly lawful for the States, Federal District and Municipalities to establish
other specific sanctions, provided that they are more restrictive, by virtue of
the concurrent legislative jurisdiction of federative entities in environmental
matters provided for in article 24 of the Constitution5.

25.4. Criminal liability
The Environmental Crimes Law also establishes criminal environmental
liability (Law nº 9,605/1998). The mentioned law established, as a major legal
milestone, the possibility of criminal liability of the legal entity identified as
violating environmental regulations, concurrently with its management, as long
as some specific conduct detrimental to the environment can be attributed to it.
The criminal sanctions provided for in the Environmental Crimes Law,
applicable to activities that are harmful to the environment have an element
that determines the liability or negligence of the agent causing the damage,
which are subjective criteria for determining liability, unlike civil environmental
liability, which is objective.

25.5. Civil environmental liability
Civil Environmental liability is objective, as stated above, joint and several. As
for the objective nature of the environmental liability, § 1 of article 14 of Law nº
6,938/1981 establishes that the polluter is required, regardless of the fault or of the
applicability of any other penalty, to compensate for or repair the damage it may
cause to the environment and to third parties. In this sense, José Afonso da Silva6
notes that "Liability is an integral objective. You cannot limit compensation to a
ceiling, as it is sometimes sought, through a form of pollution-insurance".
5

“12. Concurrent legislative jurisdiction. This is determined in art. 24 of the Federal Constitution, where
the Federal Government, the States and the Federal District must legislate on forests, hunting, fishing,
fauna, nature conservation, soil protection and natural resources, environmental protection and
pollution control (item VI ) on historical, cultural, artistic, tourist and landscape protection (section
VII), as well as on liability for damaging the environment, property and artistic, aesthetic, historical,
tourist and landscape rights (item VIII). (Silva, José Afonso da. Direito Ambiental Constitucional. 8th
ed. São Paulo: Malheiros, 2010. p. 78 .

6

Op. cit., p. 316.
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This means that, to establish the obligation to restore the environment or
to pay compensation for environmental damage, evidence of the agent's fault
is not required. One only needs to demonstrate the causal link between the
environmental damage and the activity that the respective agent develops, so
that it may be held liable for repairing the damage7.
Joint and several liability results from the combination of item IV of article
3 of Law nº 6,938/1981, with articles 264, 265, 275, 927 and 942 of the Civil
Code8 and is intended to protect the victim from harm, providing for the
possibility of obtaining full compensation from any of the co-defendants, it
being exclusively up to the victim to decide which of the joint debtors (codefendants) will be called upon to pay.
In this system, the co-defendant who fully bears the indemnity has
recourse against the co-defendants of the environmental damage to claim
that each one pay its share in the indemnified quantum. As such, in the
appeal, the intensity and extent of participation of each co-defendant in
generating damage will be discussed.
7

“From an objectivist’s viewpoint, to establish liability, you only need to prove that the damage
occurred and demonstrate its connection with the development — or even the mere existence — of a
certain human activity. It is, as you can see, 'a purely oppositional thesis. It does not consider asking
how or why the damage occurred. It is enough to determine whether there was damage, linked to
any fact, ensuring that the victim is compensated'. In other words, 'the law was enacted to identify a
person responsible for paying the compensation, and not necessarily a guilty party, on an individual
basis." (MILARÉ, Édis. Op. cit. p.1,249)

8

“Art. 264. There is joint and several liability when more than one creditor or more than one debtor,
each entitled or obliged, competes for the same obligation for all the debt. (…)
Art. 265. Joint and several liability is not presumed; it results from the law or the will of the parties.
(…)
Art. 275. The creditor is entitled to demand receipt of the common debt from one or some of the
debtors, partially or totally; if the payment has been partial, all the other debtors are still obligated,
jointly and severally liable for the remainder.
Sole paragraph. Withdrawing from the joint and several liability is not relevant in the filing of an
action by the creditor against one or some of the debtors. (…)
Art. 927. Who, in tort (arts. 186 and 187), causes harm to others, is obliged to repair it.
Sole paragraph. There shall be an obligation to repair the damage, regardless of fault, in the cases
specified by law, or when the activity usually carried out by the author of the damage implies, by its
nature, a risk to the rights of others. (…)
Art. 942. The assets of the party responsible for the offense or violation of another's rights shall be
liable to repair the damage; and if the offense has more than one agent, all are jointly and severely
liable for the repair.
Sole paragraph. They are jointly and severally liable with the defendants or co-defendants and entities
designated in art. 932.”
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In this case, those who were liable to compensate the damage in full must
propose their own recourse actions against those who contributed to it, as
also provided for in article 283 of the Civil Code, according to which, the one
that settles the entire debt has the right to demand their share from each of
the other debtors.
It should be noted that with regard to civil liability, Law nº 6,938/1981, in
item VII of article 4 and § 1 of article 14, establishes two forms of compensation
for environmental damage. The first, which must always be attempted, is specific
or in natura redress, in which the purpose is restoration to the previous status
quo of the ecosystem affected by the damage. The second, which is used only
when the environmental damage cannot be reversed, or even where redress is
not entirely possible, is monetary compensation.
It should be noted that the prior case law decisions of our courts have been
in the sense to extend the environmental liability to include all those who
contributed to the occurrence of the environmental damage, an interpretation
consistent with the rule included in item IV, article 3, Law nº 6,938/1981.

25.6. Liability of the Federal Government
Law nº 6,938/1981 is categorical in stating, in its article 3, that the
governmental legal entities can be classified as a Polluters as defined in the
Act. The courts have this understanding as well, with the Federal Government
appearing as defendant in several actions pending before Brazilian Courts.
There is no Brazilian legislation exempting governmental entities from being
held liable for environmental damage to which they have a connection. It is
indisputable, for example, that the Federal Government can be held liable for
its omissions in environmental protection, being accountable, together with the
direct polluter, for any environmental damage caused.
Indeed, when it comes to the Federal Government’s liability, or that of
any other government legal entity, for environmental damage, one normally
thinks about its liability for the actions or omissions of its agents, either in
environmental licensing, or in the supervision of activities potentially or
effectively polluting and/or degrading to the environment. In this sense,
CANOTILHO, quoted by LEITE and AYALA, states that the State's liability
for environmental damage derives from:
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"1. the failure or lack of enforcement of provisions relating to environmental
protection by administrative agents; 2. publishing of regulations in clear
violation of the protective legal standards of the constituent environmental
assets; and 3. non-compliance by the legislature, with the constitutional
provisions relating to environmental protection."9

Leite and Ayala also developed the subject further, stating that:
“The State may be liable for the repair of the environmental damage.
The general rule of liability, as far as the public authorities are
concerned, is established in art. 37, § 6, of the Constitution: “Public
and private legal entities providing public services shall be held liable
for damage that their agents, as such, have caused to third parties,
the right of recourse against the responsible parties in case of willful
misconduct and guilt being guaranteed”. And, when it comes to
environmental liability, the State, like any other legal entity, shall
respond objectively, as expressly stipulated in art. 255, § 3, of the
Constitution, and art. 14 § 1 of Law 6,938/818.”

With regard to case law, there are decisions handed down by the Supreme
Court defending accountability for environmental damage of third-parties
benefited by the polluting conduct, the leading case being Special Appeal
(Resp) 650728/SC, reported by Minister Herman Benjamin, in which part of
the decision states that to determine environmental liability, "those who do,
those who do not do when they should do, whoever fails to do, does not care
that it is done, finances those doing it, and those who benefit when others do (our
emphasis), are deemed equivalent”, following the rationale that the benefited
third party, although not directly responsible for the environmental damage,
contributes to the occurrence thereof, when putting its interest in receiving
personal benefit ahead of the erga omnes duty to protect the environment.
It is, therefore, clear that there is no legal impediment against the Federal
Government being included as a defendant in an environmental lawsuit on
the grounds that it is indirectly benefited by a conduct that was detrimental
to the environment.

9

LEITE, José Rubens Morato e AYALA, Patryck de Araújo. Dano Ambiental, Do individual ao coletivo
extrapatrimonial. Teoria e Prática. 5th ed. São Paulo: Revista dos Tribunais, 2012. p. 195.
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In this connection, we have to note that, despite the lack of legal prohibition
to do so, it goes without saying in the doctrine that, although it is a way to
obtain compensation for damage caused to the environment, this option
should not be adopted, since the accountability of the Federal Government for
environmental damage caused by private law individuals would represent the
socialization of the risk without the same socialization of the profits obtained
from the environmental damage caused. In other words, once the Federal
Government is held liable, drawing on Treasury funds, and therefore on those
of the taxpayers, would pay for the damage caused by the private entrepreneur,
which would be unfair to the people.
According to this doctrinal understanding, the most appropriate way would
be the liability of the private entrepreneur, also resorting to strict liability of any
private individual, whose conduct had a causal link with the verified pollution.
In this case, the Federal Government and other governmental entities would
only be accountable if it had a direct connection with the harmful conduct, so
as to avoid the liability of the people and the consequent socialization of the
risk of polluting economic activities.
As part of E&P activities, there are situations in which the Federal
Government can be identified as a third party beneficiary of a possible or potential
polluting activity, such as the exploration and production of hydrocarbons
under the concession system, in which the ownership of hydrocarbons becomes
the concessionaires’ at the moment they are extracted from under the ground,
with the Federal Government receiving signature bonuses and a share of the
royalties and, in the cases of high productivity, the special take, being indirectly
benefitted. Therefore, in the event of a pollution incident caused by oil resulting
from an E&P activity in the concession area, the Federal Government could
be considered an indirect polluter and be compelled to bear the costs of
remediation of the damage, as well as compensation for the losses suffered by
third parties arising out of such damage.
Accordingly, in the event of a large-scale oil spill incident at sea resulting from
any oil exploration and production activity causing extensive environmental
damage affecting both the physical and the biotic environment, with a negative
impact on many ecosystems, as well as on economic activities such as tourism
and fishing, in which case the costs of remediation and compensation can
reach tens of billions of dollars, it is not unreasonable to imagine that the
Federal Government might be included in the lawsuits that may eventually be
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filed either by the Prosecution Office or by the affected parties. In this case,
however, the Federal Government will have a solid defense by invoking the
principle of non-socialization of the risk, as explained above.
On the other hand, there are cases where it can be viewed as a direct
beneficiary of such activity, which is the case with E&P activities in areas
subject to a production sharing system, a situation in which, in the event of
an oil pollution incident due to an E&P operation, the Federal Government
could be considered as a direct polluter because, as we will show later, the
hydrocarbons produced under the production sharing system belong to the
Union and not to the oil companies providing services to the Government, and
are paid with part of the oil and natural gas produced. Moreover, under articles
21 to 25 of Law nº 12,351/201010, it is the Federal Government that, through the
Brazilian Oil and Gas Management Company - Pré-sal Petróleo S/A – PPSA, a
governmental company linked to the Ministry of Mines and Energy, created by
Law nº 12,304/2010, appoints the majority of the members and the Chairman
of the Operating Committees of the members of the consortium that operates
areas under the aforementioned system, given that the latter has the power to
10

“Art. 21. The public company mentioned in § 1 of art. 8 is in the consortium as a representative of the
Union’s interests in the production sharing contract.
Art. 22. The consortium management rests with the operating committee.
Art. 23. The operational committee will consist of representatives of the public company mentioned
in § 1 of Art. 8 and of other consortium members.
Sole paragraph. The public company mentioned in § 1 of art. 8 will appoint half the members of the
operational committee, including its president, leaving the other consortium members to appoint the
other members.
Art. 24. The operational committee shall be responsible for:
I - defining the exploration plans, to be submitted to the ANP for review and approval;
II - defining the oil and natural gas field discovery assessment plan, to be submitted to the ANP for
review and approval;
III - declaring the commercial viability of each field discovered and defining the production
development plan of the field, to be submitted to the ANP for review and approval;
IV - defining the annual work and production programs, to be submitted to the ANP for review
and approval;
V - reviewing and approving budgets related to the exploration, evaluation, development and
production activities provided for in the contract;
VI - overseeing the operations and approving the accounting of the costs incurred;
VII - defining the terms of the production unitization agreement to be signed with the owner of the
adjacent area, subject to the provisions of Chapter IV of this Act; and
VIII - other attributions defined in the production sharing agreement.
Art. 25. The president of the operational committee will have the power of veto and casting vote, as
provided for in the production sharing agreement.”
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veto and the casting vote, as defined in the production sharing contract. We
see, therefore, that in the production sharing system, the Federal Government
becomes the true entrepreneur, because it not only holds the ownership of the
hydrocarbons, but has the effective decision-making power in the operation,
and therefore is directly liable for any pollution event arising out of exploration
and production under the production sharing system. In this case, the principle
of non-socialization of the risk can obviously not be invoked in favor of the
Federal Government, since, as it is an entrepreneur, at least in theory, the
profits from the activity will also be socialized.
Thus, given the constitutional principle of the polluter pays, it cannot be
ruled out that, in the event of a large oil spill at sea with negative impacts on
long stretches of the sea and coast, the Federal Government may be included
as one of the defendants in actions to restore the environment and/or to
compensate for the environmental damage and third parties, both as indirect
polluter (concession system) and direct polluter (production sharing system),
therefore co-responsible together with the operator and the other entities
involved in the incident.

25.7. Conclusion
From everything that we have explained above, it can be concluded that
offshore E&P activities, which when successful, create wealth exponentially,
given that in areas such as the pre-salt there is the real potential to generate
thousands of direct and indirect jobs and hundreds of billions of dollars for the
country, for oil companies, for companies in the supply and services chain, for
investors and other stakeholders, also bring with them a significant operational
risk having great potential to cause damage to the environment, which should
be remedied and/or indemnified, generating liability, objectively, jointly and
severally, upon all agents that may have directly and/or indirectly contributed
to the occurrence of the damaging event, causing marine and coastal pollution.
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26. Oil pollution incidents and the
National Contingency Plan
Carlos Maurício Maia Ribeiro
Concern about the dangers resulting from the extraction and use of oil
as the main fuel of industrial society came about, as did many other aspects
of environmental protection, in response to large-scale incidents that put at
risk not only the environment in regions where they occurred, but also human
survival of in those places.
The incidents with Torrey Canyon (Great Britain in 1967), Amoco Cadiz
(Brittany in 1978) and finally Exxon Valdez (USA 1989) were some of the
catalysts for emergence of the current environmental protection system against
oil pollution, involving both domestic and international legal systems, which
was established through regional, bilateral and multilateral treaties such as
Unclos1, Marpol2 and Opol3. A number of oil-producing countries, such as
Great Britain, the United States, Norway and Russia (the latter two with
coordinated plans for the Barents Sea region, an example of a contingency plan
based on bilateral cooperation), established contingency plans for responding to
oil pollution incidents in waters under their respective jurisdictions and also in
response to international incidents such as the abovementioned.
The accident with the Deepwater Horizon in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010 once
again brought the discussion concerning response plans for incidents involving oil
to the fore, because of the extensive environmental damage in the region and its
1

Unclos is the original acronym for United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, also known [in
Portuguese] as CNUDM, Convenção das Nações Unidas sobre o Direito do Mar, and is the international
convention resulting from the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, of December 1973.

2

Marpol is the original acronym for International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships,
and is an international convention signed in 1973 at the International Maritime Organization forum,
as amended by the 1978 Protocol.

3

Opol is the original acronym in English for Offshore Pollution Liability Agreement and is an agreement
entered into from time to time between operators of offshore installations used for exploration and/or
production of hydrocarbons.
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significant adverse impact to the local economy. Again, different sectors of society
started to call for the implementation of effective preventive and corrective measures
to avoid catastrophic accidents, and to organize and ensure that initiatives by public
and private entities in response to such incidents be as efficient as possible.
In Brazil, the response was no different. After the incident in the Gulf of
Mexico, once again the capacity of the oil exploration and production industry
to respond to a major incident threatening to cause significant damage
to the social, economic and environmental conditions of the country was
challenged. Therefore, the pressure intensified for a National Contingency
Plan (Portuguese acronym PNC) to be drafted, a provision for which existed
since the passing of Law nº 9,966/2000 (the Petroleum Law), but was never
concluded and implemented.
The PNC aims at aligning and increasing the efficiency of the actions
by Government Authorities and private entities in response to a significant
pollution incident, minimizing the environmental damage caused. The need to
create and implement the PNC was definitively demonstrated with the incident
in the Frade Field, in November 2011, in the area under concession to Chevron,
which left no doubt regarding the need for an effective response mechanism to
be triggered as soon as a major incident with oil is communicated.
In response to these developments and given the need for integrating
environmental protection with the continuing expansion of the domestic oil
industry, the Federal Government resumed discussions on the PNC and on
October 22, 2013, issued Decree nº 8,127 that, finally, after the Petroleum Law had
been in force for a decade, established the PNC and also created the Information
System on Oil Pollution Incidents in Waters under National Jurisdiction –
Sisnóleo and introduced amendments to the provisions of Decree nº 4,871/2003,
which governs the implementation of the Area Plans, mechanisms that are also
used to fight oil pollution in waters under Brazilian jurisdiction.
We will now examine the main features of the PNC and the innovations,
duties and obligations created by Decree nº 8,127/2013.

26.1. Definitions and structure
As shown above, the PNC constitutes an instrument that assigns
responsibilities, establishes the organizational structure and sets guidelines,
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in order to allow the Public Authorities and private entities to act in a
coordinated manner to minimize environmental damage arising from oil
pollution incidents in waters under Brazilian jurisdiction, by increasing the
capacity to respond to such incidents.
The structure of the PNC involves an Executive Committee, an Oversight
and Assessment Group and a Support Committee, with a structure similar to
the one adopted by the US, UK and Russia in their national contingency plans.
The Executive Committee is composed by representatives of the Brazilian
Navy, the Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural
Resources – Ibama, the National Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels Agency
– ANP, the Ministry of Mines and Energy, the Ministry of National Integration,
the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of the Environment, with the latter
being appointed to act as the National Authority for the purposes of the PNC.
The Executive Committee is responsible for proposing and adopting guidelines
for implementing the PNC, and for publishing the PNC Manual containing the
procedures for complying with the responsibilities assigned to each entity
within the PNC, interacting with the member institutions of the Support
Committee so that they can carry out their duties, as shown below, creating a
program of simulated exercises for the PNC and overseeing the development
of the Sisnóleo system, which will be analyzed in its own section below.
The National Authority, a role delegated to the Ministry of the Environment,
is responsible for coordinating the actions required to implement the PNC
and its purposes, for interacting with the entities of National Environmental
System – Sisnama in order to provide support to the initiatives in response to
oil pollution incidents, convening and coordinating meetings of the Executive
Committee and Support Committee when the PNC has not yet been triggered,
and for communicating the triggering of the PNC to entities and institutions
participating in the Support Committee.
The Oversight and Assessment Group is formed by the Navy, Ibama and the
ANP and can be convened and triggered by any one of its members in the event
of an oil pollution incident, even if such incident is not considered of national
significance, and it is incumbent upon the Oversight and Assessment Group
to determine the extent and impact of any oil pollution incident, determining
which course of action is to be followed.
It is therefore the responsibility of the Oversight and Assessment Group to
determine whether either of the following occurs: i) the Area Plan is triggered,
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if it exists, and has not been triggered by one of its participants; and/or ii)
the PNC is triggered, if the size of the incident justifies it, communicating its
triggering to the National Authority.
The operations coordinator of the Oversight and Assessment Group will
be chosen among one of the three institutions composing it, depending on
the type of accident, and this responsibility shall preferably lie with: i) the
Navy, when the oil pollution incident occurs in maritime waters and in inland
waters between the coast and the straight baseline from which the territorial
waters are measured; ii) Ibama, when the incident occurs in inland waters,
except those included in the above described area under the responsibility
of the Navy; (iii) the ANP, when the oil pollution incident is from subsea oil
drilling and production structures.
The Oversight and Assessment Group has also the following duties, among
others: i) to convene and coordinate the Support Committee when the PNC
is triggered and actions are necessary to increase the capacity of the polluter
to respond; ii) to evaluate the actions of the PNC, when triggered, reporting
its findings to the National Authority; iii) to monitor and evaluate response
actions under the Area Plans in certain cases; and iv) to oversee and evaluate
the actions taken by the polluter to remedy the oil pollution.
Once communication of an oil pollution incident has been made, pursuant
to article 14 et seq. of Decree nº 8,127/2013, the Oversight and Assessment
Group will move into action, receiving reports on the situation and deciding
on the steps to be taken in response to the incident. Based on the criteria
established in the PNC, the Oversight and Assessment Group will determine
the need to trigger the Area Plans or the PNC and it elect to trigger the Area
Plan, with the Oversight and Assessment Group subsequently demming the
Area Plan inadequate for responding to the incident and triggering the PNC at
a later date. The structure of the PNC may also be triggered by the Oversight
and Assessment Group in situations where it is found that any Area Response
Plan for an oil pollution incident of unknown origin is insufficient.
Once the PNC has been triggered, the Operational Coordinator will be
responsible, among other functions, for ensuring, in order of priority, the
safety of human life at sea, environmental protection and the integrity of
the property and facilities threatened or affected by oil pollution; setting up
an operations center; requiring and checking on response initiatives by the
polluter; requiring that the equipment prescribed in the Individual Emergency
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Plan and Area Plan be made available; requiring that environmentally
sensitive areas be protected and that the fauna be rescued by specialized
personnel; and keeping the press, the authorities and the public informed
of the situation, by means of an information center to be set up. The
Operational Coordinator must also send the records covering the incident
to the National Authority within a timeframe to be established, describing
the incident and the methods used in response, the social communication
initiatives implemented, along with a financial and administrative report on
the human and material resources used and the costs incurred in, with a view
to the subsequent recovery of such costs from the responsible polluter.
The Support Committee is composed of 17 entities, with 23 principal
members and it is designed to provide technical support and assistance
if triggered during an incident, with each of its members performing the
functions and duties established by article 12 of Decree nº 8,127/2013. The
National Authority is entitled to invite other government and private entities
to participate in the Support Committee if the National Authority deems it
necessary. The Support Committee is similar to the U.S. National Contingency
Plan and the division of tasks among the 22 member entities is similar to that
of the UK National Contingency Plan, and each of these agencies and bodies is
responsible for one part of the response actions to oil pollution incidents.

26.2. Sisnóleo: Definitions and structure
As stated above, as an innovation, Decree nº 8,127/2013 also created the
Sisnóleo system, which aims at consolidating and disseminating information
on preventing, preparing and responding to oil pollution incidents, and such
information is used to improve operations for containing oil pollution.
The system will have information on inventories of equipment and materials
available for containment operations, directories of specialists and lists of
Individual Emergency Plans and Area Plans. The development of the Sisnóleo
system will be supervised by the Executive Committee, which will establish
procedures for accessing and updating the system. Under the Decree, Ibama
is responsible for developing, implementing and administrating the operation
of the Sisnóleo system within a maximum of 18 months from the date of
publication of the Decree and is likewise responsible for keeping it up to date.
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26.3. Response actions in the event of an oil
pollution incident
Decree nº 8,127/2013 also provides for the procedures to be adopted in
response to an oil pollution incident, primarily establishing that the polluter
pays principle be applied to all oil pollution incidents, following the worldwide
trend in response to similar situations. If the incident is caused by a vessel
whose flag country is a signatory to OPRC/904, this should be applied, and the
Individual Emergency Plan of the vessel concerned put into action.
Once it has been determined by the Oversight and Assessment Group,
based on the criteria described below, that an incident with oil has national
significance, the PNC must be triggered, in which case the steps described
below must be followed.
Initially, all oil pollution incidents must be reported immediately to the
following bodies and authorities: Ibama, the Brazilian environmental agency with
jurisdiction over the incident, the Port or River Authority with jurisdiction over
the incident and the ANP, as provided for in Decree nº 4,136/2002. Upon being
notified, such authorities must verify the event, define its geographical extent and
pass on the information received to the Oversight and Assessment Group.
It is the duty of the polluter to keep the abovementioned authorities
updated on the situation, by means of notifications, which must contain
at least the information determined in the sole paragraph of article 16 of
Decree nº 8,127/2013, among which are a description of the current situation,
communicating whether the incident is under control or not, the volume of the
spill, areas affected and measures already taken and planned.
The criteria to be considered by the Oversight and Assessment Group when
determining whether an incident is of national significance are listed in article
17 of Decree nº 8,127/2013 and they can be analyzed separately or together.
Among the criteria listed are the following:
i.

Large-scale accident, explosion or fire, which might cause oil pollution;

ii. The volume discharged or which might be discharged;
4
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iii. The environmental sensitivity of the area affected or at risk;
iv. The effectiveness of the PEI and the Area Plan;
v. Request for help from the operator of the facilities, the master of the
ship or the polluter;
vi. The possibility of pollution reaching the waters under the jurisdiction
of other countries; and
vii. Unidentified polluter, in areas not covered by an Area Plan.
Decree nº 8,127/2013 further determines that the operational coordinator
of the Oversight and Assessment Group is to trigger the mobilization of the
PNC structure whenever there is evidence that the procedures carried out
by the polluter are not adequate or that the equipment and materials are not
sufficient, or when the procedures in the Area Plan do not prove adequate in
responding to an oil pollution incident of unknown origin, and this may require
the assistance of specialized personnel from among the members of the Support
Committee, to be part of the coordinating team structure.

26.4. Conclusion
The creation of the PNC was an important step for this country, contributing
to the development of the oil industry while at the same time helping to protect
human life and the environment, which are constitutional purposes of the
Brazilian State.
In planning for any major emergencies, it is obviously vital that the risk to
human life, to the environment and to the existing socio-economic conditions of
waterside areas under national jurisdiction should be minimized, thus ensuring
that the oil industry can continue to expand without threatening the survival
of other industries and communities existing in the area. Thus, the creation of
the PNC is a further demonstration of maturity of the domestic oil industry and
may well become one of the mainstays of the expansion of exploration activities
in Brazilian territorial waters with the start of exploration in the pre-salt areas.
Along with the Individual Emergency Plans and the Area Plans, the PNC
has the effect of enabling a quicker and more efficient response to any incident
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involving oil, rapidly combating oil pollution so as to ensure that the cleanup and
pollution control can be efficient, while providing access to information that the
entities involved will need before, during and after an oil pollution incident.
It can be said, therefore, that the creation of the PNC was a milestone in
the history of oil exploration in Brazil, but it has to be constantly updated and
improved, so that the oil industry can be prepared at all times to respond to a
possible major incident in the most efficient way possible, so that the purposes
of protecting both human life and the environment can be achieved without
creating obstacles to the continued expansion of the oil industry in this country.
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27. Special Customs Regime for
Importing and Exporting Goods Used on
Activities of Research, Development and
Production of Oil and Gas – Repetro
Luiz André Nunes de Oliveira
Repetro was instituted by Decree nº 3,161, of September 2, 1999 and is
currently governed by Decree nº 6,759, of February 5, 2009, articles 458 to 462
(Brazilian Customs Regulation) and the Normative Instruction nº 1,415/2013,
issued by the Federal Revenue Service.
Repetro was created with the primordial objective of reducing the costs of
the typical activities performed by the Brazilian Oil and Gas Sector by relieving
the tax burden, so as to attract investments and stimulate their development.

27.1. Definition
Repetro consists of a combination of three distinct customs treatments:
drawback, temporary admission and fictitious exportation1, valid until 12/31/20202,
and applicable to the export and import of goods destined to exploration and
production activities of oil and natural gas, defined in article 6, of Law nº
9,478/1997 and in Laws nº 12,276/2010 and nº 12,351/2010.
The great innovations of Repetro were: a) the creation of the notion of
fictitious exportation, which permits the characterization of exportation, for
purposes of definitive conclusion of the suspended tax obligation at the time of
the importation, as from the transfer of ownership of the goods to a legal entity
domiciled abroad, even though the goods remain physically in Brazilian territory;
1

Article 2, items I and II, of the Federal Revenue Service Normative Instruction nº 1,415, of 2013.

2

Originally, the final term of validity of Repetro was 12.31.2005 (Decree nº 3,161/1999). Then, this
term was extended to 12.31.2007 (Decree nº 3,787/2001). And, in turn, there was a new extension,
this time to 12.31.2020 (Decree nº 6,759/2009).
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and b) authorization so that the temporary admission with economic use of the
goods, which as a rule requires the proportional payment of the taxes due upon
importation, would also suspend the full amount of the due taxes, in the case of
goods employed in the activities of exploration and production of oil and gas.
The Brazilian Federal Revenue Service – RFB has competent jurisdiction
for the qualification for Repetro, the inspection of the suspended taxes and the
confirmation of the regular fulfillment by the beneficiary of the requirements
and conditions established by the pertinent legislation.
The goods subject to this regime are listed in Annex 1 of RFB Normative
Instruction nº 1,415/2013, in addition to those that are necessary to ensure
the use of the goods listed or necessary for the fulfillment of other normative
requirements for the benefited activities3.
In this sense, Repetro applies only to the goods destined to the activities of
research, exploration, evaluation, development, production and exploitation of
the oil and natural gas fields4, as well as:
a) Vessels intended for support and storage in the activities of exploration,
evaluation, development and production of oil, natural gas and other
fluid hydrocarbons;
b) Platforms intended for the support, maintenance and safety of the
drilling and production activities;
c) Lines, pipes and umbilicals necessary for the unloading activities of
oil, natural gas and other fluid hydrocarbons; and
d) Accessory goods (machinery and equipment, including spare parts,
tools and the devices and other parts and items) intended for the
protection of the environment, life-saving, prevention of accidents and
fire-fighting, provided that they are used to ensure the working order
of the principal goods to which they are related or necessary for the
fulfillment of other normative requirements provided for the activities
of exploration and production.

The regime does not apply to other activities, even those linked to the oil
and gas sector, such as the following:
a) Refining
b) Treatment or Processing of Natural Gas
3

Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 3.

4

Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 1.
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c) Transportation of Petroleum not included in item “c” above
d) Distribution
e) Resale
f) Distribution of Piped Gas

The operations supported by Repetro are subject to the taxation imposed
over foreign trade transactions, but the enforceability of collection is suspended
due to the special customs treatment given to the goods admitted under Repetro
(Brazilian Customs Regulation, article 458, head provision and paragraph 3).

27.1.1. Drawback
In the context of Repetro, drawback only applies in the suspended mode5,
which makes importation possible with suspension of Import Tax (II), of Tax
on Manufactured Products (IPI), of the Social Contributions (PIS and Cofins)
and with exemption of AFRMM6 (In addition to the Additional Freight for
the Renovation of the Merchant Marine) and of ICMS7, combined or not
with the local acquisition of goods for employment or consumption in the
industrialization process of a product to be exported.
Thus, the inputs, the semi-prepared or semi-concluded products and the
parts or items for use in the manufacture process of goods to be exported
admitted under the drawback system can be both foreign and national8.
After the use of the consumables in the manufacture of the referred goods,
they must be exported or transferred to another special regime, in order to
comply with the relevant tax treatment, being, in these circumstances,
converted the suspension in exemption.

27.1.2. Temporary Admission
The regime of temporary admission for economic use9 under Repetro
authorizes the temporary permanence in the country of certain goods for the
5

Decree nº 6,759/2009, article 383 onwards, and Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 2, III.

6

Law nº 10,893, of July 13, 2004, article 15.

7

ICMS Agreement 27/1990.

8

Decree nº 6,759, of 2009, article 458, item III, and Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013,
article 12, Sole paragraph.

9

Decree nº 6,759, of 2009, article 373 and 376, I, “a”, and Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013,
article 15.
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duration of the contract10, which can be extended according to the contract,
with total suspension of the federal taxes (II, IPI, PIS and Cofins) levied over
the relevant import.
With regard to ICMS under the temporary admission scheme, ICMS
Agreement 130/2007 authorizes the States of the Federation (i) to grant
exemption or reduce the basis for calculation, so that the tax burden may be
equivalent to 1.5%, without appropriation of credit, on the importation of
goods to be used in the exploration phase, and (ii) to grant a reduction in the
basis for calculation, so that the tax burden may be equivalent to 7.5%, with
a right to accrue the credit corresponding to the amount paid, for purposes of
compensation with debits from other operations subject to the incidence of the
tax, or 3%, without a right to credit — for the importation of goods to be used
in the production phase.11
We point out that the rules set out for the temporary admission regime in
Decree nº 6,759, of 2009, article 461 (Brazilian Customs Regulation) also apply
to Repetro, in a secondary manner.
For application purposes of this regime, economic use is considered the
employment of certain type of goods in the rendering of services or in the
production of other goods destined for sale12.

27.1.3. Fictitious Export
Fictitious export admits that the sale of certain goods to foreign legal
entities characterizes an export for purposes of the extinction of the regime
of suspension of taxes due over the import, even though the goods remain
physically in the Brazilian territory13.
Fictitious export permits, depending on the case in question, the application
of the following customs treatments:

10

Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 23.

11

Note that, it is important to highlight that the State of Rio de Janeiro has recently enacted the Decree
# 2/16 which has suspended the legal effects of the tax benefits already granted through the ICMS
Agreement 130/2007.referred herein.

12

Decree nº 6,759, of 2009, article 373, § 1.

13

Decree nº 6,759, of 2009, article 458, I and II, and Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013,
article 10.
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I. export, without there having occurred its departure from the Brazilian
customs territory and later application of the temporary admission
regime, in the case of goods that can be subject to Repetro (repetráveis)
and were manufactured in Brazil, , sold to an entity domiciled abroad;
II. export, without there having occurred its departure from the Brazilian
customs territory, of items and replacement parts intended for the goods
referred to in item (I) above, already admitted under the special customs
regime of temporary admission; and
III. import, under the drawback regime, in the suspension mode, of
inputs, semi-elaborated or finished products and of items and parts, used
in the manufacture of the goods mentioned in item (I) above and later
proof of payment of the obligations resulting from the application of this
regime through the export referred to in item I or II.

The goods will be delivered in national territory, under customs control,
to the foreign purchaser or, at its order, the legal entity qualified for Repetro14.
The customs clearance procedures of export and temporary admission must
be processed in the same Unit of the RFB, in a sequential and conjugated
manner, so that the fictitious export may be completed with the temporary
admission of the goods15 within the scope of Repetro.

27.2. Minimum amount required to qualify for Repetro
The goods that have the unit customs value of less than US$ 25,000.00
(twenty-five thousand dollars) cannot benefit from Repetro, thus considered
the unit customs value of the goods (under the same NCM) taking into
consideration, when applicable, the value of the freight and the insurance. In this
case, the interested party should fill in the application form for the regime with
calculation notes so that:
a) the total freight may be divided according to the weight of the goods; and
b) the total insurance may be divided according to the unit value of
the goods.

14

Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 10, § 1.

15

RFB NI nº 1,415, of 2013, article 10, § 1.
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This restriction of value does not apply to the list of goods below, which
generally are transported unassembled:
a) Lines: only flexible lines destined to the production of oil or natural gas;
b) Pipes: only drill pipes; and
c) Umbilicals: only electro-hydraulic umbilicals.

27.3. Qualification for Repetro
Repetro can only be used by legal entities headquartered in the Country and
authorized by the Brazilian Federal Revenue Service. Authorization for Repetro
is the responsibility of the holder of the unit of the RFB in the jurisdiction of
the headquarters of the contracting operator, including when the headquarters
of the contracted, sub-contracted or assigned legal entity is headquartered in
another Tax Region16.
The following can apply for Repetro17:
i) the legal entity that is the operator, thus considered the holder of
the concession, authorization or assignment for exploration, evaluation,
development and production of oil and gas or the contractor under the
production sharing regime (Regime de Partilha de Produção);
ii) the legal entity contracted by the operator, through a time charter
contract, or for the rendering of any activity described in item (i);
iii) the legal entity sub-contracted by the legal entity to which item (ii),
above refers; or
iv) the legal entity domiciled in Brazil, assigned for the import of goods
under the terms of item (ii), when the contractor is not headquartered
in the Country.

The application for Repetro must be filed before the implementation of any
import operation and will be effective through the presentation of a digital dossier
as provided by article 4, of the Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,412, of 2013.
Requirements for qualification for Repetro:

16

Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 9.

17

Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 4.
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I. presentation of the entity’s own computerized control system of
the regime;
II. proof that the operator was contracted by the Brazilian Federal
Government under the regime of concession, authorization, assignment
or production sharing, including when dealing with a requirement
formulated for qualification of a legal entity referred to in item II of the
sole paragraph of article 4;
III. previous adhesion to the Electronic Tax Domicile – DTE, under the
terms of Normative Instruction RFB nº 664, of July 21, 2006;
IV. presentation of the Qualification Application, as per the template
appearing in Annex II of Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415/2013;
V. tax regularity of the headquarters of the legal entity with regard to
taxes administered by the RFB and the Active Debt of the Brazilian
Federal Government administered by the Attorney General’s Office of
the National Treasury – PGFN); and
VI. regularity of the collection to the Employee Severance Indemnity
Fund – FGTS.

27.4. The Repetro operation
In summary, the enjoyment of the benefits of the regime analyzed herein
consists of the following stages:

27.4.1. When there is an import of unfinished goods so that the
manufacture of the final product fully or partially takes place in
national territory:
I. import (or acquisition in the internal market through application of
the integrated drawback, which are regimes not covered by Repetro,
but which can be conjugated with it) of consumables, by a legal entity
domiciled in Brazil, for the production of goods related to the exploration
or production of oil and gas;
II. sale of the good produced for a legal entity domiciled abroad with
physical delivery in the country under the care of another legal entity
domiciled in Brazil, through the regime of fictitious export, which
authorizes the extinction of the drawback regime without the need to
collect the suspended taxes; and
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III. subsequent import of the fictitiously exported good, through the
regime of temporary admission, with a suspension of the federal taxes
and incidence only of ICMS based on ICMS Agreement 130/2007.

27.4.2. When the goods are already imported in the condition of a
finished product, having been manufactured abroad:
I. its import is performed through the regime of temporary admission
and its permanence in the country is authorized for the time of the
contract that defines its use in the phases of exploration or production,
liable to extension in the same measure as the contract; and
II. after the end of its useful life, the goods can be exported (this time
physically, and not only in a fictitious way), transferred to another special
regime, also without the payment of taxes, in order that they might be
restored, or destroyed at the expense of the company qualified for Repetro,
through the previous authorization of the Federal Revenue Service.

27.5. Procedures relating to Repetro
To carry out the import, the importing legal entity, through an employee,
legal representative, or contracted customs broker, should have access to the
Integrated System of Foreign Trade – Siscomex, through which it should issue
and register an Import Declaration, which should provide all the information
relating to the import, such as tax classification in the Common Nomenclature
of Mercosur – NCM, quantity, price, port/airport of origin and destination,
value of the freight and value of the insurance of the goods to be imported,
data of the exporting legal entity, complete data of the importing legal entity,
nature of the operation (purchase, sale, lease, etc.) and any applicable special
customs regimes or tax benefits.
As from the submission of all this information, the value of the taxes due
over the import is automatically calculated and informed by the system, as well
as the expenses relating to the storage of the goods in the customs area and the
fee resulting from the use of the system itself, which also permits the emission
of the forms so that the taxes might be collected.
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At the time of the import of the goods subject to Repetro — whether through
drawback or temporary admission — the Import Declaration is filled within the
due information that the operation is subject to the suspension of the federal
taxes due and, as is the case, subject to the exemption or reduction of ICMS.
In this case, the federal taxes are duly calculated by Siscomex, but, instead
of the corresponding forms being issued for payment, the value of the taxes
serves as a reference for the elaboration of a Term of Responsibility18, by the tax
authorities, which the taxpayer is obliged to sign, besides the presentation of a
guarantee in the value of the taxes levied over the relevant import transaction.
It is emphasized that, in the hypothesis of the federal taxes being suspended
and ICMS being due — as occurs, for example, in the case of an import of the
goods subject to Repetro destined to the production phase — the suspended
federal taxes, calculated for the elaboration of the Term of Responsibility, are
included in the calculation basis of the ICMS to be collected.
Based on the Term of Responsibility, which functions as an instrument of
confession of debt, the taxes can be charged from the importer directly through
tax assessment, in case it does not fulfill the requirements inherent to the
regime that supported the import of the goods.
As for ICMS, in its turn, having exemption or reduction of the rate, the
importer should, after informing this condition in Siscomex, issue an ICMS
Exemption Form (Guia de Desoneração do ICMS), based on the regulations
of the State where the importer is established19 and go to the tax office in
whose jurisdiction it is established, in order to obtain the approval (stamp)
on the Form in question.
The release of the imported goods by the customs authorities always depends
on the presentation of the referred to Form, already stamped, even though there
is a specific provision in the State legislation about the exemption applicable to
the imported goods.
The above considerations made about the Import Declaration apply
analogously to the emission and registration of the Export Declaration at the
time of the fictitious export. Please note that, in the case of the fictitious export,

18

Normative Instruction RFB nº 1,415, of 2013, article 20.

19

In the case of the State of Rio de Janeiro, for example: articles 3 and 4 of Book XI of the ICMS
Regulation of the State of Rio de Janeiro – RICMS-RJ.
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there is no taxation due and, as a consequence, there is no obligation to issue a
Term of Responsibility.
Even after the previous analysis made during the qualification process for
Repetro, the customs authorities have the option to perform an inspection of
the goods that one intends to import or export, as is the case, as well as to
inspect all the documents that support the import or export made.

27.6. Some other relevant special customs regimes for the
oil and gas sector
As indicated above, there exist limits to the use of Repetro even
when exercised by agents of the sector. Such restrictions can result from
the inapplicability of Repetro to the goods of a certain operation or of the
disqualification of a certain agent to apply for Repetro. In this context, other
special customs regimes become very relevant for the sector. Next, we have
some examples of these other special customs regimes outside of the scope of
Repetro, which can be combined with it.
Drawback outside of Repetro20, according to its mode, makes import
possible, with a suspension of the federal taxes (II, IPI, PIS and Cofins) and
exemption from AFRMM and ICMS, of consumables for the production of
goods to be exported, as well as the acquisition in the internal market of these
consumables, with a suspension of the federal taxes.
Temporary admission21 with full suspension of the payment of taxes consists
of the suspension of the federal taxes22 and of ICMS23 on the import of goods
intended for to the replacement and repair of vessels, for the provision by a

20

Article 383 of Decree nº 6,759, of February 5, 2009, Normative Instruction RFB 845/2008, Joint RFB/
Secex Ordinance 467/2010 and Secex Ordinance 23/2011.

21

Article 354 of Decree nº 6,759, of February 5, 2009, and Normative Instruction RFB 1,600/2015.

22

With regard to AFRMM, there exists a controversy of interpretation about the application of the
suspensive treatment for any goods or just merchandise.

23

Although the Brazilian Supreme Court of Justice (“STF”) have already decided for the non-incidence
of ICMS on import operations performed through a temporary admission regime (RE 540.829/SP) —
in the Court of Appeals of the State of Rio de Janeiro, in particular, the issue is already settled — to
the measure in which they do not imply a transfer of ownership of the imported goods, there are States
that are still adopting a different interpretation, taxing such operations.
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foreign technician of technical assistance for imported goods or for replacement
of imported goods by way of a guarantee, and later return abroad. Temporary
admission for economic use24 imposes the payment of the taxes due over the
import proportional to the time of permanence of the goods in the country (1%
per month of the total of taxes due on the import).
Temporary admission for active improvement25 consists of the suspension of
federal taxes and of ICMS26 on the import of goods to be submitted to a process
of industrialization in the country and later export, as well as service, repair or
restoration of other goods that are in the country on a temporary basis.
The customs-warehousing regime27 on the import permits the storage of
foreign goods in a Brazilian customs area, on platforms of exploration and
exploitation of oil and gas under construction or conversion in the country,
or in naval shipyards, with a suspension of federal taxes and of ICMS, for later
export or conversion into another special customs regime. In addition, the
customs-warehousing regime on the export is that which allows the storage
of the goods intended for export, with a suspension of the federal taxes28, in a
customs area, on platforms of exploration and exploitation of oil and gas under
construction or conversion in the country, or in naval shipyards29.
The regime of certified customs deposit – DAC30 is that which is considered,
for tax purposes — and also exchange purposes — the goods sold to the foreign
entity with delivery inside a Brazilian customs area.

24

Articles 373 to 378 of Decree nº 6,759, of February 5, 2009, and SRF Normative Instruction
1,600/2015.

25

Articles 380 to 382 of Decree nº 6,759, of February 5, 2009, and SRF Normative Instruction
1,600/2015.

26

With regard to ICMS and to AFRMM, the same comments apply outlined above about the temporary
admission with full suspension of the taxes.

27

Article 404 to 419 of Decree nº 6,759, of February 5, 2009, and SRF Normative Instruction 241/2002.

28

There is no provision in the Agreement made within the scope of Confaz about the extension to the
state level of the federal tax treatment relating to the customs warehousing regime on the export.

29

It is important to explain, in this context, that Normative Instruction RFB 241/2002, in its article
5, II, authorized that the goods stored in a customs warehouse be submitted to the process of
industrialization, including for platform construction and conversion activities. Thus, this provision
created an essential instrument for the sub-suppliers of the oil and gas chain.

30

Article 493 of Decree nº 6,759, of February 5, 2009, and SRF Normative Instruction 266/2002.
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27.7. Final Comment
Currently the main issue related to Repetro is insecurity regarding the
end of the period of validity of the tax benefit in 2020. Considering that the
investments in the sector are long term it is urgent to extend its validity.
Another point of concern relates to the levy of ICMS on the operations
of local supply, for it is not possible to envisage, at the present time, political
feasibility for the total suspension of this State tax.
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